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Schultz: 
Marcos 
free man 
BALI, Indonesia (AP) - Sec- 
retary of State George Shultz 
said yesterday the Reagan ad- 
ministration considers deposed 
Philippine President Ferdinand 
Marcos "a free man" entitled to 
call supporters in his homeland 
and to move from the United 
States if he wishes. 
In blunt-spoken language ex- 
posing tension between the ad- 
ministration and the 
government of Marcos succes- 
sor Corazon Aquino, Shultz also 
said "we don't have infinite ca- 
pacity to provide money" to 
Manila. 
He said that Philippine Vice 
President Salvador Laurel, in a 
meeting with President Reagan, 
was told the administration be- 
lieves the courts - and not the 
executive branch of the U.S. 
government - must resolve 
claims by the Aquino govern- 
ment that Marcos stole billions 
in money and other valuables 
belonging to the Filipinos. 
Asked whether Reagan had 
provided to Laurel sufficient 
assurances of U.S. support for 
the Aquino government, Shultz 
snapped to reporters: "You will 
have to ask Mr. Laurel if he is 
satisfied. Let me remind you the 
president is not on trial here." 
IN HIS last full day on this 
tropical island before heading 
on to Tokyo and the seven-nation 
international economic summit, 
Reagan met with Laurel, con- 
ferred separately with Indone- 
sian President Suharto and 
re to the foreign ministers of 
Association of Southeast 
Asian Nations. Reagan then was 
joined by wife Nancy for an 
elegant evening dinner and cul- 
tural performance hosted by 
Suharto and his wife, Tien. 
Reagan was to board Air 
Force One at about 11 a.m. local 
time today (midnight EDT) for 
the seven-hour plus flight to 
Tokyo. 
Happy Birthday 
to you, BGSU 
The University threw a 75th 
birthday party for itself 
in the the Union Oval yester- 
day. It began with speeches, 
music and a balloon release, 
then finished with a lots 
of cake eating. 
Willie Henoch, Carol Sen- 
roedoer and Moonie Con- 
verse spent three days 
baking and decorating a 
the cakes in the Kohl Hall 
bake shop. But it took just 
about three hours for hun- 
dreds of people to eat the 
30 sheet cakes and a gigan- 
tic four layer cake made in 
the shape of University 
Hall. 
(Right) As the walls come 
tumbling down, the Univer- 
sity Hall cake is cut. 
(Above) Darlene Greene, 
Denlse Freeman and Shirley 
Sevlngny cut up University 
Hall and pass out the pieces. 
BG News/Peter Fellm/in 
Classified staff 
to vote for reps 
by Julie Fauble 
staff reporter 
The Classified Staff Council will have representatives elected 
directly by the staff for the first time this summer. 
Before this year, council members were selected by other mem- 
bers of the council, said H. Chris Esparza, vice-chairwoman of 
council. 
The change is intended to strengthen the communication and 
effectiveness of the council, Esparza said. 
"I think it (the election) will give the staff confidence in the 
council." she said. "We hope that it opens up a stronger communica- 
tion link between the council and the staff it represents." 
Phil Mason, executive assistant to University President Paul 
Olscamp. said the administration has approved of the election. 
"I'm glad to see that they're holding their own election," he said. 
"I think that having elected CSC representives will be an excellent 
change in the process of developing members of the council." 
ESPARZA SAID she wants to increase awareness of the council 
and is hoping for a show of support in this election. 
"Classified Staff Council exists to represent the classified staff on 
issues relating to employment," Esparza said. "The council can 
only be as strong as the people want it to be." 
In the past couple of years, changes in Ohio law, such as the 
collective bargaining law for state employees, have increased the 
a See Classified staff, page 6. 
Action may continue 
in officer's case 
by Valerie Qptak 
staff reporter 
The University may continue 
its efforts through the courts to 
fire a campus police officer ac- 
cused of making sexual ad- 
vances toward a student. 
Phil Mason, executive assis- 
tant to the University president, 
would not comment on the case 
concerning Officer Kenny 
Mercer. 
Mason only said the Univer- 
sity is "considering appeal" of 
decisions reversing Mercer's 
1984 termination as a patrol- 
man. 
Mercer, who was fired after a 
University student reported he 
had used his position to make 
sexual advances toward her, 
appealed his termination to the 
State Personnel Board. 
The board said Mercer should 
not be fired, but instead given a 
60-day suspension. 
A Wood County Common 
Pleas judge upheld the board 
decision, which the University 
then appealed to the 6th District 
Appeals Court in Toldeo. 
THE BOARD'S suggestion 
that Mercer be suspended, but 
not fired, was upheld again by 
the appeals court. 
"The Board properly consid- 
ered all of the evidence and 
found that, while (Mercer's) ac- 
tions were clearly improper, 
there were mitigating circum- 
stances that required a less se- 
vere penalty," the three-judge 
panel said. 
The student filed a complaint 
with city police Nov. 14, 1964, 
alleging that Mercer had acted 
in an "unacceptable manner." 
Apparently, Mercer and the 
woman had met and spoken 
D See Officer, page 6. 
Traps set for pigeons 
by Nancy Erikaon 
reporter 
The pigeons inhabiting the 
roofs and ledges of Haves and 
Moseley Halls should be fewer In 
number when classes begin in 
ave Crandall, pest control- 
/safety inspector for the Univer- 
sity, said Environmental 
Services plans to take care of 
the pigeon problem this sum- 
mer. 
"We will be trapping them 
over the summer and then hand- 
ing the birds over to a professor 
here at the University. The 
whole thing will be very hu- 
mane, although I do not know 
the exact fate of the birds." 
Crandall said. 
Crandall declined to name the 
professor. He also said the goal 
is to have a maximum of SO birds 
on campus. At last count, the 
campus had about 200 pigeons, 
he said. 
"There is no certain, perfect 
number of birds that is best, but 
it seems that after you get more 
than 50, it becomes a problem." 
Crandall said. 
SOME OF the problems pi- 
geons can cause are health haz- 
ards and pollution, he said. 
Keith Doellenger, associate 
professor of education, said he 
believes the pigeon problem on 
campus is one that should be 
solved. 
"I have an office that faces the 
court in Hayes Hall where the 
pigeons live. The window is cov- 
ered with pigeon manure and 
the air is very foul," he said. 
Doellenger  said  when  the 
birds die, they create odors and 
spread of disease. He also said 
the spreading of diseases due to 
the pigeons could provoke law- 
suits against the University if 
someone was poisoned or be- 
came sick from the birds' pollut- 
ion. 
Doellenger said he backs the 
extermination of the pigeons 
because of the problems they 
cause. 
"It's not that I'm against pi- 
geons; I'm against the pollution 
and disease they bring," Doel- 
lenger said. 
In a University move to re- 
duce the pigeon population 
about two years ago, theFriends 
of Animals opposed any meth- 
ods that would harm the pi- 
geons. Members of the group 
could not be reached yesterday 
for comment 
Millions strike in S. Africa 
JOHANNESBURG, South Af- 
rica (AP) - Millions of blacks 
stayed away from job* and 
schools yesterday. crippling fac- 
tories, mines and stores in the 
largest anti-apartheid protest in 
South African history. 
The nationwide strike, de- 
manding in part that Mar Day 
be declared a national holiday, 
signaled a powerful new organi- 
xaoonal strength among black 
workers, students and civic 
groups in the campaign for 
equal rights. 
* 
An academic monitoring 
group said at least 1.5 million 
workers, and possibly many 
more, struck for the day In the 
nation's four largest cities 
•lone. A government spokesper- 
son also estimated at least 1 
million urban black students 
boycotted classes for the day. 
Beyond those 15 million strik- 
ers, there was no way to calcu- 
late how many others left school 
and work for the day in rural 
areas and the nation's 10 tribal 
homelands, scenes of recent tur- 
moil. 
The national Associated 
Chambers of Commerce re- 
ported "massive absence from 
work" across the country, rang- 
ing from 70 to 108 percent. 
BOTH VINCENT Brett, man- 
power director for the chamber, 
and Professor Eddie Webster, 
bead of the academic monitor 
group, agreed the strike was the 
largest ever in South Africa. 
In Port Elizabeth in eastern 
Cane Province, researcher Glen 
AdW said a survey showed that 
Just six of 11,080 black employ- 
ees showed up. 
) 
Hamilton to skate at Ice Arena 
by Melissa McGUlivray 
staff reporter 
Instead of the rough-and-tum- 
ble sport of hockey, the Ice 
Arena will soon be the site for a 
more graceful, less competitive 
form of skating. 
Next weekend's International 
Stars On Ice Show will feature 
champion figure skaters who 
will perform, not compete, said 
Greg Jordan, director of the Ice 
Arena. 
"This year we're going with 
all professional skaters," he 
said. "I would anticipate the 
quality of the show will be better 
than ever before." 
The show is held every two 
years, and all proceeds go to the 
American Cancer Society, Jor- 
dan said. 
He said the University's last 
International Stars On Ice was a 
sell-out. 
"The last show was the final 
amateur performance of Scott 
Hamilton/' he said. "It was 
televised by ABC and we sold 
9,000 tickets in one day." 
Hamilton, a Bowling Green 
native, will also perform in next 
weekend's show. 
Hamilton is a four-time World 
and United States figure skating 
champion and a 1984 Olympic 
gold medalist He has also 
toured with the Ice Capades. 
OTHER PERFORMERS in- 
clude Elaine Zayak, former 
World and National Champion 
and U.S. Olympic Team mem- 
ber: Jo Jo Starbuck and Ken 
Shelley, a two-time Olympic 
pair; and Barbara Underbill 
tesy/Mlchael A. Rosenberg 
Ken Shelley and Jo Jo Starbuck 
and Paul Martini, 1984 World 
Pair Champions. 
Also appearing will be skaters 
Brian Pockar, David Santee, 
Sandy Lens, and Lisa-Marie Al- 
len. Ice Capades' pair Lisa Care- 
y/Chris Harrison and ice 
dancing pair Carol Fox/Richard 
Dalley will also perform. 
In previous shows, amateur 
skaters were featured. 
"Traditionally,   with   ama- 
teurs, they're not as free to be 
creative because they're being 
judged," Jordan said. "Profes 
D See Skaters, page 5. 
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Keeping in touch 
There lurks a time in the future of which few of us 
ever think. But our experiences tell us it will 
come, at some time, during each of our lives. 
You will encounter your roommate, or maybe a 
classmate, maybe even your best friend. The time 
will be years from now. You will have neither seen 
nor talked to this person since graduation. But 
seeing that face will cause misplaced memories to 
flashback into life. 
Crystal images will appear, images from last 
year, last week: evenings sweating under How- 
ard's dull yellow bar lights, all-night study binges, 
killing time together in the Union, philosophical 
bedroom conversations. 
But before you will stand a person the years have 
changed in ways you never expected, molded like a 
thumbprint in soft clay. The talk will be small, 
nervous. Pledges to keep in touch will be made and 
ignored because of the discomfort of the encounter. 
You will be separated by the years of silence. You 
will have betrayed the years you spent together at 
the University by not keeping in touch. 
Of course this won't happen to all of us; some of 
us are genuinely adept at corresponding. But they 
number among us as frequently as do hills in 
Bowling Green. 
If you are like most people, you don't stay in 
touch with old acquaintances as well as you should. 
It is a tragedy, but we resign ourselves to it as a 
fact of life. 
It doesn't have to be that way. There's no way to 
stay in touch with everyone who has meant some- 
thing to you at the University. But when your time 
comes to leave, make a note of those who mean 
something to you. And stay in touch. Even if it's 
only a few sentences a year scrawled on the back of 
a card. 
The key is lifting a hand and doing it. That's all, 
just lifting a hand to write a letter or pick up the 
phone can give you the freedom to live comfortably 
with your memories. 
Aloft on a wing and a prayer 
Slipping surly bonds of earth longtime dream of intrepid editor 
by Mike Mclntyre  
I have always dreamed of 
flying. Somehow the mystique of 
the "wild blue yonder has cap- 
tured my attention. 
Unfortunately, until last Fri- 
day I never had the opportunity 
to fly. That's probably because I 
don't know any pilots, and I've 
never been anywhere far enough 
away to need to take a jet. I 
mean, it would look kind of silly 
stepping on a plane in Cleveland 
ana stepping off in Cleveland 
Heights. 
But Friday I was baptized into 
the flying world in what I'm told 
is the worst way. Scrunched up 
in the back seat of a Piper sin- 
Sle-engine aircraft, I departed 
(other Earth. Within seconds, I 
wanted my mother back. 
The flight was, shall we say. 
interesting. It probably would 
have been far smoother if I 
hadn't gotten so nervous before 
take-off But who could blame 
me? 
It all started as a fluke. A 
friend of mine knows a pilot and 
mentioned that there would be 
extra seats for a flight. Thinking 
that she was only half serious, I jumped at the chance to show 
my courage. I volunteered for 
the flight. 
As the days passed, I began to 
realize that my friend was se- 
rious. Knowing there was no 
way to back out and still look 
cool, I began conditioning my- 
self for that first flight. 
On the way to the airport, 
Melanie was talking about 
something. I don't really know 
... / know that there Is nothing a 
Marine recruiter would love better than to 
put a frightened, overweight liberal In a 
plane and do loop-the-loopa until he signs 
up for boot camp. 
what it was, though, because I 
was thinking only of the flight. I 
remembered reading statistics 
that somone had a better chance 
Setting in an accident on the way 
) the airport than on the plane. I 
encouraged her to run a stop 
sign in a busy intersection, but 
to no avail. 
As Melanie and I were stand- 
ing on the airfield waiting for the 
plane to land, we talked about 
my upcoming experience. 
I asked her what the pilot's 
name was. 
"Captain Power," she replied. 
Captain Power? "Oh great," I 
thought as I imagined some bozo 
in a red white and blue supersuit 
emblazoned with a sterling sil- 
ver "P" on the chest. I could see 
this "Captain Power" flying his 
airplane off the pages of a Mar- 
vel comic book and onto the 
runway at Wood County Airport. 
By this time the plane had 
landed and two teen-age passen- 
gers climbed out. They didn't 
look any worse for the wear. I 
was encouraged. 
I turned to Melanie and asked 
why this guy had "captain" in 
front of his name. 
"He's a Marine recruiter," 
she said. 
Well, that was just terrific. My 
uncle is a Marine recruiter so I 
know that there is nothing a 
Marine recruiter would love bet- 
ter than to put a frightened, 
overweight liberal in a plane 
and do loop-the-loops until he 
signs up for boot camp. 
I was quaking with fear. 
I trembled as I stepped onto 
the wing. The plane was so tiny I 
imagined that it was put to- 
P'ler by a group of avid model 
ders. 
I fastened my seat belt extra 
tight so there was no chance that 
I could be sucked out of the 
plane in the event that all the 
windows broke. 
As we lifted off, I began to 
loosen up. It felt pretty cool to be 
off the ground. But as the plane 
climbed to 1.800 feet, I realized 
that we had left my stomach 
somewhere around 400 feet. 
Reflecting on Captain Power's 
pre-flight orders not to upchuck, 
I grabbed a strap hanging from 
the ceiling of the plane and gave 
myself that "you re not going to 
get sick" talk. You know, the 
one you give yourself in the 
middle of a heated game of 
quarters. 
After getting used to the fluc- 
tuating altitudes which made 
my stomach bounce off the floor 
of the plane like a basketball, I 
settled into my seat for what 
was turning into a pretty inter- 
esting experience. 
The deep azure sky was noth- 
ing short of breathtaking as it 
sluggishly drooped over the ho- 
rizon. And the ground, cordoned 
off ia perfect green and brown 
squares, looked so much better 
than it ever did at sea level. 
My moment of deep reflection 
and awe was interrupted when 
Captain Power turned over the 
reins to Melanie. That's right, 
the same girl who almost ran the 
stop sign on the way to the 
airport had my life in her hands. 
I was no longer interested in 
enjoying myself. Staying alive is 
what I had in mind. 
After circling Melanie's house 
in Upper Sandusky we had a 
relatively uneventful flight back 
to Bowling Green. 
The landing, although scary, 
was probably the most exciting 
aspect of the flight. 
Once my feet were planted 
firmly on the ground, I took a 
deep breath. I realized that I had 
finally done something I wanted 
to do all my life. Maybe I didn't 
love it as much as some of my 
friends, but at least I can say I 
did it. 
I must say I'm proud of myself 
for overcoming my initial fears. 
Now that I have flying out of the 
way, I would like to pursue other 
adventures. 
But this time, I hope they're 
more down-to-earth. 
Mclntyre, a news-editorial 
Journalism major from Lake- 
wood, is the high-flying manag- 
ing editor of The News. 
Letters 
ACCESS BG 
During the 1986 spring semester, 
the students in Sport Manage- 
ment 240, The Handicapped Cli- 
ent in Sport and Recreation, 
conducted a survey of area busi- 
nesses in order to determine 
degrees of accessibility to per- 
sons with physical disabilities. 
The results of this survey are 
Eublished in ACCESS BG, a pub- 
cation that is available at the 
Bowling Green Chamber of 
Commerce and other selected 
business establishments. 
The students of Sport Manage- 
ment 240 extend our apprecia- 
tion to The Daily Sentinel- 
Tribune and The BG News for 
their help with publicity. We 
also thank those individuals in 
the Bowling Green community 
and in the University who coop- 
erated by: 1) providing informa- 
tion on architecture and 
accessibility; 2) contributing 
funds to our project: and 3) 
supporting us throughout this 
Eroject. We sincerely appreciate 
ye positive encouragement we 
received from Joan Gordon, ex- 
ecutive manager of the Cham- 
ber of Commerce, and Mayor 
Bruce Bellard. 
We apologize to those business 
establishments that we uninten- 
tionally overlooked in our sur- 
vey. If the project is repeated in 
the future, we will make every 
effort to include everyone. We 
believe that the ACCESS BG 
project was a tremendous suc- 
cess, and we hope that a height- 
ened awareness of architectural 
barriers will have a positive 
impact on our community. 
Sport Management 240 class 
School of HPER 
Until proven guilty 
I would like to object to the stand 
taken by The BG News in the 
April 30 editorial, "Penalties no 
deterrent." 
The News claims that the men 
charged were "allowed to plea 
bargain" and were let off with 
"mere slaps on the wrist." This 
leads The News to question 
"How does it deter others from 
doing the same thing when the 
police make an arrest and the 
courts allow them to wheel and 
deal for lesser charges?" 
The News should recognize 
that an arrest is not a convic- 
tion, and guilt is determined in 
the courts, not on the editorial 
pages of newspapers. "The 
wheeling and dealing" is the 
standard judicial process by 
which guilt or innocence is de- 
termined by the courts. 
In the cases referred to by The 
News, those charged were found 
guilty of an offense and sen- 
tenced for that offense. To as- 
sume that those charged should 
receive more severe penalties 
for supposed transgressions 
which have not been proven in a 
court of law perverts the basic 
assumption of our legal system: 
that one is innocent until proven 
guilty. 
Thomas S. Edwards 
Dept. of German, Russian 
and East Asian Languages 
Housing circus 
At the beginning of our vigil, it 
was fun. we figured that we 
would sit around and listen to 
the radio for a while, get a little 
homework done and have those 
girl-talks that we all love so 
much. Unfortunately, nothing of 
the sort happened. 
For those of you who cannot 
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Hour*: 6 am. to 5 p m Monday through Friday 
figure out what I am talking 
about, I am referring to the 
campout for housing that took 
place on Sunday night for fresh- 
men women, and I use that term 
lightly. Until now I never real- 
ized how vindictive girls could 
be and am glad that the major- 
ity of my friends are male. 
For a short time, everything 
was fine, but around 6 a.m. those 
of us who had been sitting out- 
side the Student Services Build- 
ing since early afternoon the day 
before were completely fed up 
with the situation. 
We arrived with armloads of 
blankets and pillows and enough 
food to feed a small army. At 11 
p.m. everyone was laughing and joking and the stereo wars were 
fun ... for a while. At this 
moment I will be extremely 
happy if I never hear another 
Kool and the Gang song again. 
I understand that camping out 
for rooms is an annual event, but 
is it really necessary? Every on- 
campus student is guaranteed 
housing, and yet some of those 
girls were ready to fight to the 
death for a place in one of the 
Sacred Halls of Offenhauer or 
Rodgers. There has got to be a 
better way of organizing housing 
requests. 
I think that applications 
should be made available to 
everyone at the same time 
through the mail. The first cou- 
ple hundred that are returned 
should be the ones accepted. 
This would be so much easier 
than having hundreds of blood- 
thirsty females fighting over the 
shortage of choice rooms. For 
those of you who pushed your 
way through as quickly as possi- 
ble, I guess you didn't look back 
to see that you injured a girl and 
left her lying in your dust. 
Lastly, I would like to thank 
the massive number of girls that 
Kve everyone else a hard time, 
addition to having several 
more four-letter words added to 
my vocabulary, the new judo 
techniques will probably come 
in handy someday. 
Amy Maxwell 
203Prout 
Free service 
We would like to express our 
concern about an ad which ap- 
peared in the May 1 issue of The 
BG News, asking if you are 
ready to push the career panic 
button. 
The ad placed by Career Re- 
search and Development, a for- 
profit corporation, offered to 
help a person discover what he 
or she wants to do for a fee of 
$175. Why pay? Students should 
be aware that the Counseling 
and Career Development Center 
offers individual career counsel- 
ing and workshops in choosing 
their college majors. In addi- 
tion, the Center houses a Career 
Education Library with infor- 
mation on many careers and 
college majors. 
University Placement Serv- 
ices assists students in planning 
for graduate education and ob- 
taining professional employ- 
ment. Placement Services also 
offers job-search seminars, on- 
campus interviews, job refer- 
rals, credential services, and 
interview training. 
All services of the Counseling 
and Career Development Center 
and University Placement Serv- 
ices are free of charge and avail- 
able to all University students. 
If we can be of help, give us a 
call: Counseling and Career De- 
velopment Center at 372-2081, 
and University Placement Serv- 
ices at 372-2356. 
Rex D. Filer 
Coord, of Career Development 
Joann Kroll, Director 
University Placement Services 
Historical Museum 
In response to "Museum pos- 
sesses history of its own, an 
article about the Wood County 
Historical Museum appearing in 
the April 30 "Summer Supple- 
ment/' I'd like to thank The BG 
News for the coverage, but be- 
cause of sensationalism and fac- 
tual errors, The News has added 
to the misconceptions that sur- 
round local history museums in 
general, and Wood County's in 
particular. 
The writer, Tracey Batdorf, 
did not even visit the museum; 
she took out of context much of 
what the museum's curator, 
Diane Winebar, discussed with 
her in a telephone conversation. 
BLOOM COUNTY 
Let's hope that The News does 
not often collect its information 
in this manner. 
There are several factual er- 
rors In the article that warrant 
correction. First, the Wood 
County Infirmary (the building 
in which the museum is now 
housed) was not known as a 
"lunatic house" in 1885. Actu- 
ally, a small lunatic house (ter- 
minology used at the time) was 
constructed on the infirmary 
grounds that year, after the 
three-wing infirmary was in op- 
eration. This smaller building 
housed an average of six resi- 
dents, as compared to the aver- 
age 60 in the larger building. 
Second, the museum does not 
have 2,500 exhibits; it has 29 
exhibit rooms that are devoted 
to an array of subjects. Over 
10,000 objects make up the mu- 
seum's collection, and indeed, it 
is priceless, but not because we 
attribute a market value to it. 
Rather, it contributes to a fuller 
understanding of the native 
Americans and later settlers of 
Wood County, and for that we 
call it priceless. 
Finally, a comment about the 
article as a whole. I have 
worked at the museum for a 
year and am fortunate to base 
my master's thesis on that work. 
I have been particularly trou- 
bled at the lack of student visita- 
tion at a facility that offers them 
not only a free museum, but two 
county parks, and I called The 
News about a possible story in 
hopes that some publicity might 
engender student interest. 
But because of the article. I 
fear the University community 
perceives the museum as a 
S&m mmmSofW 
my" 
warehouse of human aberra- 
tions. Yes, we do have Mary 
Bach's fingers on display (but 
not in formaldehyde); yes, we 
do have a lunatic house that was 
built for the "feebleminded"; 
yes, we even have a Ku Klux 
Klan uniform on display that 
will send shivers up and down 
your spine. These things are all 
part of Wood County history. 
But the museum offers much 
more than a few bizarre objects 
that collect dust. Ask the 12 Art 
Education students who rede- 
signed exhibits for class pro- jects last fall. Ask Barbara 
Schaadt, an American Studies 
major who has worked for over 
a year doing everything from 
constructing interpretive exhib- 
its to researching the infirma- 
ry's history at the Center for 
Archival Collections. 
Or better yet, come see for 
yourselves: this summer we're 
undertaking archeological sur- 
veys, architectural restoration 
and oral history interviews, to 
name a few of the projects. In 
short, the Wood County Histori- 
cal Museum is a living resource 
for the community, and it offers 
students the opportunity to gain 
valuable experience in their 
areas of interest. 
Had Batdorf visited the mu- 
seum herself instead of sending 
a photographer with the instruc- 
tions, "Get a picture of the fin- 
gers," you might have a better 
idea of what really goes on in 
that old building. 
Carole Nash 
Philosophy Dept. 
The News stands by the story. 
by Berke Breathed 
mvetmo. 
in OCHNA 
bO€M0H KAWNb 
sum&t. 
STCI by Walt Emerine 
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SLS responds 
to rraponae to Phillip A. School's 
letter of April 30,1 feel Schoen failed to 
see the whole picture of Student Legal 
Services, Inc. 
First of all, Schoen asked questions 
but did not direct them to me. As 
Chairman of the Board for SLS, I feel 
Schoen would have been better edu- 
cated if he would have talked with the 
Student Board. 
Under our Articles of Incorporation 
with the State of Ohio, the purpose of 
SLS is to provide legal representation 
to University students in the commu- 
nity and in Wood County. Also, SLS is a 
non-profit organization with the func- 
tion of promoting education regarding 
the rights and responsibilities rea- 
sonably related to student welfare. 
This also entails the advancement or 
successful completion of said student 
education with the main emphasis to- 
ward service in avoidance of problems. 
Thus, it is recognized that the purpose 
of SLS is primarily for education. To 
further this goal, a certain degree of 
relief from legal problems is desired. 
Also under our Articles and in accord- 
ance with state law we are restricted to 
other legal actions such as to the ques- 
tion of suing the state, which is forbid- 
den. 
So as Schoen put it: "Sandy Scott is 
the students' voice in her job as attor- 
ney for Student Legal Services." He is 
only about half right. 
Throughout this year we have insti- 
tuted programs which we feel to be in 
the preventive nature of education. 
This includes the "party pamphlet" 
which informs students of their rights 
and responsibilities when having or 
attending a party off-campus. SLS also 
helped sponsor the forum on drinking 
and driving, held April 16, the Housing 
Fair in February and Consumer 
Awareness Week. 
As to the question of the Student 
Board, which had meetings twice as 
many times this year as last year, 
there were only three times where 
there was not a quorum. As for Sandra 
Scott's resignation, no one involved in 
SLS or the community has ever said 
that Sandy Scott "was not doing her 
Job." It should be pointed out that not 
only did Steven Ludd, founder of the 
program, indicate that Sandra Scott 
has done a "quality" Job in protecting 
students' rights, out also informed 
Schoen of what he believed to be the 
excellent Job performed by the SLS 
board this year. 
There are a lot of concerns that the 
SLS board was faced with during this 
school year that they felt could be 
damaging to the SLS program. 
As to Schoen's other questions about 
Scott's resignation, the first paragraph 
in her letter of resignation, dated April 
25, says it all: 'This past year as 
directing attorney for Student Legal 
Services, Inc., has been an enjoyable 
and rewarding experience. However, 
in order to advance further in my 
career as an attorney, I am notifying 
the Board of Trustees of my intent to 
terminate my contract." 
My question to Schoen is, "Where did 
you get your information?" 
James A. Shaffer 
Chair, SLS 
Inefficient process 
As anyone who has ever slept out for 
on-campus housing would know, the 
policy regarding this process is ineffi- 
cient and inconvenient. Because hous- 
ing is issued on a first-come, first- 
served basis, students are forced to 
"camp out" to get the housing they 
want. Even then, cutting and pushing 
often force those originally first in line 
to the back, not to mention causing the 
injuries sometimes incurred by the 
impatient, rushing crowd. This process 
is an unfair and even dangerous one. 
As an alternative, a new system 
should be developed where housing 
applications are sent in by mail. Infor- 
mation should then be entered into 
computers, giving applicants priority 
according to the number of their accu- 
mulated credit hours. Those with the 
same amount of credit hours should 
then be given priority on a random 
basis. This plan would eliminate much 
of the inconvenience and would allow 
the entire process to be handled more 
efficiently. 
Lorl Tomlinson 
Lu Ann Larsen 
r*-.««-    *a **1 Batcbelder Cooperation 
Thanks to The BG News for the 
coverage given to my lecture on Free- 
dom in Academia. 
Because I had no copy to give to the 
reporter, two errors were made in the 
account. 
Please note that the mayor, in calling 
for assistance against possible vio- 
lence, approached only area law en- 
forcement officers. Only the governor 
of the state or the president of the 
United States can send in guardsmen, 
as Gov. Rhodes did then on the occa- 
sion of the troubles at Kent. 
My friend George Herman would be 
the last to "oppose the police," coming 
as he did from a family of police 
officers. His objection was to providing 
the police with sidearms, as potentially 
contributing to lethal violence. 
City and University authorities coop- 
erated most effectively in this instance, 
as they have so frequently done. 
Virginia B. Platt 
Trustee, BGSU 
Misogynist letter 
This is in response to Trevor Reach's 
letter (April 16) in which he com- 
plained that the rape trial of a Univer- 
sity woman was getting too much 
coverage in The BGNews. He said, "I 
believe that the ultimate point is that 
this story affects a very small part of 
the University community. Front page 
exposure is a bit much." 
It's difficult to imagine a more stupid 
or misogynist position. Has this person 
failed to notice that more than half of 
the students on this campus are 
women - what he terms "a very small 
part of the University community"? Or 
is this simply an indication of a fascist 
belief that crimes against women 
should be relegated to the classifieds 
while the crimes of murder and rob- 
bery appear on the front page? 
SuzanR. Cline 
OCMB10U 
The good fight 
I am submitting this letter to show 
more support for those IS courageous 
pioneers of peace who played dead on 
the comer ot Wooster and Main streets 
last Monday. 
Their purpose, as I understand, was 
to demonstrate against the building up 
of nuclear arms. Only when this huge 
stockpile of nuclear arms has been 
eliminated will the world be able to live 
in peace. 
Everyone knows that the struggle for 
world power started when Lucifer him- 
self ordered the invention of nuclear 
weapons. On the day when the last 
nuclear warhead is disarmed a mirac- 
ulous phenomenon will take place. 
Wildflowers will bloom and grow as far 
as the eye can see. Winter will never 
come again. When those nasty nuclear 
weapons are out of the way. we Ameri- 
cans will be able to lovingly embrace 
and play hacky-sack with our friends 
Ivan and Olga from the widely-misun- 
derstood "enemy." 
After our goal is met, when our "no 
nukes" buttons are obsolete - we can- 
not rest. There are other serious prob- 
lems we have to act on. We need to 
press on to banish the discrimination of 
gay whales off the coast of Alaska. We 
need to demonstrate against those pub- 
lic parks that prohibit frisbee-catching 
dogs. Our crusade must then still act 
against those few but obviously barba- 
ric women who are wearing white 
shoes before Memorial Day. 
I hope I have persuaded a few more 
to join in the cause. I also hope I have 
revived those faithful Individuals al- 
ready working, to not stop and keep 
pressing on. 
Chris Casto 
107 Bromfield 
STUDENT RECREATION CENTER 
Break Hours Effective May 3 — June 8 
* 
SRC Hours: Noon-9 p.m. 
Andrews Pool: 1-8 p.m. 
Cooper Pool: closed 
Family Plan: 
under 7: 1-8 p.m.* 
age 7-17: noon-9 p.m. 
'Andrews Pool only 
Rec Center will be closed Memorial Day — May 26 
* Attention Seniors Graduating • 
May 10,1986 
Check Your On-Campus 
Mailbox For A Very 
Important Message 
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Rocky,,•*.. Rococo 
Happy Hours R & F 5-9 
FREE DELIVERY   Phone: 352-4600 
WITH  THIS COUPON 
$2.00 OFF any Large or 
$1.00 OFF any Medium or Small 
whole pan style pizza 
Valid only at: 176 E. Wooster 
Limit one coupon per pizza 
Void with other specials 
Offer expires: 8/22/86 Rocky ^{V Rococo 
TAKE TWO OF THESE. 
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INachos BellGrande| 
I Pizzazz Pizza-$1.791 
I 
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I 
Please present this coupon when 
ordering Limit: One 
coupon per person 
per visit Not good 
with any other offer. 
Cash redemption value 
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Taco Bell" restaurants 
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«l»V.Mli 
Feeling tired, listless, in a mealtime rut? Maybe it's time you stopped heading 
to burger places every time your stomach grumbled. And started heading to 
Taco Bell for some relief. Taco Bell* food is delicious, it's different and it's a great 
value. Especially if you start your treatment by clipping these two coupons and 
using them at any participating Taco Bell* restaurant. 
\bull feel so good, you won't have to call us in the morning. 
TACO ^ "BELL 
The Cure For The Common Meal. 
320 E. WOOSTER AVE. 
BOWLING GREEN 
AND ALL PARTICIPATING TOLEDO AREA 
TACO BELL® RESTAURANTS 
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Summer jobs still available 
by Amy Reyes 
reporter 
If you're looking for a summer job and have yet to find success, 
don't give up hope - there may 
be an option you've overlooked. 
Fran Weiss, employment spe- 
cialist for the Financial Aid and 
Student Employment Office, 
said her office is often the first 
place students begin their Job 
search. 
Whether they plan to stay on 
campus during the summer or 
go home, the office can assist 
students in finding a summer 
job, she said. 
Through job fairs sponsored 
by Financial Aid and Student 
Employment, whereby employ- 
ers come regularly to the Uni- 
versity, students have the 
opportunity to explore a wide 
variety of employment choices, 
Weiss said. 
Many employers return be- 
cause of the satisfaction they 
receive from students the pre- 
vious year, she said. 
"Employers really like Bowl- 
ing Green students because we 
have such good kids ... for the 
most part these employers are 
successful because they find 
what they look for in the kids," 
Weiss said. 
THERE ARE also many sum- 
mer   employment   positions 
available on campus for stu- 
dents remaining in Bowling 
Green during the summer, she 
said. 
"If a student wants a summer job, there are jobs locally and on 
campus available. Just go to the 
office for more information," 
Weiss said. 
However, there are also off- 
campus employment facilities 
available for students who may 
need these services, she said. 
The local Bureau of Employ- 
ment Services, 400 E. Poe Rd.; 
WSOS, a coalition of Wood, 
Sandusky, Ottawa and Seneca 
Counties working together to 
Sirovide employment services 
or people in these counties; and 
the Community Action Commis- 
sion Inc., 194 S. Main St., all 
sponsor several employment 
programs within their offices to 
aid people in need of work. 
Jean Harrison, Wood County 
coordinator of WSOS, said the 
Summer Youth Program , spon- 
sored by the local branch of 
WSOS and the Toledo Private 
Industry Council, is an employ- 
ment service which places nigh 
school and college students in 
summer jobs, she said. 
THE PROGRAM is govern- 
mentally sponsored by the Joint 
Partnership and Training Act. It 
is available only to the economi- 
cally disadvantaged and inde 
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Africa 
o\nd Its People 
A continent in crisis. A continent on the move. 
Am ienl vet modern. View Airiia with .i net* 
perspective. Understand its heritage and look .il 
Afrkd with new insight. 
Time limited' Study Ainu through an exciting 
new telecourse. View the weekly programs .it 
home or on videotapes in the library. Campus 
c Idsses meet only 9 times during semester. 
No prerequisites. Register now. 
Cdll Continuing Education lor more informal urn. 
172-8181. 
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Ethnic Studies 
ETHN A30O, 3 credits 
Section No. 9950 
Fall 1986 
Thursday, 6-9 p.m. 
Instructors: 
Dr. Ernest Champion 
Dr. |an Pallister 
pendent students or students on 
financial aid, she said. 
Harrison said there are a few 
University students who apply 
to the program but more stu- 
dents are needed to participate 
in the program. 
"We do nave several Univer- 
sity students that apply ... but 
we always need more IB- to 20- 
year-olds," she said. 
Participating employers offer jobs ranging from landscaping 
to clerical to computer analysis 
and to library technicians, Har- 
rison said. 
"Often employers will request 
the same students that worked 
for them last year because they 
were satisfied with them the 
previous year," she said. 
Bill Janey, job coach of an- 
other program WSOS sponsors 
titled the Job Club, said this 
program can place people tem- 
porarily or permanently, he 
said. 
But the Job Club can place 
students permanently in their 
place of specialty, he said. 
"We recommend that students 
come if they do not have a sum- 
mer lob. We offer a wide variety 
of skills for experienced college 
and high school students and 
also graduates," Janey said. 
The difference between this 
program and others is that it 
prepares people for interview 
procedures, Janey said. 
Alternative bar planned 
by Susan McDonald 
staff reporter 
With Ohio likely to raise its 
drinking age from 19 to 21. 
University students affected 
by the new law will not nec- 
essarily have to limit their 
choices of going out due to a 
new alternative which will be 
available on campus next 
year. 
"What we have in mind is to 
set up a non-alcoholic bar on 
campus," said Dave Fried, 
Harshman Complex coordi- 
nator, who has been working 
with Boost Alcohol Conscious- 
ness, Concern and Health of 
University Students since 
January. 
At the last advisory board 
of BACCHUS, Fried said the 
bar would open in October for 
one night a week. No definite 
location has been set, but he 
said the organization is trying 
to use University food service 
facilities. 
"We haven't begun to get 
any commitment at all. The 
next step is to line up support 
from various organizations," 
he said. 
FRIED SAD) the main idea 
was to have the bar co-spon- 
sored by a number of organi- 
zations such as Never Again 
and Food Operations, both of 
which have already ex- 
pressed an interest, he said. 
He said he received the idea 
for an alternative bar from 
Pennsylvania state schools 
which had «imiipr programs. 
"The state schools in Penn- 
sylvania have done it and 
have gotten 300 to 400 stu- 
dents per night," he said. 
Although plans about the 
bar are tentative, University 
students expressed interest in 
having one in a survey dis- 
tributed three weeks ago by 
BACCHUS. 
No basic charge has been 
determined for students since 
the type of entertainment, 
whether live bands or a disc- jockey, is undetermined. 
"People don't Just go to 
bars to drink. We feel there is 
a need for people who aren't 
21 to go somewhere with a bar 
atmosphere," he said. 
Another talented McClure 
Music major 'noteworthy in a very different field 
Summer Storage Service 
for your room furnishings 
• OPTIONAL PICKUP 
AND DELIVERY 
STORE YOUR: 
• LOFT 
• REFRIGERATOR 
• COUCH OR CHAIR 
• BICYCLE 
Call for info on 
rates and scheduling 
352-3836 M-F 9-5 
LOFT CONSTRUCTION 
by Douglas Scott Kayle 
reporter 
When Bowling Green students 
think about a talented McClure, 
they tend to think about football. 
But there is "another" Mc- 
Clure, Gordon, whose talents 
are musical, and who is not 
related to the quarterback. 
"I hadn't heard of Brian Mc- 
Clure until I came here," Mc- 
Clure said. 
McClure, from Centralia, 111., 
is a graduate assistant in the 
College of Musical Arts. 
He graduated from Eastern 
Illinois University with a degree 
in music composition and per- 
formance, specializing in trum- 
pet, but he can also play piano, 
banjo, clarinet, flute, saxophone 
and percussion instruments. 
His interest in music began in 
the third grade, when he took 
piano lessons, he said. 
LL-JHIUI 
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"Mom had to push me a little, 
because I wanted to go out and 
do other things," he said. "But 
after a while Tstarted to like it. I 
played in the high school march- 
ing band, stage band and the 
concert band. 
IN HIS senior year of high 
school McClure played key- 
boards in a poprock band called 
Glass Rider. The band played 
about three times a month 
throughout central Illinois, he 
said. 
When McClure was at Eastern 
Illinois University he formed a 
duo called Salt & Pepper with 
one of his friends, he said. They 
performed twice a month for 
about a year, and they also 
made a record. 
McClure said the group was 
offered a recording contract, but 
declined it to finish their educa- 
tion. 
He also said he hopes to re- 
unite with his friend when he 
finishes bis education. 
McClure said he chose the 
University's music program 
rather than those at Kansas 
State University and Florida 
State University because his de- 
partment chairman at EIU was 
from the University and he was 
offered an assistantship. 
McClure is now in a local jazz 
band called the 597 Jazz Quintet. 
The quintet consists of three 
graduate assistants and two un- 
dergraduates: Tyrone Vernon 
on leyboards, Eric Utsler on 
guitar, Scott Davis on drums, 
Todd Jefferis on bass and Mc- 
Clure on trumpet and flugel- 
born. 
The 597 Jazz Quintet plays 
regularly on campus for UAO 
functions and also at the Presi- 
dent's Lounge. 
gijg jtftQJt-lirwuc 4f0tT% 
Meadowview   Courts 
Apartments 
Housing Openings for 1986-87 School Year 
Furnished efficiency 
$225.00 
Landlord pays gas  heat 
shared electric 
One bdrm. furnished 
$270.00 
All utilities paid 
Two bedraont furnished 
$270.00 
plus gas & electric 
Two bdrm. unfurnished 
$265.00 
plus gas & electric 
All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood 
Health Spa located at ff* and High St. 
Check out our low Summer Rate*. 
352-1195           214 Napoleon Rd. 
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GRADUATION SPECIALS 
FRIDAY 
All you can eat 
SATURDAY 
All you can eat 
PERCH     $3.29 
CHICKEN     $3.29 
SHRIMP     $5.99 
Stop in on your way to the 
stadium and enjoy one of our 
breakfast specials! 
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Prof's efforts praised 
by Valerie Lonero 
staff reporter 
BG News  Jacquie Pearson 
Lee Williams and Bea Gorton 
When teacher evaluation 
forms were being distributed in 
Lee Williams' biomechanics 
class, he almost cried. 
Not because the senior physi- 
cal education major didn't want 
to fill out the form, but because 
be believed filling in the dots 
didn't give his teacher the recog- 
nition she deserved. 
"When the teacher evaluation 
form was passed out, tears 
came to my eyes. I wanted to let 
people know how one University 
professor helped me out," he 
said. 
Ttie University professor Wil- 
liams referred to is Bea Gorton, 
professor of health, physical ed- 
ucation and recreation. 
Williams said Gorton was re- 
sponsible for giving him the 
incentive to continue school 
when poor grades and other 
pressures brought him down. 
Williams came to the Univer- 
sity on a football scholarship 
from Akron in 1973. 
Although he said his motiva- 
tion for academics and athletics 
was equal, he said when he 
broke his tailbone his junior 
year he began to find out what 
was more important. 
"Education is an investment 
that you can obtain. Since I was 
out of football, I switched gears 
and began putting all my em- 
phasis on studies, he said. "I 
knew I was out for good and I 
couldn't count on my athletic 
ability." 
Academics worked well for 
Williams until he took a required 
biomechanics course later in his junior year. 
"I was going through a lot at 
that time. Football was a big 
disappointment. I went from a 
number one pro prospect to a 
nobody ... everything was 
gone," he said. 
The   biomechanics   class 
(roved to be a barrier between 
rilliams and graduation. He 
took the class three times, fail- 
ing to receive a passing grade on 
each occasion. 
Williams said he was out of 
school for a month last spring 
because of personal reasons and 
he had to take an incomplete in 
some courses. 
"When I was a senior and 
spring semester came around, I 
took biomechanics for the third 
time and, unfortunately, it 
didn't work out so good. It was 
such a difficult time for me; 
everything was gone and my 
family expected me to grad- 
uate,' he said. 
It was at this point, Williams 
said, that Gorton reversed his 
negative attitude and motivated 
him. 
"It was a long time before I 
could come back to school. 
There was a time when I had no 
desire to come back to school - 
until I began talking more to 
Bea Gorton," he said. "Dr. Gor- 
ton motivated me to get back up 
and give it one more try," he 
said. 
Gorton, teacher of the biome- 
chanics class, said she wanted to 
work out the situation with Wil- 
liams. 
"The class became a tremen- 
dous hurdle that Lee was going 
to have to cross just to get his 
degree," Gorton said. "He 
really worked hard, and I didn't 
want him to become discour- 
aged." 
Gorton said the goal of teach- 
ing is to motivate students' in- 
terest to pursue their goals. 
"I wasn't aware of Lee's pres- 
sures. I never knew the scope of 
pressures that were impacting 
on him," she said."Once I knew, 
I wondered how I could give him 
support and help, but there were 
other professors that helped, 
too." 
Williams is currently taking 
the course again and is passing. 
He will graduate this May. 
"Lee has really worked 
hard... be has succeeded be- 
cause of his efforts; the compli- 
ments go to him," Gorton said. 
"I couldn't be prouder of Lee. 
He's grown, matured and come 
a See Student, page 6. 
Skaters 
a Continued from page 1. 
sional skaters can be more crea- 
tive   and   innovative   because 
they're not being Judged." 
"All the performers are donat- 
ing their fees to the show," Jor- 
dan said. 
Hamilton has a special inter- 
est in the fund-raising aspect of 
the show. "The reason the char- 
ity is American Cancer Society 
is because Scott's mother 
passed away from cancer in 
1977," Jordan said. 
In 1984, the show raised $55,000 
for cancer research. This year, 
Jordan hopes the show will raise 
between $10,000 and $15,000. He 
anticipates this show, combined 
with the four previous shows, 
will bring the ice shows' contri- 
bution to cancer research to 
over $100,000. 
However, Jordan said the at- 
tendance at this year's show will 
probably be lower than in 1984. 
''What happened in 1964 was 
there was such a demand for the 
tickets, we sold out in one day," 
be said. "I'm afraid that be- 
cause of what happened in 1984, 
people are under the assumption 
we are all sold out." 
"There are plenty of tickets 
left," he said. 
Tickets are $8 and can be 
purchased from the Ice Arena 
ticket office Monday through 
Friday, and on the evenings of 
both shows. 
The shows, May 9 and 10, 
begin at 7:30 p.m. 
NOW RENTING FOR SUMMER 
2 Bedroom Apartments 
$500 for the Summer 
E. Merry Apartments 
Ridge Manor Apartments 
Field Manor Apartments 
Frazee Avenue Apartments 
1 Bedroom Apartments 
$400 for the Summer 
Efficiencies 
$300 for the Summer 
* Tennants pay utilities at some locations 
GREENBRIAR INC. 
224 E. Wooster St. 
352-0717 
GET INTO THE SWING OF THINGS 
WE BUY USED 
AT THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE 
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 
APRIL 28 thru MAY 9 
MONDAY-FRIDAY 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
SATURDAY 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. 
o 
THE WHOLESALER WILL BE HERE MAY 5th THRU MAY 9th. 
MEDICAL 
SCHOOL 
APPLICANTS 
EMLISH CUftSU < me oest 
medical center oMhe Ame*icas safe 
cosmopolitan San jose Costa R.ca 
Esiabi'Sneo nonpros university 
medical school 'u» curncuiurn 
including an chnica's over 2 500 bed 
'"Oder" medical center American 
styied cumcuium Limited openings'or 
North Americans 
Loam available 
July claisei now being filled. 
AMOcetloii office: 
1655 Palm Beach Lakes Bou«vard 
West Paim Beach Florida 3340) 
' 305) 683-6222 
ASSISTANT EDITORS 
Gole Reseorch Compony, o moior 
publisher of reference books for 
libraries worldwide, is seeking 
condidoies for editonol posihons lo 
do research and writing for our 
books. Bachelor's degree m English, 
longuoge of Humonihes is highly 
preferred; college course wort; and 
interest in literature of many peri- 
ods is required. These ore entry 
level positions mat offer advance- 
ment opportunities. Our benefit 
package includes flexible working 
hours; medical, deniol, ophcol ond 
prescription drug insurance; tuition 
assistance; ond paid time off be- 
tween Chnslmas ond New Yeor's. 
If interested, pleose send resume, 
college transcript (if available) 
otong with o typewrilterv nonreturn- 
able expository writing sample of o 
literary nature (no (Ovrnatsm arti- 
cles, poetry or short stories) with 
sotory requirements la 
Edilonol Positions 
Ms. K. Brotton, Personnel 
GALE RESEARCH CO. 
Penobscot Buttng 
Detroit, Ml 48226 
** c«»«i Oaee*M% (<*»v« M/» 
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Minority awards 
given for service 
by Jared 0. Wadlcy 
staff reporter 
The Jackson-ToUiver Award, 
for outstanding leadership and 
service in the community, was 
awarded to two University stu- 
dents yesterday. 
Vertis Erkins, senior visual 
communications technology ma- jor, and Arturo Woodley, Junior 
broadcast journalism major, 
were the first recipients of this 
annual award. 
JACK TAYLOR, assistant 
vice president for Minority Af- 
fairs, said students of at least 
sophomore rank and in good 
academic standing were eligible 
for the award. 
May and August graduates 
were not eligible for this award 
established in memory of two 
black females who attended the 
University, Taylor said. 
The award for organizational 
leadership that profited a black 
student campus organization 
was given to Erkins, president 
of Board of Black Cultural Ac- 
tivities (BBCA). 
"I'm trying to let it sink in," 
Erkins said. "It's an honor be- 
cause I haven't won anything 
before." 
Woodley received the other 
award for service that enhanced 
an activity or program which 
benefited the black undergrad- 
uate student community. 
"I didn't think I made a signif- 
icant impact (on the black com- 
munity). It's an honor that they 
picked me out of all the qualified 
people," Woodley said. 
Classified staff  
L i Continued from page 1. 
council's strength in representing the staff, she said. 
Also, since the Board of Trustees was given the power to deter- 
mine wages, which formerly were determined at the state level, 
in 
and 
they will vote only for representatives from their area. 
The areas are: academic affairs; planning and budgeting; part- 
time employees; president's office; intercollegiate athletics; stu- 
dent affairs; Firelands; University relations; and operations. 
Officer- 
U Continued from page 1. 
casually in a bar. 
"He left (the bar) ahead of her 
and when she left, he was still 
parked outside," said Matt 
Brichta, city police captain at 
the time of the woman's com- 
plaint. 
Mercer reportedly offered the 
woman a ride, and she accepted 
because she knew he was a 
police officer, Brichta said. 
The woman's report alleged 
Mercer drove the woman to a 
deserted area on the northeast 
end of campus, where the two 
sat in the car for about 45 min- 
utes. "Apparently, he made 
some advances and she rejected 
him," Brichta said. 
The woman did not file crimi- 
nal charges against Mercer, 
who has not resumed duty or 
begun his suspension because of 
the continuing appeals. 
BG News/Peter Fdlman 
Magical mystical frisbee fountain trick 
T.J. Barson, senior creative writing major, balances a frisbee on a column of water spouting from 
the fountains in front of the Administration Building. Barson said that he just recently discovered 
the balancing trick, and he found that only certain types of frisbees will work in the fountains. 
Moving? 
Tell your 
postman 
In the midst of studying for 
exams students often forget to 
fill out a change of address card 
prior to leaving Bowling Green, 
said Herb Wallace, supervisor of 
delivery and mails for the Bowl- 
ing Green Post Office. 
"Students can pick up a 
change of address card at the 
University or main post office," 
Wallace said. "If you live off 
campus you can get a card from 
your carrier." 
Wallace said those students 
returning for summer school 
can fill out a summer bold card, 
which is also available at either 
post office. 
"We'd prefer students to not 
mark temporary on the address 
change card, but to mark per- 
manent," Wallace said. 
He said that if no change of 
address card Is completed, the 
result is a lot of mail being 
returned to the sender. 
Student 
a Continued from page S. 
out of it strong." 
Williams said Gorton has been 
a major encouragement to him. 
"I have learned to always 
work to my best potential and 
carry myself in a professional 
manner," he said. "While at one 
time Bowling Green was a mis- 
erable place for me to be, now I 
hate to leave." 
'^"rMZZfT"™"! 
I &■& BROTHERS, inc.  GARLIC BREAD | 
I 
I I 
352-8408 
I FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 5/7/86 
with any 
purchase of 
$5 or more 
PI22A 
BROTHERS, inc 
352-8408 
PARTY PIZZA 
Only'9.99 
for 30 slice 
dish pizza. 
One item only! 
■ FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 5/7/86 
PI22A    Dinner for Two \ 
BROTHERS, inc 1 Small FoWover Pizza | 
1 Garic Bread 
2 Cans of Pepsi 
Now$6.5<Usno I 352-8408 
| FREE DELIVERY 
Expires 5/7/86 
I 
I 
(Not good with any other offer) BGj (Not good with any other offer) BG j (Not good with any other offer) BG   / 
-CHARLESTOWN- 
APARTMENTS AND  MID AM MANOR 
Summer Leases for 1986 
Are Now Available! 
Resident Mitgr.   Ml Third St., Apt. 4.1.O.   352-4380 
GOING PLACES 
Make your travel plans with the largest full 
service travel agency. Over -1,000 offices serve you. 
For information about membership and Travel 
Agency Services, call you local AAA. 
AAA TRAVEL — 352-5276 
AAA SERVICES — 354-2511 
Wood County AAA 
414 E. Wooster St. 
G^D LUCK ON FINALS ^ 
The University Bookstore thanks you for your 
past patronage! 
For your Fall semester shopping convenience, we 
will be open Saturday 8/23 before classes begin, 
from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00p.m. and Sunday 8/24 from 
noon until 6:00p.m. 
CONGRATULATIONS TO OUR 
GRADUATING    SENIORS 
UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE 
Have a safe trip home! 
fortheGraduate 
A handsome engraved copy of your 
Graduate's Diploma. beautifully 
engraved on polished brass and hand- 
somely mounted OH 9'XII' hand rubbed 
solid walnut, will be a proud addition to 
the graduate's home or office. Engraved 
from the original diploma or high quality 
photostat. Original returned undamaged. 
^   Jl»tlRV>TOM 
No*.. TIMS.. Wad*.. Fri..    10-5:30 
Thar.    10-0:30 Sat.    10-5:00 
12S N. Mala 
 Ph. 353-66*1  
STUDY-A-THON 
sponsored by 
Golden K*sy 
what: a STUDY-A-THON for all students 
- 5 hours of study time 
- free pizza and pop party followings 
where: 220 MSC - quiet study 
222 MSC-group study 
224 MSC -tutoring 
when: Saturday, May 3rd, 1:00600 
why: to benefit the MAKE A WISH FOUNDATION 
which grants last wishes to terminally ill children 
to benefit the students who pass their exams 
to enter: -pick up your sponsor sheet in 
OCMB '1403 or for more information call 
(352-8531) 
-all money must be returned to the regis- 
tration table at 220 MSC on May 3 
We would like to thank the following businesses for their 
donations-JTs Carryout, Page's, Pizza Brothers, Pov 
der Puff, Rocky Rococo, Yum Yum Tree, SBX. 
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News Briefs 
AMC lawsuits reach $1.8 billion 
DETROIT (AP)-American 
Motors Corp. has notified stock- 
holders that pending lawsuits 
alleging personal injury in Jeep 
CJ accidents total more than $1.8 billion. 
The amounts sought by plain- 
tiffs break down into 11.2 billion 
in punitive damages and $640 
million in compensatory dam- 
disclosure was made in 
materials made available to 
stockholders this week in the 
company's annual 10-K form 
filed with the Securities and 
Exchange Commission. 
The Jeep CJ, derived from the 
World War II Jeep, has been the 
subject of lawsuits for years, 
particularly rollover accidents. 
The last CJ was manufactured 
Jan. 28 in Toledo. It was re- 
placed by the Jeep Wrangler, a 
slightly wider vehicle. 
The company has incurred 
and expects to continue incur- 
ring heavy expenses in the de- 
fense and resolution of such 
matters," AMC said in the 10-K 
form. The company said "re- 
serves have been established" 
to pay "costs." an apparent 
reference to judgments and out 
of-court settlements. 
AT&T lowers long-distance rates 
COLUMBUS (AP)-Lower 
long-distance rates for Ohio cus- 
tomers of American Telephone 
& Telegraph Co. took effect yes- 
terday, and AT&T said the cost 
of some long-distance calls 
would drop an average 9.6 per- 
cent. 
The reduction applies only to 
in-state calls between two points 
that are more than 23 miles 
apart. Prices for calls within 23 
miles remain unchanged, AT&T 
said. 
Dix Dishong, AT&T vice presi- 
dent, said a recent Public Utili- 
ties Commission of Ohio 
decision that lowered AT&T's 
cost of providing service was 
partly responsible for the reduc- 
tion. But he acknowledged that 
increased competition from 
other long-distance carriers also 
played a role. 
Toe reduction means that a 5- 
minute call from Columbus to 
Cleveland, which used to cost 
$2.14, will now cost $1.86. 
In a statement, Gov. Richard 
Celeste said the rate reduction 
was "great news for residential 
and Dusiness customers 
throughout the state of Ohio." 
The governor's office said 
lower interstate rates by AT&T 
are waiting approval by the Fed- 
eral Communications Commis- 
sion and are proposed to go into 
effect June 1. 
Cleveland museum will 'rock' 
CLEVELAND (AP)-There 
was no official announcement, 
but reports yesterday indicated 
that Cleveland had captured the 
proposed Rock 'N' Roll Hall of 
Fame, beating out several other 
cities in a fierce competition. 
Members of the Rock 'N' Roll 
Hall of Fame Foundation met in 
New York City Wednesday night 
and selected Cleveland as the 
site for the hall of fame and 
museum, according to a report 
In yesterday's editions of USA 
The newspaper said an- 
nouncement of the selection 
would be made Monday. 
However, local government 
and civic leaders who cam- 
paigned to bring the hall of fame 
to Cleveland were still awaiting 
word yesterday on the founda- 
tion's decision. 
"We have not heard any- 
thing," said Keith Karakul, 
manager of marketing and com- 
munications for the Greater 
Cleveland Growth Assocatlon, 
which had organized local ef- 
forts to lure the hall of fame. 
U.S. to report on radioactivity leak 
CINCINNATI (AP) - The US. 
Department of Energy is work- 
ing on speeding up notification 
of other agencies and the public 
about accidents at its Fernald 
uranium-processing plant, a 
spokesman said yesterday. 
Ohio and Hamilton County of- 
ficials have roundly criticized 
the plant's operator for taking 24 
hours to notify the state of Fri- 
day's four-hour leak of radioac- 
tive radon gas from concrete 
silos which house atomic wastes 
at the plant. 
The U.S. Department of En- 
ergy plant, located 18 north 
miles of Cincinnati, is the only 
facility in the nation which proc- 
esses and machines uranium 
ingots for use in reactors else- 
where in the Energy Depart- 
ment's production of nuclear 
weapons. 
Hamilton County Commis- 
sioner Norman Murdock said 
Wednesday he thinks the state 
should shut down the plant until 
assurances are given that it can 
be safely operated. The plant is 
located at the Fernald commu- 
nity in northern Hamilton 
County.   - 
Edison denies 
reactor unsafe 
TOLEDO (AP) - The presi- 
dent of Toledo Edison Co. 
yesterday denied there Is a 
safety problem at the idled 
Davis-Besse Nuclear Power 
Station, and the company 
criticized the "NBC Nightly 
News" for airing what the 
utility considered an unbal- 
anced remark about the fa- 
culty. 
"There is no safety prob- 
lem at Davis-Besse. There 
hasn't been a safety problem 
at Davis-Besse, and there 
won't be a safety problem at 
Davis-Besse," Toledo Edison 
President Paul Smart said. 
The utility called the news 
conference in response to a 
Tuesday night "NBC Nightly 
News" broadcast in which 
Daniel Ford, a member of the 
Union of Concerned Scien- 
tists, said Davis-Besse "has 
one of the worst safety re- 
cords in the country." 
The utility, while not men- 
tioning Ford or his group by 
name, said the statement 
"has caused needless alarm 
among some people in north- 
west Ohio" about Davis- 
Besse, about 30 miles east of 
here in Port Clinton. 
Toledo Edison said the net- 
work allowed Ford to pass 
himself off as a nuclear ex- 
pert and that NBC and its 
Toledo affiliate, WTVG, had 
incorrectly identified him as 
a physicist. But NBC and the 
affiliate denied Ford had 
been identified as a physicist. 
'THEY ARE mistaken," 
Nightly News spokesman An- 
drew Freedman said. 
Originally, Freedman read 
a transcript of the "Nightly 
News" broadcast that made 
no mention of Davis-Besse. 
THURSDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
WITH VALID ID 
ONLY J2.00 
IfWE 
VOOL'SDAf 
A cut above the resl 
7:30 8,9:15   [gl 
EVENINGS - ADULTS 13.50     CHILOEN S2 
WEDNESDAY STUDENT NIGHT 
ONLY 12.00 
Adventures 
I Of H Moke 
IflelieveCop 
iiu« minimus 
MCGTIUV 
ogBfgr 7:30 9:15 fgaja 
Women for Women 
presents a Spring theatre production... 
Jane Chambers' 
Last Summer at Bluefish Cove 
An all-women production about a lesbian summer 
beach resort. The play centers around themes of 
love, death, and women defining themselves, their 
lives and their community. 
Friday & Saturday May 2 & 3 
8 p.m. Main Auditorium, Univ. Hall 
Tickets: $4*7 based on income 
Wheelchair accessible 
ASL interpreted for hearing impaired 
Howard's club H 
210 n. main 
presents: 
In Concert 
Tonight and Saturday 
A retrospective performance of rock-n-roll 
Standards from the 50's to the 80s 
Featuring: The Beatles, The Who, Tom Petty, Lou 
Reed, Rolling Stones. The Cars, U2, Phil Collins 
and Many More! 
• NO COVER • 
A Designated Driver Participant 
fftak owe 
902 E. Wooster - Next to T.O.'s - Phone: 352-3951 
SERVING COLLEGE STUDENTS FOR 25 YEARS 
WE HAVE 
COMPACT 
DISCS 
$27.39 
Double 
BAIN 
DE 
SOLEIL 
$3-99 
SPF 4 3 oz. 
STATH COUPON 
SUNGLASSES 
50% 
OFF 
STAn COUPON 
FOUNTAIN POP 
15 
16 oz. 
ST AH COUPON 
BANDANNAS 
99* 
ASSORTED COLORS 
STATE COUPON 
PAGE 
BATHROOM TISSUE 
79 
4 ROLL 
ST An COUPON 
HAWIIAN TROPIC 
ALOE AFTER SUN 
$3.99 
8 oz. 
STATE COUPON 
CANDY BARS 
3 ft" $1.00 
40* value each 
ST Art COUPON 
FRISBEE 
WHAM-0 
$549 
MODEL 150G 
STATE COUPON 
RAMEN NOODLES 
3forT°° 
3 oz. pkg. 
STATE COUPON 
FRITO LAY CHIPS 
99* 
7 01. 
ST An COUPON 
AHP TOMIDOCN Fill 
■ O. MM A >MX I *M A M»l 
laMM'IMM ■KlMMO'MMI 
f^ 
5 
9 
9 
N 
L 
Y 
CULTURE CLUB 
Fto* luxurr TO WAIUCHI 
EACH 
LP/CASS HURRY! 
SALt 
ENDS 
MAY 9. 1986 
*lH«>Umlt 
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BG sports had a 
year to remember 
The memories from the last 
year in sports will be something 
that will last a long time for me. 
The big stories are obvious - 
the football team goes 11-0 to 
win the Mid-American 
Conference and goes to Fresno 
for the California Bowl; the 
hockey team earns a number 
one national ranking for most of 
the year and loses a thrilling 
triple overtime semi-final 
playoff game to Western 
Michigan. 
But there are other stories 
from this year, some that didn't 
make the sports pages of the BG 
News or any other paper. Those 
are the ones that will make the 
year unforgettable. 
Lexington, Ky. - The Falcon 
football team overcomes a 
sizeable halftime deficit and is 
within one touchdown of beating 
a highly-touted Kentucky squad. 
Penalties have plagued the final drive and time is running 
out on Bowling Green. But 
quarterback Brian McClure 
calmly fades back and finds a 
leaping Greg Median in the end 
tone for the go-ahead score. 
Tbe fans are silent. The press 
box is silent. No one could 
believe a lowly MAC team could 
upend the Wildcat powerhouse; 
not even Marc Delph, who 
covered the Falcons a year ago. 
Delph looked as if he were in 
shock as he stared at Meehan 
being mobbed by delirious 
teammates. Then, in the 
calmest monotone I've ever 
heard, without the slightest bit 
of emotion, "he caught it. he 
scored. We're going to win." 
None of it could top the "Post" 
!;ame meal, probably the largest 
east in media history. Of 
course, Kentucky fans who had 
belittled the Falcons the week 
prior to the game had to eat 
their words - more than a meal 
for anyone. 
Football provided plenty of 
stories to include in memoirs. At 
Eastern Michigan, a fan 
wandered into the press box 
during halftime (during which 
most of the media gorges on free 
food provided by the home team. 
D See Komments, page 9. 
WGAF says Hughes, Long gone 
In shocking news yester- 
day, a representitive from 
WGAF radio station said its 
ace sportscasters plan to 
leave. 
Station manager Tom 
Hughes and sports director 
Myles Long will soon work for 
CLTF radio station, Moose 
Jaw, Saskatchewan. 
Hughes and Long gained 
fame for their broadcasts of 
tbe biggest Bowling Green 
! events. Their career 
i included the Nov. 9 
fthe BG vs Open College 
football game. 
They'll also be remem- 
bered for their broacasts of 
the Falcons undefeated jai- 
alai team. 
Despite their beefy lifetime 
contracts at WGAF, Long 
said the tandem needed a 
change of sports. 
"We loved our years at 
WGAF," a teary-eyed Long 
said. ''But CLTF offered us 
some great sports to cover 
such as coyote yodeling." 
WGAF Is currently scur- 
rins to find replacements, 
early candidates include: 
Howard Cosell, Les Nessman 
and Dr. Ruth. 
"Those guys were leg- 
ends," said station owner 
Shirley A. Loser. 
Ooooooooooh My!!! ou e",r 
In their prime, Tom Hughes (left) and Myles Long were the best sportscasters in Ohio. However, the multi- 
talented team from WGAF-FM yesterday were wooed to a radio station In Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan. 
Classified Staff 
VOTE MAY 8 th 
for your area representatives 
Memorial Hall Lobby   7 a.m. till 6 p.m.    Valid Univ. I.D. required 
Loft Registration 
for Fall & Spring 
Semesters 86-87 
Now to May 15 
Call for registration 
form and list of rates 
352-3836, 
WMF 
Loft Construction 
* 10% Discount if you * 
mail your loft paymenl 
befote May 15th 
Ideal Graduation Gift  
Although you'll never find it on any official 
statement, how long do you have to wait if your 
professor is late for class? 
A. Five minutes if the professor has a PhD 
B. Ten minutes if the professor has a PhD 
C. Fifteen minutes if the professor has a PhD 
D    Forever if you want a good grade 
(s&^^^fts) „ aud e seu lossapid 
ai/j)! sajnu/iu ua± g 
Available on-campus at the University  Bookstore, Little Shop-Union, or call 352-8095 
LIGHTNING    GRILL 
A major new downtown full service restaurant operated by the owners 
of the Real Seafood Company at Portside are now interviewing to fill 
200 job openings for the following positions for both day & evening shifts 
Line Cooks/Prep Cooks/Porlers/Dishwashers 
Dining Room Waitstaff/Hosl/Hostesses 
Bartenders/Bus People 
t.xrrllrni starting pat 
Applications being accepted between the hours of 
3:00-7:00 p.m. Mon-Sat at 
Portside Keslital Marketplace 
Toledo, Ohio 
no phone calls please 
Equal Opportunity Employer 
WINTHROP TERRACE 
APARTMENTS 
NOW RENTING FOR 
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY 
KEEP COOL FOR THE SUMMER 
-» Free Air Conditioning 
— Two Pools 
— All utilities paid for 
all new summer only 
leases 
f 
i 
Summer Rates 
1 Bedroom $200.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/1 Bath        $275.00/month 
2 Bedrooms/2 Baths      $300.00/month 
Locations at Palmar Ava., Napoleon Rd., S. Summit St. 
• Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash Removal all included 
• On site management 
• Pull-time maintenance 
• Swimming pools at all locations 
*N«W for Fall «A/FRK S™DENT EXPRESS TOKENS 
New for Fall 86^      pROV|DED F0R TENANTS 
Office: 400 Napoleon Rd. 352-9135 
9-6 Weekdays, Sat. 10-3 eves by appointment 
HOWARD'S 
I 1 210 n. main 
Celebrate finals week with 
CRUCIAL DBC 
Wednesday, May 5 — Saturday, May 10 
—NO COVER- 
EXAM SPECIAL 
April 27 - May 1 
May 4 - 8 
STUDY AND RELAX IN THE PRIVACY OF YOUR OWN ROOM AT 
e 
Best Western Falcon Plaza Motel 
(located across from Harshman Dorm) 
$19.95 Per Night 
Includes: • Continental Breakfast • FREE coffee—24 hours 
* Early check in & Late check out * Advanced reservations required 
• Present valid BGSU ID at check in 
This tpeclal It limited to studtnls with valid BGSU ID't. Students occupying the accommodations mutt 
thow ID't at check In. Non-ttudentt art not eligible for this tpeclal.  
wmmmmmmmmmmm 
ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN '86 WITH 
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO. 
«:: 
835 High St. — Rental Office 
Located at Cherrywood Health Spa 
Phone   352-9378 9:00-4:30 
Reduced Summer Rates 
2-bdrm apt. as low as 1173/mo. 
Features 
Monday — Friday 
2 bedroom — carpeted S furnished 
Go$ heat — gas cooking 
(Landlord pays gat) 
Laundry areas in each building 
Residents pay only electric 
Lots of closet space / 
r/> bath 
HAVEN HOUSE 
PIEDMONT — 8th & HIGH ST. 
BIRCHWOOD PLACE — 650 SIXTH ST. 
SMALL BLDGS. — MANVILLE BETWEEN 
6th & 7th 
707 SIXTH ST. 
818 SEVENTH ST. 
Special Features 
All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has 
been built features the following: 
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool • Sun lamps • Shower Massage 
• Indoor Heated Pool • Metos Sauna      • Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment 
Other Rentals 
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm. 
Furnished & Unfurnished 
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The EMU supporter made his 
way to the food and constructed 
a sandwich that would make 
Dagwood proud. 
Obviously quite happy with 
himself, the fan sat down, 
propped his feet up and began 
munching on his towering 
sandwich. Finally, the EMU 
sports information director 
noticed the man didn't have 
press box credentials and you 
could see his blood pressure 
skyrocket. 
"What are you doing!" the 
SID bellowed. 
Hie fan looked up calmly 
from his meal and replied with a 
grin, "eatin*." 
Needless to say, he was 
quickly directed towards the 
exit - without his sandwich. 
THE TRIP to Northern 
Illinois was another story, 
especially a stop in Hammond, 
Ind. to, un, "relieve" one of the 
riders. 
But no trip will ever surpass a 
week in Fresno. Ah yes, a week 
in the fog, drizzle and 30 degree 
temperatures of Central 
California. 
The game wasn't the worse 
beating of the week. A vicious 
pillow fight the week prior to the 
game left one of our trio in 
shambles, sorry Phil. 
After the 51-7 loss. I was as 
stunned as anyone else. But I 
was not embarrassed to say I 
was with Bowling Green. I had 
followed the Falcons for an 
entire year and I knew no one 
could take away what they had 
done during the regular season. 
Some people weren't as kind, 
however. When the women's 
basketball team went to Athens 
to play Ohio University, the 
Bobcat fans began chanting, 
"Fresno State, Fresno 
State..." 
As football closed, hockey 
season hit full stride.-Working 
with BG's hockey team isn't 
difficult at all, the players are 
all cooperative and coach Jerry 
York is a great coach. 
When a reporter covers the 
Falcon icers, he must be ready 
to endure the glances when 
exiting the locker room. Almost 
every lime I left the lockerroom, 
little kids would take a few 
eager steps towards me to ask 
for a souvenir before realizing I 
wasn't a player. 
As any writer, I received my 
share of mail this year. Some 
were more interesting than 
others, including one from 
Kristopher Kollege (my, how 
klever). I guess someone has to 
Classifieds 
keep sportswriters in line. 
Well, there are many other 
stories from this year. Some will 
become lost and others will 
become conversation around a 
barroom table. 
But, to use a sports line, if you 
think this year's stories are 
interesting, just wait 'til next 
year.  
Bowling Green's athletic de- 
partment announced yesterday 
a six-game football agreement 
to play the Naval Academy. 
The series will begin in 1991 ir 
Annapolis,   Md. 
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
LOST: 24 goal chain ma nHUi-liiH gold 
aoee Lott In front of Rodgera Quad.on 
•eeUrrd of Fab  78 kieradfMa sentimental 
SUMMER INTHAMURALS Entry forma lor turn- 
mar Intramurak wi Da I aastiH In 108 SRC 
oaamng Jura 2. 1888 for Session I and play 
June 18. 1986 
I. Call 352-4319 
RIDES 
Tin Carpantar • Workehop. a CnrtaHan muelc » 
drama ensemble, w* Da m concert Fn . May 2 a 
Sal. May 3, at 7 00 p m In 1012. Muelc Hog 
The ensemble performs numerous drama A 
acappeea muerc It's FREE 
ATTENTION MANAGEMENT CLUB MEMBERS 
Special Pre Finals Happy Hours 
Friday. May 2 2 00 pm.-? 
See me club Duasfn board or your OCMB lor 
detail   BE THERE' 
ATTN; QRAOUATINa B08U TOUR OUIOES 
00 NOT FOROET TO MCK UP TOUR PHOTO 
FROM THE OFFICE AS YOU WILL BE LEAV- 
ING OUR CORPS. THESE ARE YOURS TO 
KEEP. THANK YOU FOR YOUR DEDICATED 
SERVICE t QOOD LUCK IN FUTURE 
ENDEAVORS. 
COLLEGE OF BUSINESS 
ADMINISTRATION JUNIORS 
H your summer |ob rslslst lo your area of 
specialization, you may Da eligible to enroll 
in an Intemahfp seminar In trie fall tor which 
you con asm up lo 3 hours of cradtL Contact 
the OtHca of the Dean (371 BA) for details 
I need a itda to New York Cay leava aomatlme 
May 8-12. Help share pea Cal PMO 
3628876 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Have your speck* event Video Taped Dale Par- 
tea. Formate. Weddings. Etc CM 353-1808 or 
382-6428 
Portable Toiet Rental 3527318 Available for 
parties and other occaatono. 
PREGNANT? CONCERNS? Free pregnancy 
MM. ODktcaVa- Mo. Cal now 354HOPE 
(4873) Hours M.Th. 108pm T.W.Fr. 
10-4:30; Sat  10am-l 00 
CUPCAKES BROWNIES COOKIES PET ITEMS 
Wood Count, Humana Society Bake Sale 
11 AM so 1 PM-May 3 (Saturday) 
At Rocky Rococo's-l 78 E WooMar 
Abortion 
Free Pregnancy Teal 
Morning Attar Treatment 
Canter for Choice 
161 N   Michigan 
Toledo. Ohio 
(418) 255-7788 
SEE SOO'i. HAMILTON LIVEI 
ALSO OTHER PROFESSIONAL SKATERS IN- 
CLUDING JOJO STAR8UCK AND ELAINE 
ZAYAK-MAY 8 AND 10 INTERNATIONAL 
STARS ON ICE TICKETS ON SALE DAILY AT 
THE CE ARENA TICKET OFFICE 
PERSONALS 
LOST & FOUND 
LOST, bkw backpack with negatives from famHy 
vacation. Lots of sentimental value It found. 
cal Jute 372-1788 or 372-2803 
LOST: Tortrjewanes-frarried glasses In Drown 
i between the smokestack parking lot and 
• Hal Please cal Darasaa at 362-8814 or 
372-2803 If found Reward. No great sen- 
timental value; my mother win kM me H I 
don't find these 
Jeff Hooted 
Congratulations on your engagement to MAR- 
CIA you DEVIL I May your honeymoon In SAN- 
TA CLARA yield several ittle CADETS, you 
CAVALIER I hope the SPIRIT moves you to 
SCOUT around for a SUNCOAST beach to raiae 
your sttte TROOPERS and cour your STAR Mar 
cal with your PHANTOM love May those 
VELVET (KWtOHTS on that FREELANCIng 
coast prove to be quite a CONNEXION, you 
COLT. 
Leva. Madkwn's Revenge 
• -USA-ANN LAUER" 
Congrslulatlona on your upcoming graduation 
and on getting your Lion s store job Good luck! 
Mass ye over the summer Love ye. Stefame 
An Ode to 128 S Summit 1 gtrts: 
The year re nearly over 
Wave almost made It through 
There were st» of us in al 
But next year only two. 
UrMhfl1 with the room so dean 
Denny almoal caaad a wracking machine 
Schopos with the soon happy marriage 
We I Da aeeno ehortry with a baby carnage 
Dalon and her rightly cats 
GTE appreciate* them al 
Rltzert In front ol her mirror 
Drinking a cooler, never a bear 
MaW at Spflngest oh what a time 
H was such a good one that aha nearly lost her 
Hottner with the laugh so glee 
Always makes us go Tea Hee 
namarnbar our Bathroom schedule oh what a 
titpl 
And with of Job schedule wa ware so tap 
Now ware al but twehed 
We reety had a Waal 
Perhaps we wB be separating 
But the memories wa last 
P S May the hot dogs finely rest In peace 
Anna, to a great roommate 
Good Luck with Areas and have a fantastic sum- 
mer Bast of luck with Scott L I L. Lynn 
ATTENTION STUDENTS! 
Take advantage ol Wood Cable's Pre 
registration plan next semester Ask for details 
whan you return your converter If you qualify, 
you're eagUe for PRIORITY Installation next 
farm. Wood Cabal 116N Mam St 352-8424. 
BATCHELDER BUDDIES 
A P.-B R -P M -T 2 -D E -N B CHAMPALE, 
ELEVATOR TIES. FOOO. FAKE IDS. "I 
NEVER", THE CONVENT. COHABITATION. 
VIOLENT FEMMES. THAT'S WHAT FRIENDS 
ARE FOR! I LOVE AND WIU MISS YOU ALL' 
KIT LOVE. MARIA 
Big Donfea Hertzes 
Wei Danizo. my wonderful friend, thia la It 
Three great tears are coming to an and We've 
bean through quite a lot together thanks lor 
always being there lo share the laughter and the 
tears There remains so much to say. and yet 
nothing that reety needs saying So. thank you 
for touching my He. for letting me know you and 
love you! Your grateful lit. Jane 
-JENvVEBER- 
HAPPY f8TH BtTTHDAYI YOU ARE FINALLY 
LEGAL!  HAVE  A GREAT  WEEKEND WITH 
JOHN"  LOVE.   YOUR   4TH  LOW  DUNBAR 
BUDDIES 
401 la AMa there? Amy. David BarkowW has s 
question1 II you guys com* to see ma. please 
don't go Into OFP-espedaty you Hopar! 403- 
Good Luck with hockey players, cheertearjng 
turtjaa. David, and everything. Com* aae me, 
Ms 409 SAS (no name* this time) sorry about 
the toke thought you'd trunk It was funny 
Krlchlo come to NYC-n be "hyapoy" to see 
you, you ctevelander you Roomtes-Kkn good 
luck M 'Same and stay away from Tidy Bowl 
Dawn-you wan- you I miss my burps one day 
Good Luck withFJ.HandRH.andM careful 
drhtng home-Mo Khadafya watching' Missy 
wa! lake It on* day at a rime-it's al gonna work 
out! Love you al end-yes. Ira true-I'm gonna 
mate al of "youee " Suhey PS That goes lor 
you too. Duma 
50 watt Yshame receiver, 4 yra ok} One of the 
highest qualty components Batatas Very 
good oond Cal Andy at 372-8331 or 
363-6402 
AMY HADLEY 
Congratulations on your Dayton Lambda Chi 
Alpha-Alpha Chi pinning to Dan We love you 
both! AX Love--Kafl>e and Jute 
AMY STAHL 
Oreos-cala from Tom-Dynasty- did I get mat? 
but    I   don!   know   how   to   cook   Alabama 
BRIAN 10-17-87 It's been a great year K.I T 
Love, Mara 
It's be>*n a long year with many 
obstocles lo clear, but II looks Ilk* 
we mad* II. The 1985 86 BG Nmws 
would Ilk* lo thank all It* readers 
for their dedication and input. 
Thank you Bowing Green 1 B G S U 
tor making us the "NEW IN SPOT' In 
town Wei look forward to seeing you 
again next tal 
MR SPOTS 
Dear Jody. Laura > Sandy 
Remember., tlaatmj*. TN. "Let's go al me 
way", meeong troopers one hour out. yawn and 
act bored to get guys. HSC spit personelities. 
atgrang al Howie's. Sandy converting to the par- 
ty animal. Ond. Naahvaa and MCO we never 
be the aame1 Have a hack of a eummer. Love, 
Cindy 
HtGGS1 WEVE BEEN THROUGH A WHOLE 
LOT TOGETHER. I COULD NEVER LET YOU 
GO' THANKS FOR MAKING COLLEGE 
SO .INTERESTING I LOVE >OU' JAY 
MR SPOT'S INVITES 
PRESIDENT OLSCAMP 
m tor the Deal sandwich In town, 
a PMedetphia sleek sandwich. 
PS   Bring your wee 
MR SPOT 
Bunky. 
thanks lor everything You have been an extra 
special friend Thanks lor bang there thai year 
Gat psyched for OSU L t L, Bhky 
Congratiaetlona Karen Yohn on receiving a "8" 
on your comp' We're going to miss you! Beat ol 
Luck Luv. the Alpha Dalts 
CONGRATULATIONS FUIS ON WINNING THE 
INTRAMURAL SWIMMING CHAMPIONSHIPS 
FOR THE SECOND CONSECUTIVE YEARi 
GOOD JOB CAPTAIN JEFF HALPINi 
Dave Cramer & Ed Cveber 
Good Luck at Nationals In Caatomla' Wa I Da 
cheering you on to victory. Love Your Rugby 
Queens. Paige & Amy 
Dear Rich. 
This haa probably ba*n the longest three mon- 
ths of your tfe-but you aurvtved Thank you tor 
bong there, and no matter what you trunk. I real- 
ly do care II mfas you1 Love you. Susan 
Deeraet Data 
Good Luck on your hnala and Best Wishes to at 
those graduating I hope you al have an ex 
ceasnt and safe summer' I'l mfaa you1 Love, 
Elaine  
DEAREST JEN, 
FROM "NO WAY, YOU'LL GO OUT WfTH ME 
TO OUR LAVAUERING. TO OUR PINNING. 
THE PAST YEAR HAS MEANT MORE TO ME 
THAN I CAN EVER SAYi LOVE YA ALWAYS. 
MM 
DELTA GAMMA BETA TEAM 
Congrats on "runrsng away" with first! The atari 
ol s greet tradition' 
Diane Kragl 
Thanks (or another year of wonderful memories 
thai wB always make me smile Beet of luck in 
the future, and may al your dreams come true 
Love ye. JP 
DTD ANDY BLESI DTD 
I'm glad I met you! 
K+T 
PI Beta Phi MARIA PI Beta Pis 
0<e7 
That It • formal congretulenona on both your 
graduation and position with OCF You ve work- 
ed so hard theee past 5 years to get to it.* 
potnt and I'm extremely proud ol you Seems 
Ike (uet last week I graduated from high school 
and you weren't even sure we'd make R through 
coftsge as a couple-now look at us' it surs 
woni be the aame without you, but I'm gonna 
work Ike hel to make Sept 12. 1987 get here 
as soon as possible' I love you. Beth 
JAN VOCAIRE. 
THANKS FOfl EVERYTHING YOU HAVE DONE 
FOR ME CM SO GlAD WE MET YOU MADE 
THIS PLACE A LOT BETTER' URSUUN HERE 
WE COMEItl LOVE. JO 
Jenny Bteni 
WASH CH Physical Science we* never be the 
same Congrats on graduation and al that other 
stuff Love Always. H 
PS   Tel GkMY* I s*d    Hi 
Cc*v«fcJk»tlonsH You're finely getting out ol 
this zoo' Good luck m 0 C and remember I love 
you and wfl rMss you TERRIBLY' Rudy, the red- 
nosed tsacfte* 
Kappa Delta would 
Ike to wteh everyone 
QOOD LUCK 
on their finals 
KatTr/Matfgan 
Here la you long, awaited personal' I hope It's 
not too entberasstng1 Have a greet summer ft II 
come vis* to see you waitressing1 Love. Hoot 
Klm ChiCkey (FUZZY MAMA) 
Cor»gratiie»ons on passing your COMP   ex 
am We al love you and we're going to moa you 
so much' Wei always be thinking about you 
With love, your Alpha Xi'a 
LJ.. 
Thanks for making this semester very special 
This summer wit be difficult but I hope we can 
at* grow even closer and at* be together in the 
end I hope next semester I wil have you to 
come beck to here at BGSU MLW 
LAURA BADAL • Hey roomie! No way' Con- 
grats on your engagement' I know you couldn't 
keep it from me1 Love and happmess always. 
MM 
Continued on pg. 10 
THIS SUMMER 
THINK SMART. 
THINK STARK. THE 
STARK REGIONAL 
CAMPUS OF KENT 
STATE UNIVERSITY. 
CLASSES START 
JUNE 16TH. 
SurrMtaV I . .. JuHtJ It - July II 
Summer II June IB ■ Auguti I 
Summer III July 21 ■ Auauel 22 
6000 frank Avenue iV W 
Canton OH 44720 
(216) 535 3377 (Akron) 
(216) 499 9600 (Canton) Star/ uNivlBvn 
STARK CAMPUS 
FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FUI FIJI 
2 
THE BROTHERS OF 
PHI GAMMA DELTA 
CONGRATULATE THEIR 
GRADUATING SENIORS 
Buddy Butler 
Doug Clayton 
Terry Hagedorn 
Jeff Halpin 
Drew Kantonen 
Dave Meerdink 
Jim Roof 
Scott Snyder 
Phil Stickney 
Dean Taylor 
GOOD LUCK IN 
THE FUTURE! 
FIJI FUI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJI FIJJBJI FIJI FIJI FIJI, 
$MtVP0H'< 
.P..6 «$,«»* 
►^L    PRh.SVSTS THE 
FEATURING,] 
i Warren 
FOR THREE NITES ONLY 
Thurs., Fri., & Sat. 
MAY 
1st, 2nd, & 3rd 
9:00 p.m. 
UNTIL 
MICTCM' 
T 
ON RESERVE 
AT KINKD'S. 
Now you can provide your students with 
an alternative to the library reserve 
Put your course materials on reserve at 
Kinko's. and give your students the option 
of obtaining their own individual copy lo 
study 
Make a reservation for your students this 
term 
kinko's 
Groat copies Gr*MTt people 
325 E. Wootler SI. 
(Across from Taco Bell) 
354-3977 
NEWLOVE 
MANAGEMENT 
Choose your Summer 
Apartment NOW!!! 
* 1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments 
* Apartments, houses, 
duplexes 
* Bargain rates 
* Very close to campus 
* Summer Leases Available 
* Student Consumer Union 
Lease 
328 S. MAIM 352-5620 
OHIOS 
STRONG VOICE 
m DELBERT LATTA 
MAY 6th  REPUBLICAN PRIMARY 
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Gradual**. 
Good Lock a congratuMon*   Thanks 
tor your support Slop by next dm* 
you *• n B G 
MR spors 
USA (SHOUSMOUNOVA). 
Thanks tor making trws year ma BEST" Wa had 
tome wondarful Bmaa-tNngs I'l navar torgal 
(aapaaaty my birthday present') Vou'ra the 
baal tnand avar & avan though wa wont ba 
togathar next yaar. I know wel always ba the 
BEST OF FRCNDS" I lova ya-AOBiN 
Uaa-lt haa bean a great year and I am looking 
forward to next fsl' I lova you AJteon 
PS Good Luck on Edams' 
Uroe Chris MaJnanCh 
You are such a spec*. Mtto1 > wfl rmw you naxt 
yaar Remembar. ■no-s * not that tar away 
Good luck on finals Lots of lova. Tamara 
Lory Bnnkmann 
Pledging DZ   study buddies, sacral pal   (ail 
without   you.   a   spnng   return.   Cincinnati. 
Longworth a and broken chars I w*. mas you 
next year   Vou are a friend always   Love. 
Tamara 
LSAT. CPA GRE. GMAT   MCAT 
ACT. SAT. PSAT. NCLEX RN 
Don't compete with a Kaplan student, 
ba one1 
CALL 352-0602 o< 536 3701 
MARY W . KRIS Z , JANENE V . AND TOOD 
THANKS FOR ALL THE FUN IN CHEM LAB' 
GOOO LUCK' LOVE. JOSETTE 
MR   SPOTS 
BQ'S ROOKIE OF THE YEAR 
WE DELTVER THE BEST 
352SPOT 
Maryrose. baa 4 Branda 
H's been an awesome year with the 3 bast 
oomiea *t tha wortd' Our parties heve been 
outstsndmg and our friendships wil always en- 
dure1 Branda good luck m the Alpha Gam 
house. II mas you Future roomie TarU look 
out tor a colossal year next year' Lova. Hootar 
Michael Conns. 
lust wanted to say thanks tor always being 
there lor me trsa past yaar You have made my 
same yaar the best avar Happy Anniversary 
ion' I know the next yaar w* ba even better' 
Love ya' Jennifer 
MY HARMON BUDDIES AND ROOMIES 
HOPER-A thousand Sony's I w*h you the 
Bast AMY. STACEY Florida and absolute 100 
proof BUTCH-Youre my favorite shoulder lo 
cry on And ALL Janet, Llaa. Stacla. Shelley. 
Dabble. Miriam. Sandra, Marcla, Kim, June, 
Betsy. Mary -THANKS tor the MEMORIES If 
never forget them or YOU' K 1MB A Good Luck 
BAMA Sleep on the floor, tha heater won't 
get ya! DAWM- Even the upa and downs. Its 
bean a greet year' We've solved solutions to 
our problems' SUE- Thanks a mason lor en- 
couragement and friendship I'l m«ss you tons, 
but II see ya *n NY» And remember, this Otnoan 
lovaa ya' Goodbye Everyone' Love. Missy 
Pam Long and Rebecca Newman 
BLEACHER BASH 
IS ALMOST HERE 
BG Men Beware' 
I Lova Ya. Roomws-Pong 
PI B«ta Pin NANCY BARRATT Pi Beta Phi 
Gat psyched for ROOGERS-rt was worth the 
wart1 II rmss you this summer K I T PI Phi Love 
a Mine, MARIA 
RED HOUSE. GOOO LUCK ON FINALS GUYS 
ft GALS HAPPY BIRTHDAY RICK' I'M GOING 
TO MISS YOU ALL THANKS FOR ALL THE 
GOOO TIMES LOVE YA. LORI 
MR SPOTS 
CHICKEN WINGS. HOAGlES 
Steak sandwiches, soups & 
salads   We Deliver after 4 00 
352 SPOT 
SUMMER rMTRAMURALS Entry forms for sum- 
mar lntn*mureJs wi be avsaabte in 108 SRC 
beg*ww>g June 2. 1966 for Saeston I and play 
begneJune 16. 1966  
The Alpha Darts want lo wtah everyone a fun a 
i summer P S Ladies, gat payched for 
Rush' 
The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta would like tc 
congratulate Dan Chdton and Sham TB on then 
DTD--XO Plnrtng 
rhe srtiers ot Atoha XI Delta would hke to w.sr 
everyone a sale and fun summer and we d hke 
to wtah everyone the best ol luck on 'mate1 
S.D.M. 
GOOD LUCK WITH FINALS! 
LOVE, P.H.M. 
TED MOVER 
Good Luck on Fins*, and gat payched tor yes. 
another summer at Cade/ Point! I love you. 
Laura  
Shak Queen (JMA) 
Happy 8-0 
Tha Shakers 
SHARI TILL, keep (hat pin sNneyl DAMEL 
CHLTOM. DAK, DAK. OAK* Somewhere In 
Time. Elate Threeseven 
Sort! 
Tha days of being roommates are coming to an 
and Our 2 years together one In tha Ant Col- 
ony and the other In Offenhauer definitely 
leave us with much more than juat a few 
memories I doubt either of ua wil forget many 
ol themt You've been a super roomie through 
Itsck and that Aa the saying goes- it was the 
baal ol Umaa. It was the worst of times, n was 
cotege1 Needlesa to say, I'm going to mate you 
tarrtbry< Good luck with everything* Lova ya. 
Bath Elaine 
Mr   Spots 
Check Out Tha New 
Spot's T-Shirta-$5 00 
352-SPOT 
Wa Detver the Bast 
Sieve. Dam, Charles, and Gary, 
I'm vary glad I mat you guys Thanks for letting 
ma coma over and bug you! I'l rmss you over 
the summer' Love, Aleon 
SUE SCOTT. 
Stay away from Witche s Wheels' on muddy 
days Good Luck attar graduation' You ware a 
reel pel H 
The 1966 Senior Cheftenge 
Executive Committee would axe to 
thank tha tosowing merchants 
University Bookstore- Mytes Flowers 
SBX-Flnders Records 
AMA-Subway 
Mr Spots Falcon House 
Jeans n' Things 
To our Alpha Xi-Beta Coach John 
We'd Iks to thank you and congratulate you tor 
the greet fib on Beta weekend 
Love, me Alpha Xi's 
To Sandy Little my favorite 36C Happy 23rd 
Bvthday" Have a Bartles A Jaymes on ma {two 
drinker fisted sytle) I hope your day is the hap- 
piest ever" Al my love, Wendrff Tardy 
To the MEN of 105 Treadway Tom JoeBnan- 
Ryan I'm glad I mat al of you through Tom. 
you've *> bean tun' Have a great Summer' 
KIT Lova. "BODES 
To tha Seniors of Alpha Delta Pi. I we] rmss al ol 
you a lot Good luck In tha future' Meanda a 
Hek*-thanka L a L. Kathy McG 
TO THE SEXIES 
As the 1966 school year ends I reaaze that I 
have the greatest of mends' We've had so 
much fun al yar long, from scepm' lo brewln' 
and sagging our songs So many great 
memories. It's reaty been great' Next year the 
Bronc wa know Its own way lo Ohio State' I 
LOVE YOU GUYS' 
HAPPY 20TH BIRTHDAY 
DONNA DIFlORE 
MAY 3 
THE SKIN FLINT FAMILY 
Before I leave BG Reflections frorr 
Juice CLUB 401 You're an American Band, sc 
stay out of trouble MIR Stop reeding those 
books SANDRA Go to your room you too 
Marsh STEINMAN Stay off the wsas DEB Major 
roadtnpe SHELL Uh. yea. uh. How's it goaY> 
Tha summer wfl be awesome. SMELKLEY A 
Tha M.M. UOM a Motown memories This 
semesters been the beat I don't know what I'l 
do w-oot you guys next year YaR wont bathe 
same woout 4th Harmon. Thanks lor times I'D 
never forget I wtah you the beet always! Love. 
Alabama Bound 
Theresa Batway & Brian Ravencrafl 
Gosh Theresa, too bed we made you go lo thai 
boring Phi Ps»-Gamma Phi tee that fal. It wa 
hadn't gone so early you could have avoided 
meetmg a Tootsie Ron. a Fudge, a Gus. and 
yes M Ho Ho' Attending al those "bonng" com- 
mode parties. Toga tees, after hours--^eluding 
taned beta, hot tub parties, and that awful Super 
Bowl party Besides that, no one would have 
cooked your steak you wouldn't have pessed 
out on your 2ist. accused ol sleeang a table, 
and the let goes on Anyway we're sorry we 
made you go to the tea'! By tha way-Congrats 
on your Gamma Phi- Phi Pal lavaeenng1 Love- 
ShmogaKIm 
First Impressions Springiest design 
tha official "Time lo party" Shirt 
previously sold out Now being 
reprinted Piease cal 352-5475 
This week onry' 
TTKA PsXES TTKA PIKES TTKA 
The Blast will be Beckl 
TTKA PIKES TTKA PIKES TTKA 
Want to Make S30. Please return the mounted 
deer heed taken from my apartment No ques- 
tions asked, no charges pressed Cal 
354-4802 to arrange details 
DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE 
r 41ice a> TraaV Michel JaJfr 
ACROSS 
l Stun. Wng 
tryie 
4 Forgive 
5 LAS corduroy 
14 Eskimo ferule 
15 Gel around 
16 Large anweoe 
i * Abner ■ father 
10 Mortise 
companion 
19 — Adams 
20 Pan of BIT 
uaualy 
23 Too 
2* Higner deg >n 
me am 
jSCompkcate 
28 Lurched 
33 The - of 
AmontMado 
Poe 
34 Sendwcn 
source 
36 Autumn mo 
37 Leaves of a 
Dor* m Madf-3 
31 Brisk* 
Mu» SCO* 
39 Psrtof • 
tanovetn 
41 Spartan Queen 
42 Banner 
43 Street sound 
44 Peer OyrrtS 
moaner 
45 Chans* s pet 
47 More Of BLT 
$4 — Pccrvj Peru 
55 Aaooand 
television 
56 Poka 
57 Peel 
SiCatkff 
59 Ahaa Aoor 
60 SnMh weapons 
91 Miaoseda >« 
lew 
92 
DOWN 
i Pusoto mdksn 
2 Ok-nnesa 
3S*npte 
4 Ner-eai egem 
5 Trtier fe) - to 
Chance 
6 Tf opcal trurl 
7 Gravs* image 
6 Rebon Comb 
form 
9 ROet out the 
storm 
10 Hinted wrm 
to 
u Secular 
l2Nounsuffii 
13 Before JFK 
?i Tree pan 
22 Dressmaker i 
need 
25 Flat-twrwnmed 
boats 
2«Nght rf>iftm 
27 Oui ol bed 
29 Nursery occu- 
pant al bmes 
29 0visne 
30 By no means 
31 Shorten 
32 Parky p*ece 
34 Hacks 
35 Fairy tata 
BAankfjasf 
37 Truck togs 
40Lawigahy 
campus study 
program 
41 Author 
0 Flaherty 
43 Ermines 
45 Shopper at 
46 Ba 
partimortaoul 
47 M*M   unit 
49 Land maasura 
49 Latin I word 
50 vame ceptam 
91 Homeric hero 
U Word with oft. 
out or over 
MOT book 
M I ■ I 
i iiraimi  unnii innnnnn nnnn 
nnnnnimnn 
nnn ntinciu 
n nnn      rwinnii 
~ I nnitu nnnnn 
nnnnn m inn rmnn 
unnri".]       nnn  rann 
nnnnn nnn 
nnnniinnriiinnniid 
nnnr.i iriiinnnnnnn 
uriiin  nnnnn nnnn ill inn 
tit TODAYS ANSWEtJ , W. 16 torn 
r i ■ 
r 
m 
QCMO Tviaxnw RKOrd SaM 
T*ut Friday S«   I-10pm 
ChMranc* Prtoa* Sav« 10 50\ 
Extra Saving* wrttn rrm Ad. 
Qrean Tamooonoa Racocda 
157 Clouali 1 Bloc* East of Mam 
YOUB RECORD ALTERNATIVE" 
362-7878 
To My Prmcaaa. 
Whai a graal ama M nad at ma BM Tha On 
nar, (ha danoa. tha drtnfca in al Thank you tor 
auoh a wondarful Mma I'm glad you are tha baal 
tnand ot mma May God watch ovar you trom 
KHawW above May Ha oonBhua to show you 
rat untalng lova Your Knight In Shining Armor 
To my amal unit Mtcheae 
Oood ax* on mak and I w« aaa ya thai aum- 
mar   Have a graal one   L 4 L. your large unit 
Lym 
To my vary special Me Ebaoeth, what can I 
say? I love you Thank you tor always balng 
there whan I needed you. I w#J mesa you goba 
naxt year. You 1 arweya ba In my heart' DZ love 
end el mma. Big Dabbi 
PS I'm a trogi 
Bicycle Tune-Up Special 
Crty 
$1200 
at 
Pur can's 
131 W Wooster 
352-6284 
To thoae wonderful DEE QEESI Good kick with 
thai exams' Phi Sigma Sigma le thinking about 
you' 
To Little Wan and Porcupine 
Thanks for being such good nelghbora. But 
remember, what does she look ska naked Mr 
Perfect  
VC 
I WtSH SATURDAY THE 19TH HAD COME A 
LITTLE SOONER OOOD LUCK ON EXAMS 
AND KEEP IN TOUCH    YOOA" 
WE WANT YOU!" Jon the WE CARE TEAM 
and be a Pre Reg volunteer rhJe Bummer Stop 
si 405 Student Services tor more mfo , or cal 
372-2843 
Wendy. 
I hope you tied as much fun as I ok! at the Phi 
Mu Formal Thanks lor a lantashc time. It was a 
pleasure being your bartender! Jeff 
WOMEN FOR WOMEN la proud to present 
LAST SUMMER AT BLUEFISH COVE'' by les- 
bxei playwright Jane Chambers May 1 preview 
performance by invitation only. May 2 and 3 
open to al Performances at 8 00 pm m Mem 
Auditorium, unrversity Hal Ticket* $4 17 al 
the door For more Informaeon. cal the 
Women s Center. 3722281 
Angle Have a great summer! Get payched for 
next fal Watch out Offenheuer here we Cornell 
Your future roomie. Carolyn 
Bubblee,(TC) 
Good Luck on el your finale' Looking forward to 
thai eummer Love. David 
Dawn, Sue and Missy 
Although we've had our problems the good 
Dmaa outweigh the bed We've been thru e lot 
w-12 Ramaters and 30 pounds of pppcorn II 
maw you guys as wel as the 20 minute alarms 
Beware ot the Frying Frttol Love, turn 
DEBBIE BOODANYI 
Looking forward to a greet year next fal I know 
aa roomies we'l have the Beat of Times Cant 
welt' Love ya. Mleay 
Debbie Druggie Dribbles 
I've mewed seeing you tha year, but some 
range never change, huh Dnbbles'?' Wel sum- 
mer's here, so ohm up It's gonna ba the beet 
ever" Love. Kan 
Hey Tomasellll 
(or should we say button lose) 
Hsppy 20th 8-Day 
Dating   problems?   We hear tat,   bald   men 
make greet kmerst Hey are are taking orders 
from  Hocky'e-do you  want  pun  or the 
dertvery boy? Have a good one but no Mack 
•yes this year! We to*e you. Hernia, in 6 
"""I  
HEYI DEE QEESI 
Cong/ahaattone on warning BETA! 
Love. Phi Sigma Sigma 
Exam Spec* tl 9 95 per mgbt 
Best Weetem Falcon Paua Motel 
Study A Relax ti Prtvacy ol own room 
Apr! 27-May 1 and May 4-8 
Continental Breakfast, tree coffee. 
early check In I late check out 
Advance Reservahon  352-4871 
Present valid BGSU ID al check in 
I'm graduating In less than two wsafca and I 
don't have a huaband yet N interested In- 
quire wtth Moey 2-1100 A.S.A.P. 
•rrENNATIONAL STARS ON ICE with Scott 
Hematon Elaine Zayak, JoJo Starbuck and 
other Proleealonel Skaters' Al Proceeds 
Benefit and American Cancer Society. May 9 
and 10-7 30 pm Tickets A iwafiln At the Ice 
Arena Mon Fn 11:30-1:30: 4:30-6:30 and 
Sat 9 00-Noon Coma and Celebrate tha END 
of the School Year! 
JILL DIXON 
HAPPY 21st URTHOAYII 
Wa love youl! 
LAURA SUE MYERS, 
I'd Bus to take this brne to thank you for making 
my 4 yews «i cotege the beat they could ever 
be You have been tha moat tarrtoaoc roommate 
end friend I could ever oak tori I can't tee you 
how much I wel maw you after graduation! Lova 
you. JarmMer 
PS Happy 22nd Birthday!   
Laura, dear. 
I am proud of you aa you graduate vou have a 
bright and prorratlng future I love you ao very 
much 
Love, Dad 
Llaa ThTermgton, Kim Forte, and my wonder- 
ful Big Pain Northern, Hope your summer bv- 
thday* era fantastic1 Coma vM me or al least 
write' I » L. Amy 
PS Kim we can go to Plriujrmgton'* Waffle 
Houee' 
MR SPOT'S 
AUTHENTIC. ORIGINAL 
Pr#edekir«e Sleek Sendvnchee 
Buffalo Style Chicken Wlnga 
We detver after 4 00 
362-SPOT 
MARGIE COTLEUR. 
Oood luck m Cmclnnatll The peat three yeers 
law* beam special one* We're sll going to 
• yovll Leva, your roaml*i, Lorl, Amy, 
Oenna. Merle, and Lorl 
Tram for si the good hmee In Bo ab It 
wouxm l hove been the seme without you' Have 
s greet sixnmer and pieaee keep n touch! Love 
Doc 
Loft RegMratlon Font 
AwjHebta tor Fall t Spring Sem. IMrCel 
382-3636, Monday-Friday. 0-5 
Loft Conetructton 
The txrmday of your It* a ajmoat here gat 
payched for fn* tk) till Ftobba Repat I 
116114? 
WANTED: MAN OF MY DREAMS 
Must be 26-35 yrs old. ndependentty waatViy. 
gorgeous.   NO   HAIB   ON   BACK   OR 
•«OOLDfERSII French w« get you bfggW 
Dts'CALL LB AT 2-2871 (I not there nave 
message) I AM ATTRACTIVE. FUN LOVING I 
AEROBtCALLY FTTI 
FRIENDS. 
Thanks for afl the support you've 
ghan ua Ms Spring We hope you 
ITav* a bountiful summer in whatever you 
do See you m the Fal 
MR. SPOTS 
WANTED 
t female daapsratet, needs apartment for Fal 
88 Pwaae as* HoU 354-2606  
1 tamefa to tutltast apartment tor Spring 
Semester 87 Plian cal HekS. Cindy or Amy 
354-2606 
1 non-amoklng m*f* loumnwl* to alar* 2 
bedroom apt Summer '68 Deposit prepaid, ex 
oond   and own room   Cal Mark 372-1471 
1 OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES NEEDED FOR 
66-67 SCHOOL YEAR CLOSE TO CAMPUS 2 
BEDROOM FURNISHED APARTMENT LOW 
RENT CALL CATHY AT 372-4607 
2 fenaiea desperately seeking a pace to rant 
for Fal semester onry. Prefer 2 badroorra Wfl 
arxasoao Pa*** eel 354 1831 or 363-1000 
2 makte desperately seeking a place to lease or 
sub It ess FALL SEMESTER ONLY! 1 Dorm 
preferred but wfl conaMer 2 bdrm Cal Tom at 
352-2136 or Jeff at 352 3514 
2 nature, fun ndMduak wanted to erare houee 
wtth2oth*ra Own room greet houee low rent 
ecross trom campus. Call Rhonda at 
364-6446. 
4 tenant* to rent large houee on N Summit for 
Summer Very CHEAP pieaee eel 354-8989 
or 352-6034 
FEMALE NEEDS 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES 
FOR '86'87 SCHOOL YEAR (LARGE 
TOVrNHOUSE'l CALL 354-7506 FOR INFOR- 
MATION  
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED FOR 88-87 
SCHOOL YEAR FURNISHED. 2 BEDROOM 
APARTMENT PLEASE CALL 352-3307 
Female Roommates wanted for Summer to 
sublet houee Cal 353-2905 
Female roommate lor summer to afar* 2 
bedroom -2 bath apartment with pool Cal 
352 4829  
I need someone to share en apartment with tha 
Summer. I take first live weeks, whas you take 
second five week* Cal Ttn 363-0611 
M. or F rmte wailed for Fal 1988-Spring 
1967 354-1388. after 7pm 
Male roommate needed lor '86-87 Nicely fur- 
nathed 2nd St. apt LOW RENT! Cal Dave 
352 521 7 or John 3540114-aoon! 
Need 1 female roommate lor '88-87 school 
yaar. University Vflage Please cal 372-6301 
or 352-B621 Or 352-6629. 
Roommate wanted for summer only Own room, 
tree ax cond Everything but efec. Price 
riegobable Cal Mlchtet 382-1692. 
Poorrsra*** needed tor largo house summer 
only. Own room, cats welcome. Cal 363-7584 
01352-6918  
WANTED 2 females lo stare apartment tor 
'86-87 year kwxpenarve rent. 10 min from 
campus Fringe Benefits Include access to 
balcony ovenookjng scenic Bowing Green R.R 
track* and exctuarve pooakM membership 
Semi-serious students Smokers need not app- 
ly Cal Jennifer 364-0310 or Jacoui 
354-7761. 
NEED 1 M. RMTE. TO SHARE 2 MAN APT. 
FOR SUMMER CLOSE TO CAMPUS. CAN 
MOVE m AFTER MAY 11. CALL TOM AT 
HH706.  
N**d teal* auM**aor tor eumrnei. Lo. fum. 
apt do** to cemput Very negotiable rent!!! 
WM haw Own bedroom. Cable TV 1 AC to- 
dud. Fleets call John at 352-1223 
HELP WANTED 
120 Counselor & Instructor Positions AvaitobJe 
Pnvate Coed Summer Camp In Pocono Ml*.. 
Pa Contact. Cayuga. PO Box 234BQ. 
KoraKvorth. N.J 07033 (201) 276-0106 
ASSOCIATE MARKETING REP 
Ful fkne summer poelttona tor coeege students 
and other* S7 26 Marling rsts-hours flexfbt*. 
No sales or mktg. experience required. Al ma- 
kirairayappfy Fo Toledo Bowing Green area 
residence For Interview cal 472-7110 
ATTENTION MEN OF BGSU Campus sorority 
n looking for s response!* house boy tor to* 
1988-1987 school yea Don't mas In* greet 
opportunity lor employment Cal 372 5894 for 
appointment 
Attention Coetge Studentt 
Want to work m hometown? Want to obtain 
valuable working experience? Want to *am 
$2,000 mm wfaa gaming on the |ob *x- 
perano*? Only ambitious and energetic people 
should apply Interviews at 12 30. 1 30. 2:30. 
3 30 1 4.30 m Canal Room. Student Union 
Ttmraday and Friday May 1st » 2nd 
Camp Eaaler Se« Counaekxt needed July 
6-Aug. 8 Contact Easter Seal* (416) 
222-7047 or write Easier Seal Society of W 
Central Ohio 1910 W Roob Av*. Lxna, Oh 
45806 
CUraCAL SOCIAL WORKiaiSCOUNSEIJNG 
PSYCHOLOGISTS (LiceneeeDle ragwal com 
munty mental IwaRh center with a focu* of tar 
MOM to lamflll I cltUran He* opportunity tor 
dnkal poeUkxi a Ihet Flnday. OH site Oppor- 
turnaea tor out peoant. consultation, evaluation. 
Xinovelrve Haatment programa » outdoor adven 
ture educallon programming Saartee trom 
$17,000-29.0004 
$22,000-32.600 reapectlvely with excel tr 
hg* benefits Send vtta u Program Super- 
vteor. PO Box 6263   Lira. OH 46604. An 
E.O.E.     
Computer Trainee 
f 7 50-12 50 per hr . cal now 
1 471   1440 Job Exchange 
Onry to* $65 oo-ady -|ob Into 
Data Entry - W* ban 
$4.00 par hour. oM today 
1 471   1440 Job Exchange 
Omy toe $65 oo-adv  x* into. 
Fdech* BU Boy m P*rry*burg. Fremont Ptke. 
now   accepting   first   *feft   srx^caTxxa   for 
■ amtlt-wmail. host hoeteas. CMhar I drlva 
thru. Apply In parson. 
QOVERMaENT  JOBS    $16.040-$59,230- 
W- 
No* HHng. CM 1 -806667-6000 Exl R 9849 
tor currant tooarM tot  
Iwirkeimg RepreeersaBve ~ 
Entry level cM today 
t-471-1440Jc6Exclang* 
Only Fee $65 00 Adv   Job Mo. 
MOBILE FOOD SERVICE 
Oyrarrac and progreaehs Food conoMMon 
Company seek* ndMduMt for Maaga* to 
wori. SpecW Evaits and ttmhaa Growth 
POWneel uraMted Some trsvel reouksd Greet 
opportunity and fun for students *nd 
OjlduMtog Seniors For mtarvlew CM Mr of 
Mrs     Wacar   (Cleveland.   Ohio) 
1-218-234-1611 
CLEVELAND AREA RESIDENTS 
Ful txn* summer fwtp wenlad 
$7 25 to Mat. Several Opening* 
Al rrajors coraktorad. 
Interviews held Friday May 
B. 10.1 12. CM 
765 0015 
Now taking apptcakona » hiring energetic 
hadworklng for bar poasooa *nd floor poerooni 
■ Bultora Apply d*iy after 8pm   except Mon 
d*y* 
l>oarai«ai $22-27.000 per year 
Hrlng now. cal today 
I 471   1440 Job Exchange 
Omy toe $65 oo- adv --rob mfo. 
Pubfc niMcne Proctor 
$26,832-31.032 per year cal today 
I 47 It 440 Job Exchange 
Only to* $86 OO-edv -(Ob mfo 
Security Ofltoer $5-7 00 per hour 
Wfl tran. c*l now 
1-471-1440 Job Exchange 
Onry toe $66 OO-edv   fob Into 
Summer ioba n Ctoveand Ohx> Pubtc kitereat 
Campagn. OMo'l laadtig dUen* lobby hat 
aumnwr-ft. poaMona open on its Economic- 
Environmental Campaign staff Starting ssatry 
$720-mo. For Xitomtew or STfomaflon cal 
(216) 661-6200 
Summer Onry Male and female Coetumed 
Oetvery Prccts Mo* appaemnce VERY 
OUTOOINO Good Pay Hours wl vsry CM the 
1362-8061 
Temporary Help Wanted 
Must be available Auguet 20 
AppN«Kmko'S 
326 E Wooater 
Toledo* n*w*M nloMckjb raetaurant wants 
your *xportenoe DJ'a. wat staff kitchen hMp. 
bertenders I floorwakers Apply n person 
Glass Cm, Boadwelx 27B20 E Broadway. 
Mom*. OH, 43465 838-7828.  
ACTIVISTS 
SUMMER JOBS 
The Ohio Pubtc Mere*! Campaign, Ohio'* 
axgest I most sure—ful consumer 1 an- 
wonmenta lobby haa numerous summer s ful 
Bms poemons alahla Seeking energetic 
woman & men mtaested xi working for en- 
vironment*! protection-control ot toxic hazada 
6 Irtiurance I utflty rate reform $180 wk to 
Mart. Cal 241-9093 lor nemtsw appt 
Noon-5pm wVF 
CIlaMend Ant* Studentt 
Summer x* opportuniry at Tsnglewood Country 
Club. Contact Jim Woinak (216| 543- 7010 
COULD YOU USE $4000 
WE HAO A GOOO TIME S A GREAT EX- 
PERIENCE LAST SUMMER AND THE 
MONEY DfDNT HURT STILL LOOKING FOR A 
FEW HARD WORKERS CALL ANY ONE OF 
US FOR DETAILS TOM ROSSI 352 6429 
BRENDAN COAKLEY 352 6099 SUE 
D E S A N T O - 3 5 2 - 8 9 1 5 JIM 
G E R B U S - 3 5 3 ■ 3 6 0 5 DEB 
GUCKER-353-7206 
FACTORY WORKER IIOO-HOUR 
CALL TODAY, NOW HIRING 
1471 1440 Job Exchange 
Onry tee $65 OO-edv -Job xito 
Food Server* 
Victor'* Watorfront CM* 
now accepting appecatfona lor 
ful I pt -time food servers 
Appt* at our office building 
4010 Columbus Ava, Sanduaky, OH 44870 
or Phone 626-6267 
FOR SALE 
77 Mustang New txes new brakee. new 
redator Gran buy -CM 363-6205 
'77 VW Rabbit economical, good corxStton 
$1,100 362-6326  
80 VW Diesel Rabbit. A C . 5 apeed, 45 MPG. 
good condaon $2.100. 362-6326. 
1973 OkM Delta 88 Convertible v-8. ax. bktck 
on white This la tha BG Rkt*. Don't maw It 
$1200 or b**t offer 354-5803. Out 
1974 Buk* Opel FM *tereo, caaeette $400 
Runs wel. His rust CM Tom 372-1937 
1974 CUTLASS GOOD CONDITION MUST 
SELL" $325 OH BEST OFFER CALL DIANE 
AT 352 225Q TOOAY  
1974 Porsche 914 2 0 Mm 1 owner GoOd 
ccrxleOn $3500 negotaple 352 4236 
1976 Honda CB 360 Exceeent cwidrOon 
$476. Mutt *M CM 352-4298 
1978 Honda CB 550-4 cytrxter. 3600 m**7 
pertoct condaon, crash bar* $ easy bar. Max* 
offer Must «*l. 362-6015 atar ».  
1980 Chevy Citation 4 door hatchback, back. 
6 cySnrJar. powar staenng. power brakee. 
automatic, al oond . $1100 352-3656 
1962 Yamaha Sec* 550 4300 rrxkw. B*e is 
brand new Mu*t Seel Fiat $ 1000. 364-6803. 
Out  
1963 Suruki OR 650 Bought raw 6 86 
3.300 irate Exceeent shape Beat offer 
362-7284 
3 toot domi-aOe refrigerator with worktvj 
traenr Exceeent oondMon $125. Ask tor 
ElzabMri or Kathy 372-3573. 
3rran toot $20 Pxxtsxigol x country skis with 
boots price rWvOtabla CM Ann Marl* al 
364-6343 tor more Into 
50 w stereo speakers. $40 pax 
Futon bad, $20 
Cal MM 362-9363 
76 Triumph Spitfire 
Convert** Good ccodttkxi. 
Deal oiler 364-7400 
A frame loft with carpeted txlebcerde $80 00 
or beat offer Pit all oM Shot, a 362-6321 or 
372-4742  
For Sato: Stereo $275, one bad toft $36. 
couch S16. OM Tracy 372-2091, *ft*r 6 CM 
36441902  
HOCKEY EQUIP. Cooper Shin 
Guard! $35 00 Bauer Skates 
(Huggerel-$30 00 Couch, greet tor dorm 
room |6' long, hkjh back), corntonaM*. Ex. 
cond. 36.00. neg CM 372-3971 
PIONEER 60 WATT RECEIVER AND SONY 
TAPE DECK BOTH IN EXCELLENT CONCH 
TlON 6100 00 362-7018  
niMnic AM-FM Mtroo return recorder 
system, $46 Old Regent Ok*. 640 PAca* 
I*. CM 364-2407. 
I. leaning* 362-1220  
APARTaaBIT-OORM BAR 
Feekxee 2 perl oonetrucllon, tquor otbtwt 
with tockabU shutter door*: ftp-down mixing 
counfer, Formica top: gktts rack*. 6 ararvee, 
tufty carpeted and ptnektd Accepting Beel Of 
tor, CH 362-3614 for mor* Infcrrreflton. 
SUSPENDED LOFT-UO.OO NOW IN 
R00QER6   EASY SET UP.  STAtCO ANO 
FWPflOOFED MUST SEE! A REAL STEAL! 
CALL 2-176$ 
atlflVCNOCD 2 BED LOFT, BLUE 
UNIVERSITY APPROVED, WO; 
CALL CANDA AT Mil] 
FOR RENT 
-HOUSE FOR RENT- 304 E. Court St.. 1 
upatan apt -2 bedroom. 1 downetalra apt -4 
bedroom Reduced rant tor summer CM 
1*26-1934 
1 bdrm. apt* for May a AuguM Ofdar home In 
gulet nelcjlibortiood Some with hrepacea 1 yr 
Was*     6210-22000    362-6992    Crazy 
sctwdut*. I no answer days. oM alter 9pm 
2 bedroom furnahed apartments $500 sum 
mer ndudee tree mova channel and centra an 
corxSaui ■ ig   352 2003 
2 bedroom fumahed apartments 
649 Sixth St 6450-mo pka ewe 
362-9457 between 12.4pm 
2 bedroom unajntafwd aprtiiwnl* for aummer 
t tM Summer rate* a aathl*. Cat 352-5822 
BRAND NEW APTS AV AA.ABLE 
FORNEXTFALl 
3 LARGE »WD»IO0Mi, 2 BATHS 
DISHWASHER, DISPOSAL 
LARGE LIVING ROOM. GAS HEAT 
EXCELLENT LOCATION 
CALL 354-4702 
ASK FOR JEFF HOLTM 
2 bedroom duplex lor rent Sunnier 1986 139 
Lehman Av* Graduate atudanta welcome 
352-4176. 
2 bedroom fumahed apartments 
Summer Laaaas Onry 
362-7454 
5 bedroom house near campus 
FOR SUMMER 
362-5822 
APARTMENT FOR RENT FOR SUMMER 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS SPACIOUS 2 
BEDROOM APARTMENT CALL 354-881 7 
ThursOn Manor Apartments 
Futy Carpeted, Air Conditioned 
Cable TV, Furnahed Etficancy I 
Laundry FtcBan Apptcatlons for 
Summer aid FM 1451 Thuretm Av* 
Across from Offenhauer Tower* 
362-6435 
Apartment* tor Summer and FM 
Preferred Propertlet Co 
CM 352-9378 
BRUCE SPMNGSTE N WANTS THIS APT. but 
I you hurry. I could be yours! Cut* 1 bdrm 
siatoflla Jura 1, • block from campus, rant 
negotaba 3526369 nxjhts a weekends 
CARTY RENTALS 
Apia -Houses Rooms 
Summer Rentals-3 mo leas as 
Phone 362-7366 
Carty Rentala 
2 bdrm apt. tor 3-4 students 
1 bdrm house. 12 mo. to*** starting m May 
Phone 352-7365 
Cory Houaetntwr for rent traa summer Perfect 
tor two 6460 total, no utMto* Furnished 
Located 3rd I Many** 3543009 
GRAD   STUDENTS   WECOME   TO   VEL 
MANOR! 
QraM location across from campus 
Nkw accommodatloris. quiet pete* to 
study   Large rooms 
2 accommodanons for 8 people ktft 
for summer   1 for 4 people for FM. 
352-2668 
Fumahed duplex   Leaang for Summer I Fi 
through Spring  Upper lor 3 and lower lor 4 
psopkt CM 352-0639 
Fumahed apartment   1  or 2 persona   A.C 
Av***bl*M*y 16 Cal 354-1723 evening. 
Houses 6 Apt* for 88-87 school yaar 
Srrtth-Bogga Rentals Office 532 taanvae, rear 
352-9457 between 12-4. 
Eflxaency Now Raiting tor FM 
1 or 2 semester Was*, fury lumabed 
M utaaes paid lrx*jdmg color TV 
with cable  $285 month Phone 
364-3162 or 352-1520 Evening* 
Need sublease's for Summer. Very roaaorwble. 
wfl pay security deposit CM Mary or Jute 
363-2224 
Party Room 
CM 352-9378 
Sublet apt. (eumnwr)-doea, cheep, no uM CM 
Jacquw-353-4737 Of Mop M 850 Scott 
Hamakxi Apt   2. 
SUMMER RENTALS 
112 or. turn apt*, on 3rd St. FREE AIR CON- 
DITIOtflNQ. w*t*r. **w*r. etc Reduced rate* 
VERY PCASONABLE. 
FALL SPRING 86 87 
2 or units M 800 3rd St I 824 6th St. Owner 
pay* for AC on 3rd St and tor water, sewer $ 
laat both location*  United Openxigs 
CM 352-6163 day*. 362-4966 eve* 
ROCKLEDOE MANOR 
1 1 afatih, furnahed 
2 bdrm*.. 2 bathe, dahwaahe- 
axtra storage 4 parson* 
Coma of BtJl I S. Coeag* 
CM John Nawtov* Real Estats 
364-2260 
Two bedroom furroatwd apt*, tor FM 
362-2663 
Two  bedroom apartments  a Mofill  tor  FM. 
Unlveralty VBag* 362-0164.       
Vel-Menor Apartments 
Vacancy   for   FM    4   oxte-students    Nkw 
accommodationa-quiat   place   to   study 
3522668 
NCLM raWfO M OR F TO MUT MY APT. 
THM mHI, WILL PAY 1ST MO. RENT 
AND DEPOalT. MM**! WT7J. 1-2 BLOCK 
FROM CAMPUS, OWN BEDROOM, STORAGE 
IMBS 
'2 BEDROOM FURN I UNFURN • 
•PRP/ATE SLEEPtNQ ROOMS1 
Makx UOItlea I Cable TV Fum 
One tall Bloc* Oft Campus 
CALL TOM 
Mon.-fit 7 AM-Noon 362-4673 
Evening I aland 362-1600 
USING 8.C.U MODEL LEASE 
Mints" 
Friday/ Jim Youll 
Junior computer science and math major Brad Allsop works on a program in the IBM/Apple computer 
lab In the University Union. 
It probably is an aid cliche by now. but 
computers are. more than ever, shaping 
tie lives ol businesses as veil as personal 
ase. 
Bam are using them te allow their 
costumers to male transactions without 
tie all ol tellers. Businesses an using 
Item lor storage ol records. Home owners 
are using them lor their own personal 
record storage while their kids are using 
them tor games. And. It you ask most 
present lay lournallsls low (ley (eel 
about their video display terminals, they 
would probably loll you thai they worship 
them like a god. 
Those TV-tlke display terminals make ll 
muck simpler to produce a wide range ol 
stories tram coping with the horrors it 
laundry to dealing with the Friday night 
blues to natures on new bands. 
Ot course, not all uses lor computers 
are legitimate. With the coming expertise 
li He computer industry comes an added 
dimension ol technological know-how - 
computer hacking. 
University 'bytes' back 
by Phip Ron 
Friday reporter 
During the past few years the 
shadowy side of the computer 
revolution has been illuminated 
by many illegal system break- 
ins. 
The average U.S. computer 
crime results in the theft of 
$500,000, William Webster, di- 
rector of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, said in the Feb- 
ruary 1965 isssue of Nation's 
Business. 
Such computer tampering has 
apparently been done by a sub- 
culture of computer users who 
roam the computer and tele- 
phone networks trading com- 
puter passwords and access 
codes. 
To a "hacker," these pas- 
swords and codes, if discovered, 
can grant them access to huge 
remote data bases. 
"The American banking sys- 
tem alone moves more than $400 
billion between computers every 
day. Corporate data banks hold 
consumer records and business 
plans worth untold billions. Mili- 
tary computers contain secrets 
that, if stolen, could threaten 
VS. security," reported the Au- 
gust 1983 issue oiTime mag- 
azine. 
Remote data bases are acces- 
sible to personal computer users 
through telephone lines. While 
these lines make it possible for 
authorized users to obtain pro- 
prietary information from tneir 
data bases, they also make it 
possible for hackers to "break 
In" to the system if they can 
discover the right password or 
identification code. 
In order to communicate over 
phone lines, computers must be 
equipped with modems. Mod- 
ems decode the signals sent and 
received by computers through 
phone lines into a language the 
computer can understand. 
If the phone number of a com- 
puter isn't known, a computer 
can be programmed to sequen- 
tially dial numbers. When and if 
a computer answers, the num- 
ber is revealed to the hacker. 
Guessing passwords and ac- 
cess codes is a similar process. 
If a computer discovers the 
code, it is revealed on the screen 
and access is granted to the 
system. 
Ronald Lancaster, associate 
professor of computer science, 
said hackers often exchange in- 
formation with each other 
through the use of larger com- 
puters. He cited an example in 
which a large central computer 
in Chicago might serve as a 
place for computer users in 
other parts of the nation to leave 
messages for other users. When 
the other person calls in to the 
central system, the computer 
notifies them that they have a 
message waiting for them, and 
then they may read the mes- 
sage, Lancaster said. 
He said hackers are often ex- 
posed by checking long-distance 
phone logs. By tapping in to the 
large central systems where 
hackers exchange information 
investigators can trace their 
calls. 
However, Richard Conrad, di- 
rector of the University's Com- 
6liter Services, attributes the 
niversity's tightening of com- 
puter-related security to a gen- 
eral awareness of the 
importance of the institution's 
data, not to a present threat of 
computer hackers. 
Furthermore, the University 
is more dependent on four com- 
puter systems as data bases 
than ever before, he said. About 
six billion bytes of data are 
stored within the files of the 
University's computer systems. 
To make this vast amount of 
information available to some 
and obscure to others is a matter 
of great complexity, he added. 
Within the past few years, the 
University has introduced a 
photo ID policy for its computer 
service employees, additional 
locks and combination locks 
have been employed, and fur- 
ther logical security to discour- 
age unauthorized access has 
been added to the University's 
systems, Conrad said. 
If someone wanted to use a 
University computer a few 
years ago, Conrad said, they had 
to go to the computer. There 
were no remote terminals. The 
security was basically letting 
someone through the door. The 
physical security then, was the 
logical security. 
"But as time progressed, 
there was perceived to be a need 
for greater logical security. And 
I think this was done by every- 
one in general, not necessarily 
Bowling Green," Conrad said. 
According to Derek Dickin- 
son, director of the University's 
Standards and Procedures, they 
handle two or three students a 
year who misuse their com- 
Euter-user identification num- 
ers. At the beginning of each 
computer science course, stu- 
dents are asked to sign an 
agreement not to share their ID 
numbers with anyone. If the 
agreement is violated, Dickin- 
son said, the student who shares 
the number could be suspended 
or placed on a University proba- 
tion."! think the students have 
to learn it's not a toy," he said. 
Personal computers enhance students' lives 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
Instead of trudging to class, 
wouldn't it be convenient to sit 
at your own home computer, 
telephone the school's main- 
frame to read lessons, answer 
questions and take tests? 
A personal computer allows 
you to do all these things. 
The first personal/home com- 
puter to "catch on" was the 
Apple II, in the mid '70s, Ronald 
Lancaster, associate professor 
of computer science said. 
"There are about 20 common 
home computers," Lancaster 
said. Among the popular names 
are the IBM-PC and Leading 
Edge, Apple II and Macintosh, 
Radio Snack and Amiga. 
The uses of a home computer 
centers around three functions, 
according to Lancaster. These 
are entertainment, education 
and services. Video games such 
as Pac-Man and "thinking" 
games such as chess are popular 
forms of video entertainment. 
"Instead of going to an arcade 
and putting a quarter in the 
machine,   you   can   play   at 
home," Lancaster said. 
Word processing, Lancaster 
said, is often used at the Univer- 
sity. Students use the computers 
to write reports and do home- 
work. 
Jim Youll, junior computer 
science major, said that he does 
his homework and writes re- 
Sirts on his portable TRS-80 
odel 100 from Radio Shack. "If 
I want to work at three in the 
morning, I don't have to leave 
my home," he said. 
It's fairly unsophisticated 
compared to the Macintosh and 
IBM-PC." Youll said. "But it fits 
in a backpack easily." 
Lancaster said that currently, 
certain sections in English 111 
and 112 are experimenting with 
the Macintosh computer. "Stu- 
dents are learning to use the 
computer to write, perfect and 
revise their papers," he said. 
"When students graduate, they 
will at least be familiar with 
computers." 
The first companies to offer 
24-hour computer networking 
services were The Source Tele- 
computing   Corporation   and 
Compu-Serve, Lancaster said. 
These "data banks" offer fo- 
rums in business and financial 
information, sports scores, 
weather bulletins and U.S. and 
international airline schedules. 
"For example, if you are a 
person who likes to travel a lot, 
Sou can 'call' and order flight 
ckets   without   leaving   your 
home," Lancaster said. 
Youll said that he participated 
in a communicative service. 
similar to The Source ana 
Compu-Serve, during the fall. 
The Bulletin Board Service 
(BBS), he said, is a type of 
"message board" that has a 
technical conversation section, 
a "chit-chat" section, a "joke 
section and private message 
section. "I met a lot of people 
from the replies I received," 
Youll said. 
Explaining the need for net- 
works, Lancaster said, "The 
uses are limited for a home 
computer until it is hooked up to 
the outside world." 
However, Lancaster added, a 
home computer isn't for every- 
one. "If you aren't an organized 
person in the first place, a com- 
puter isn't going to make you 
organized," Lancaster said. He 
explained that, for example, 
people who buy computers to 
organize their home budget 
must enter figures into the com- 
puter rigorously, or they will not 
get desired results. 
However, he added, "very few 
people need to know how to 
program in order to own a com- 
puter ." He explained that people 
use programs written by others. 
Amy Whitacre, freshman 
fashion merchandising major, 
said that her father purchased a 
home computer for her and her 
siblings to familiarize them with 
using a computer and to aid in 
school assignments. 
"He recently bought a pro- 
gram to help my sister with her 
SATs," she said. 
Whitacre also said the family 
has used the computer to orga- 
nize addresses and Christmas 
card lists, and doing income tax. 
Lancaster said the University 
sells IBM-PCs and the Apple 
Macintosh computers to stu- 
dents at inexpensive prices. 
7^ofe£~ 
Ronald Lancaster Fnday/Dave Kielmeyer 
What would 'From the Streets' read if you wrote the question? 
Friday/ Peter FeUman 
John Gam, sophomore biology 
major, Painesville: "What are 
going to be the implications of 
all the terrorist activities in the 
world?" 
Brian L. Daly, senior history 
major, Bowling Green: "What 
does it mean to be a BG stu- 
dent?" 
Scott Inscho, sophomore ac- 
counting major, Painsville: 
"What will BGSU be like when it 
celebrates its 100th birthday?" 
Jndi Kopp, freshman pre-jour- 
nalismmajor, Columbus: ''How 
many times have you switched 
your major and what is the first 
thing you are going to do after 
your last finalf' 
Lisa Rlber, sophomore English 
education major, Cinncinnati: 
"Are you coming back next 
year?'r 
Interviews/Barb Symfa 
Beth Teal, junior English educa- 
tion major, Gallion: "Are you 
afraid of the radiation from the 
Soviet Union's nuclear melt- 
down?" 
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New bands display talent at Main St. 
by Tracey Batdorf 
Friday staff reporter 
Local bands that have formed 
a "musicianship" bond played 
together for the last time this 
semester at Main St., 117 N. 
Main, Wednesday night. 
"There are about 50 musicians 
who play the bars who know 
each other," said Mac McK- 
eever, freshman business major 
and lead guitarist of one of the 
participating bands, the 
"'Drewgs."   McKeever   added 
that Wednesday night was not 
the battle of the bands. 
Wednesday night's audience 
was enthusiastic and supportive 
as they demanded, "We want 
rock." "Amateur Bash," the 
first act, started to set the audi- 
ence in motion. 
"Sit back and let your ears 
bleed," Jeff Ingle, junior IPCO 
major and lead vocalist and 
guitarist, urged as the band led 
into "It's Only a Day," one of the 
"Bash's" six original songs. 
Ingle said that "Amateur 
Bash" was encouraged a year 
ago by Bosco of "Proof of Utah" 
to play at Main St. "Bosco's 
girlfriend lived behind us, and 
she'd be doing her homework, 
and of course, we'd be jamming 
all the time, Ingle said. Ingle 
explained that Bosco was visit- 
ing his girlfriend and heard 
"Amateur Bash" (then, the 
"Immediate") playing the Vio- 
lent Femme's, "Blister in the 
Sun." 
Ingle said the band's "anti- 
professionalism" (thus, "Ama- 
teur Bash") attitude resulted in 
a three-piece band (bass, 
drums, guitar). "We don't need 
technology," Ingle said, and 
added that the Police and The 
Jam have influenced their mu- 
sic. "We want to do a lot with a 
few instruments," he said. 
In the fall, Ingle said he and 
the other band members want to 
get students "out of the dorms 
and loosen them up." "That 
doesn't mean, don't do your 
homework. Take things se- 
riously, but find time to enjoy 
life and have fun," he said. 
Hopefully, Ingle said, with the 
release of a live tape in the fall 
containing original songs such 
as "Art School/' and "Visions of 
You," the band will "inspire a 
positive stirring." "We want 
people to move, think and re- 
act.   Ingle said. 
"Amateur Bash" is also Matt 
Willover, sophomore RTVF ma- jor, drummer and Pete Schu- 
macher, freshman business 
major, bassist. 
"Trash: A Garbage Rock 
Odyssey," "channels out bore- 
dom into creativity," Rod Hat- 
field, sophomore popular 
culture major and guitarist of 
"Trash," said. This creativity is 
reflected in the way the band 
opens their performance. Hat- 
ffeld, who is wearing a towel 
secured with a safety pin, de- 
scribes the band's shows as 
"outlandish and very theat- 
rical." Hatfield is joined by 
Scott Weaver, sophomore politi- 
cal science major and bassist, 
who is wearing a monk cloak. 
Weaver's other half is a nun 
wearing sunglasses, a.k.a. Dave 
Blackwood, sophomore RTVF 
major and lead vocalist. "The 
Birth" is performed as Black- 
wood jumps 
Frlday/Heldi Slemers 
Garbage rock 
In their debut performance Wednesday night at Main St.. Trash: A Garbage Rock Odyssey', led by lead 
vocalist Dave Blackwood. sophomore RTVF major and bassist Scott Weaver, sophomore political science 
major, was one of three new area bands to perform. 
The Trash' band, with guitarist Rod Hatfield. sophomore popular culture major and drummer Jim Jackson, 
sophomore art major, say their music is 'garbage rock.' 
out of, appropriately enough, a I 
large trash can, and insists, : 
"We're going to violate every ; 
moral you ever had." Jim Jack- ; 
son, sophomore art major, and 
drummer, is the only member 
not In costume. 
"Trash" has been together for ' 
two months, Hatfield said. In : 
these two months, Hatfield said 
the group has combined jazz, 
rock and punk. He said the 
band's major influences have 
been Stanley Clark, Kiss and the 
Dead Kennedys. "Grouped to- 
gether, you get trash.' The 
sound is garbage rock-gutty 
and from Ihe heart " Hatfield 
said. He added that "Trash" is a 
concept of the type of band they 
themselves would go see. 
Half of "Trash's" material is 
original, including "Funk-Off," 
"Animation   Police"   and I 
"Trash," the cover original. 
"Next year we're going to 
take the town by storm," Hat- 
field promised. 
The third act derived its name 
from the name of a gang in the ! 
movie "Clockwork Orange," the : 
"Drewgs," McKeever said, i 
"It's English-Russian slang and ' 
means 'friend,' " he said. 
The "Drewgs," have been to- 
gether for about a month and a 
half, when they started playing 
at Main St. and then at Howards, 
McKeever said. 
. dCeever describes the mu- 
sic of the band as "post-psyche-.-. 
delic 70s hard-rock,"a 
reminiscent of Led Zeppelin and I 
Pink Floyd. McKeever added 5 
that although they do play David - 
Bowie, they tend to shy away; 
from "vague and emotionless',; 
Top 40 tunes. "We refuse to be' 
music prostitutes," he said.      H 
ATTENTION: ALL THOSE INTERESTED IN THE 1986 FALCON MARCHING BAND! 
Will ALL students intending to participate in (or have questions about) the Falcon Marching Band Fall of 
1986, please STOP IN or TELEPHONE the Band office before leaving school. We MUST have your name 
on (he mailing list. 
Bonnie Bess, Secretary 
University Bands 
Room 1010 - Moore Musical Arts Center 
2-2186 
J$lf* 
Apple puts the 
fun rack into student 
demonstrations. 
All you have to do is march 
yourself down to your campus 
microcomputer center before May 
15th and spend five din-packed 
minutes letting us demonstrate how 
a Macintosh"" computer can make 
life much more pleasant for you. 
In return, we'll enter your name 
into a drawing where one very 
lucky person on campus will win the 
grand prize of five hundred dollars. 
That's $500. Cash. American. To 
spend on your education, or some- 
thing really worthwhile. 
And, for those of you with the 
average amount of luck, there are 
free Apple" painter's caps for every- 
one who comes in and learns how 
a Macintosh can help 
you work better, faster, 
and smarter. 
It's one demonstra- 
tion that could 
change your life. 
Computer Services, Room 104 Hayes 
nit Iff frvsnU tiuvi (*ih depend'a.It* 'tum/wJmma.i/.iMhbt'g*'* atlpnz&uwhimumkil latttfm&uiHiuTujtHaiiM/ii xitdinv *i] .nUnwtJ 
ttmtytto<im-Vkn'>*b<   ****** I*   tftfS U /Qutmuutt hut HmJtfkU U/S('»n C IW> ty* Cirnipukr h* \pL-awftlrj1(fibi#>arr 
nyt&mttrarfmtirk'ifA/f'J'f'i'npukTh/i \kuuitithi* a trtukwurk><( \klntif>ldj*riinr\ hh tindhhtvigutmiiil/nbi^firrv/ermtiann .Wtwrdrtaih 
ami/Meat KW nmv*w« ""'wyWrrirMfrr 
University Bookstore 
10 a.m.-4 p.m.      Student Services Bldg. 
ITOE '  
DSOOtit A«Qu"S(J 
C l«M«(jr>rJilmHin«, 
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(AP)-These are the top 
tens as they appear in next 
week's Billboard magazine. 
HOT SINGLES 
l."West End Girls" Pet 
Shop Boys 
2-'Addicted to Love" Rob- 
ert Palmer 
3. "Greatest Love of All" 
Whitney Houston 
. 4."Why   Can't   This   Be 
Love" Van Halen 
5."What Have You Done 
For Me Lately" Janet Jack- 
son 
6."Your Love" The Outfield 
7.'Take Me Home" Phil 
Collins 
8."Bad Boy" Miami Sound 
Machine 
9."Harlem Shuffle" The 
Rolling Stones 
10. "H You Leave" Orches- 
tral Manoeuvres in the Dark 
TOPLP'S 
l."5150" Van Halen 
2."Whitney Houston" Whit- 
ney Houston 
3."Parade" Prince & The 
Revolution 
4."Dirty Work" The Rolling 
Stones 
5.'"Pretty in Pink' Sound- 
track" 
6."Like a Rock" Bob Seger 
4 The Silver Bullet Band 
7. "Heart" Heart 
8."Falco3"Falco 
9."Rtotide" Robert Palmer 
10. "Play Deep" The Out- 
Held 
COUNTRY SINGLES 
1 "Grandpa" The Judds 
2."Ain't Miabehavin" Hank 
Williams Jr. 
3."Tomb of the Unknown 
Love" Kenny Rogers 
4."One Love at a Time" 
Tanya Tucker 
5/'Whoever's in New En- 
gland" Reba McEntire 
6. "Happy, Happy Birthday 
Baby" Roniiie Mfisap 
7/'Hold On" Rosanne Cash 
8."Easy to Please" Janie 
Fricke 
9."Feelin' the Feelin" The 
Bellamy Bros. 
10."Partners, Brothers and 
Friends" Nitty Gritty Dirt 
Band 
ADULT CONTEMPO- 
RARY SINGLES 
1. "Greatest Love of All" 
Whitney Houston 
2. "Take Me Home" Phil 
Collins 
3."Live to Tell" Madonna 
4. "On My Own" Patti La- 
Belle & Michael McDonald 
5."Call Me" Dennis 
DeYoung 
6. "Never as Good as the 
First Time" Sade 
7."Holding Back the 
Years" Simply Red 
8."So Far Away" Dire 
Straits 
9."I Think It's Love" Jer- 
maine Jackson 
10. "Bad Boy" Miami Sound 
Machine 
Clean laundry: necessity of life 
by Christine Turner 
Friday reporter 
You just cant be prepared for everything. 
AU our lives, parents, teachers and supervi- 
sors all try to get us ready for the next step. 
Despite their efforts, there are just some 
things you have to face on your own. 
This can be seen in the way that college 
men do their laundry. On slow nights during 
my freshman year, I was advised by upper- 
classmen to "go have some fun and watch 
the guys do their laundry." After further 
examination, I decided that college men, 
and on occasion, college women, aren't inept 
when it comes to a laundry; they just have 
their own style. 
To master this unique system, you must 
have the right attitude - an extreme distaste 
for laundry. This isn't a mild condition; 
after all, who really likes to do laundry? A 
true laundry hater will ration his or her 
clothing in order to put off the dreaded task. 
Sooner or later, however, even the most 
experienced laundry hater runs out of ex- 
cuses and is forced to gather ammunition to 
battle those sneering piles of clothing. Yes. 
these individuals need quarters and lots of 
them. But quarters are a commodity in a 
community dependent on coin-eating wash- 
ers and dryers, so stock up in advance. 
Next -laundry detergent. Part of the 
beauty of this laundry system is that it 
eliminates the extraneous products mom 
used: pre-washes, post-rinses, and every- 
thing in between. Though the brand of laun- 
dry detergent is a matter of personal 
preference, keep in mind that real men don't 
use soaps with lemon-freshened borax. 
With quarters in rolls, you must choose the 
battleground. If you have to go to a laundro- 
mat, tne matter is more complex. There are 
several features to look for in the ideal 
laundromat. First, it should be open 24 hours 
a day so that you may put off your laundry 
as long as possible. Next, it should be located 
close to a bar or pizza parlor so that you 
don't have to spend anymore time with the 
washers and dryers than necessary. If this 
isn't possible, try to find one which has video 
games with five plays to a quarter instead of 
three. Other plusses are com changers, pop 
machines and free magazines. 
Now that you're ready to face the laundry, 
find somone else to go with you- a true 
college guy always uses the buddy system 
when facing domestic tasks. Another male 
laundry-hater is preferable. 
This brings up another point: college girls. 
If you wantto meet them, do your laundry 
alone and look helpless. If you already have 
a girlfriend, think twice about taking her 
along. On one hand, she can "help" you and 
end up doing most of it. On the other hand, 
she will undoubtedly criticize your system 
and try to persuade ycu to combine your 
laundry with hers. As a girlfriend myself. I 
have repeatedly annoyed my boyfriend by 
"losing'' his sweatshirts ana confusing our 
socks. 
Once you've made it to the laundromat, 
the actual chore is relatively simple. It is not 
necessary to divide clothes into loads 
according to color- everything is one load. 
After using this system for a while, your 
clothes will all be the same color anyway, 
thus justifying vour method. 
Disregard all notices to the contrary and 
stuff each washer to the gills. This will save 
both money and time. Warnings of ripped 
clothing from this practice are probably 
myths, and even if something is torn, it will just make you look more macho ("I was 
playing rugby with the guys, Mom.") 
Cover the top of the load with detergent. 
Don't be sparse- you're only using one prod- 
uct, so be sure to put enough in each load. 
After starting ttie washers, you're on your 
own for 20 to 30 minutes. Feel free to get a 
beer or go home. After all. your clothes are 
all one color- who's going to take them? 
After the washer is finished, transfer the 
load to a dryer. If you are doing laundry in a 
residence hall, this will take a long time. 
Most of the dryers on campus just toss your 
laundry around without heat, so plan on at 
least three drying cycles. If at a laundromat, 
the drying state will go more quickly. 
When at last your clothes are dry, stuff 
them all back into the laundry basket. Fold- 
ing is optional, but only do it in the privacy of 
your own room. If someone were to see you 
folding your clothing, they might not believe 
you to be a college male. 
Of course, there are other options to this 
long, involved process. You can pay, or 
bribe, someone else to do your laundry. I 
have a friend who once gained a steak dinner 
in exchange for doing a male friend's laun- 
dry while his mother went on vacation. 
However, most college students don't have 
the luxury of avoiding laundry; it's a fact of 
life. Although there may be advantages to 
doing your own laundry (though none come 
to mind immediately) there is one advan- 
tage to finishing your laundry: you don't 
have to do it again until you run out of 
underwear. 
[  CONGRATULATIONS * 
j SENIORS 
l 
| $10.°°off 
ANY NEW 
BIKE 
|        with this ad 
»       Expire* June 31, 1986 
from: 
iii a. i 
n. isi-ttM 
•ArA»ArA»ArA«ArA«ArA»ArA«ATA» ATA»ATA« 
Y.ucktoOui-s 
We Love You All 
«VJV»VJV »VJV«VJV«VJV«VJV»VJV»VJV»VJV» 
APARTMENTS 
2 BEDROOMS 121 STATE STREET 
FURNISHED AND UNFURNISHED 
We pay your gas heat and cooking 
plus cable TV 
Very convenient location to campus, 
stores, laundromat and restaurants 
352-4673   Mon. - Fri., 7 a.m. to Noon 
352-1800   Evenings and Weekends 
ASK FOR TOM 
NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR THE SUMMER? 
SELL YOUR BOOKS BACK TO 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
41 
tf 
WE PAY TOP PRICES 
FOR USED TEXTS AND TOP 
WHOLESALE PRICES FOR 
DISCONTINUED BOOKS 
* 
BEE GEE BOOKSTORE 
1424 E. Wooster 
Across from Harshman 
9-5:30 AA-F        9-5 Sat * 
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A day in the life of BG 
by Julie L Tobln 
Friday reporter 
The serene and receptive at- 
mosphere of the Admissions Of- 
fice foyer shows little of the 
hustle and bustle that goes on at 
Bowling Green State University 
between 3:30-4:30 p.m. on a 
Monday afternoon. 
Behind the scenes, the clerical 
staff is busy processing all 
stages of the nearly 9,000 appli- 
cations received this year. Ear- 
lier than ever students are being 
notified that application for en- 
rollment has been closed, and 
that they may choose to be 
placed on a waiting list. 
Also on this Monday af- 
ternoon, several prospective 
students conclude their first 
University tour while others are 
being interviewed by admis- 
sions counselors. By spending 
one day in the life of Bowling 
Green State University, Just 
what can these persons really 
absorb? 
As the students leave McFall 
Center into the University's 
courtyard west of University 
Hall there are many sights and 
sounds of spring. 
The beat of reggae music 
slowly but melodicaOy grooves 
as a hackev sack slaps the feet 
of a circled group of students. 
Roller-skating along a side- 
walk, a girl in bright orange 
carefully puts one foot in front of 
the other. Pages in a notebook 
roll over, pushed by a breeze 
that frustrates a determined stu- 
dent. 
Even the smallest detail adds 
to University life as an ant races 
up to the top of a blade of grass 
and down the other side. 
A dove exhales its sad owlish 
call, a single-engine Cessna 
clears the tree-tops and a metal- 
lic dot in the clear blue sky 
provides a soft rumbling back- 
drop. 
Underneath the sky, students 
are out in full-force soaking up 
every ounce of sacred sunshine. 
An array of blankets and beach 
towels speckles the fresh grass. 
Back from spring break, the 
beautifully bronzed are begging 
for more sun. The ones who 
stayed north bare their winter- 
white skin in hopes of catching a 
ray or two. 
Everywhere balls and frisbees 
abound. Whether it is Softball or 
soccer, baseball or tennis, stu- 
dents are dying to participate in 
the long-awaited outdoor activ- 
ities. 
Non-participants even find a 
spectator sport in this sunbath- 
ing bonanza and sit by their 
windows with binoculars and 
cameras at hand. 
As the prospective students 
from the admissions office ven- 
ture off on their own, their 
minds are filled with the differ- 
ent sights, different perceptions 
and even different questions 
about University life. 
One tall, thin young man races 
to see his cousin John Ahrens in 
the Social Policy and Philosophy 
Center. Here he watches Ahrens 
edit a book on the Supreme 
Court's interpretation of the 
Constitution. 
Another, who is an avid Jour- 
nalism buff, darts off form West 
Hall to uncover answers to his 
questions. 
First, he wanders into one of 
the University's video edting 
rooms hidden behind the murals 
of the first floor. That is where 
Dr. Laurence Jankowski, an as- 
sociate professor of Journalism 
with a special interest in geol- 
ogy, is piecing together a video- 
tape entitled "Metamorphic 
Rocks." 
Next, be enters the BG News 
room. Typewriters ticking 
awav, the staff works consis- 
tently in an attempt to avoid 
deadline pressure when the copy 
editors start filing in an hour 
later. An interview in one cor- 
ner, a ringing phone, bodies 
scurrying this way and that, the 
student Decomes a silent ob- 
server as everybody keeps 
working busy...busy...busy. 
Also on the tour, a sports fan 
fascinated by the University's 
Recreation Center starts on the journey to find his way back. 
Once inside, he wanders, tak- 
ing more time than usual watch- 
ing the basketball players. His 
eyes Jump to a gymnasium full 
of people. He watches the player 
drive hard. He shoots and 
scores. The crowd explodes with 
hoots and hollers and he smiles- 
left alone in his fantasy world. 
Shaking the stars from his 
eyes, he leans over a balcony. In 
the water at Cooper Pool be sees 
the rippling muscles of a wea- 
risome freestyler and can al- 
most hear the splashing wetness 
that has become the swimmer's 
obstacle. 
On the track he sees a runner 
lost in thought while swift, lean 
strides seem to carry him on air. 
In the weight room he looks to 
the distorted face of a deter- 
mined weightlifter Just in time 
to catch the grunt of relief as the 
press is released. 
Back in the Admissions Office 
a less adventuresome student 
curiously rakes through office 
files, asking the nearby coun- 
selor questions as they come up. 
As the counselor prepares for 
another interview, she smiles 
faintly and lets the student con- 
tinue her search. 
There are so many aspects of 
campus living and everything 
the prospective students ob- 
serve is included. All are differ- 
ent facets of the University. All 
are working at a specific means 
to a specific end. 
Whether they are working for 
results academically, recre- 
ationally, vocationally or socia- 
lly, they all represent Dart of the 
scenario that creates the college 
experience. 
And, for those prospective stu- 
dents one Monday afternoon in 
the life of ths University, there 
is so much to see, so much to 
learn and so much to absorb. 
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Pi Kappa Alpha is proud 
to congratulate their 
varsity athletes for an 
outstanding year! 
Football Jeff Sandru 
Andy Nitz 
Jason Zeller 
Scott Beck ley 
Soccer Mark Jackson (co-captain) 
Drew Dawson (co-captain) 
Track Mike Young 
Scott Brookover 
Go Falcons!  Go Pikes! 
I 
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I Alpha Dfjjj    Alpha Delta    Aloha Dells    Alpha Pitt 
Alpha Delta Pi wishes 
to congratulate 
their graduating seniors... 
Melinda Henderson Kay Fritzche 
Heidi Nunemaker Rhonda Gilpin 
Gayle Buckle Deb Colbert 
Mary Haucke Pam Morse 
Deb Colucci Lisa Sarnecki 
We'll miss you!!! 
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Sandwiches & Salads 
OPEN LATE: 
M T W until 2 A.M. 
R F S until 3 A.M. 
Sun until 11 P.M. 
109 N. Main 
352-8391 
CALL FOR DELIVERY 11-2, 6 til Close 
Minimum order of $3.00 
GRADUATION SPECIAL 
6 FT. PARTY SUBS 
$29.99        ^ 
24-hour notice please 
EXAM SPECIALS 
t Buy 1 Footlong I 75* OFF 
j      receive        J       ROAST 
|   FREE 12 oz Pop BEEF 
73* OFF 73* OFF 7S«OFF      1 
SEAFOOD |       BMT      I Footlong Sub 
& CRAB        Footlong Sub   j OR Lg. Salad |  r»H  i*w«rv   •                 r «t  V H                — •  
I  FREEloiChipi        Footlong Sub I Footlong Sub OR Lg. Salad 
OR Lg. Salad j OR Lg. Salad 
NetvelMwMi                       NotvetMwIth NotveRdwrrti NMvelMwMh 
I      *" S41-M 1 - S-Jl-S* J-Ji-** 
I 
L. 
S41-M I   m 
Not vwM with 
S41-M 
'Study' for others 
by Bub SytnboHk 
Friday reporter 
Golden Key National Honor 
Society will be sponsoring a 
Study-A-Thon that will not 
only help students with finals 
but will also make a few 
wishes come true. 
Though they don't plan to 
answer wishes for better 
grades, they will help the 
wishes of terminally ill chil- 
dren become reality through 
the Make A Wish program. 
To help this cause. Golden 
Key is sponsoring a Study-A- 
Thon. It will be held Satur- 
day. May 3 from 14 p.m. in 
various locations on campus. 
The Uth floor of Off enbauer 
West, 220 Math Science Build- 
ing (MSC) will be used for 
quiet study, 222 MSC for 
group study and 224 MSC tu- 
toring. Teaching assistants 
will be available to help with 
questions and a pizza party 
will follow to celebrate the 
hard-earned effort 
The program's slogan 
is: "Raise money as you raise 
your grades." 
Frank Kahley, is vice presi- 
dent of Make A Wish, a non- 
profit organization which 
grants wishes to terminally ill 
children between the ages of 3 
and 18. 
Make A Wish is celebrating 
its second year in Toledo. The 
Toledo chapter serves 22 
counties in northwest Ohio 
and will grant approximately 
20 wishes this year. 
Doctors, relatives and 
friends nominate terminally 
01 children for the Make A 
Wish program. Kahley said 
he then investigates the 
child's case and sends trained 
volunteers to the home of the 
terminally ill child to meet 
both the family and the child. 
Trained people ask the 
child several of their wishes, 
he said. This gives the child 
the opportunity to express 
ideas about places they 
wanted to see and things they 
wanted to do, he said. Wishes 
include trips to Disney World, 
and meeting celebrities. 
Once the child states their 
wish. Make A Wish makes the 
wish, if possible, come true. 
This includes planning all the 
activities and hotel accom- 
modations. 
All expenses are paid for by 
donations and fund raisers 
such as the recent Ten-a-tbon 
which raised $25,000 by chil- 
dren playing tennis. Parents 
also donate if they can afford 
to pay for the child's wish. 
Sponsor sheets will be 
available at the front desks of 
resident halls and in On Cam- 
pus Mail Box 1403. 
Sheets and money are due 
May 3 at the registration ta- 
bles in either Offenhauer 
West or 220 MSC. Those who 
participate must have at least 
$10 in sponsorship money and 
all proceeds will go to the 
Make A Wish program. 
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|   WOMEN'S LOCKER ROOM    $ $ will be closed $ 
I May 13-14 t 
1******************************1 
JOHN NEWLOVE 
REAL ESTATE 
Apartments Available for 
Summer and Fall 
921 E. Marry (near the Towers) 
2 BR—Furnished 
707 A 711 Third St. 
1 BR—Unfurnished 
Furnished 
719 & 719 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
723 & 727 Third St. 
1 BR—Furnished 
Unfurnished 
831 Seventh St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
840-830 Sixth St. 
2 BR—Furnished 
2 Berths 
Forest Apt*.—S. College and Napoleon 
2 BR—Furnished 
449 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
439 S. Enterprise 
1 BR—Only Stove and Refrig. furnished 
John Newlove Real Estate 
For more details, call 
354-2260 or 352-6553 
CONGRATULATIONS G RADUATESI 
ed mullinax RETAIL SALES    IN THE 
MUSTANG GT. 
ESCORT PONY 
$ 6,999 
BUYS A1986 MUSTANG OR EXP 
PLUS 
GET PRE APPROVED CREDIT 
FROM FORD CREDIT 
$ 
AND 
400 CASH DOWN 
PRE-APPROVED 
CREDIT FROM 
FORD CREDIT 
PLUS $400 TOWARD 
THE PURCHASE OF A NEW FORD 
It's Easy To Qualify 
■ You must receive at least a 
bachelor's degree or a state RN 
license between October 1, 
1985 and September 30, 1986. 
■ You must have verifiable 
employment that begins within 
120 days of your qualifying 
vehicle purchase at a salary 
sufficient to cover ordinary liv- 
ing expenses and your vehicle 
payment. 
■ Your credit record, if you 
have one, must indicate pay- 
ment made as agreed. 
These Vehicles Are 
Included In The Plan 
Ford: Escort, Escort EXP, 
Tempo, Mustang, Thunderbird 
Ford Truck: Aerostar, Bronco II, 
Ranger, F-150 &F-2 50 
The amount of your pre- 
approved credit is determined 
>LlGE <*. 
by the qualifying vehicle you buy, 
and you are eligible for the $400 
directly from Ford even if you 
don't finance your purchase. 
Make your best deal and you can 
use the $400 toward your down 
payment or get a check from 
Ford after the purchase or lease. 
Hurry. If a vehicle is not in 
dealer stock it must be ordered 
by June 1, 1986, and delivery of 
all vehicles must be taken by 
August 31, 1986. See your par- 
ticipating dealer for complete 
program details. 
'^sT^0 
TEMPO GL 
MUSTANG 
CONVERTIBLE 
BIGGEST INVENTORY 
EAST OF THE MISSISSIPPI 
CALL 
1-800-GET-FORD 
JOHN CLARK 
ASK FOR        OR 
KEN WARE 
FAST AND EASY...CALL TOLL FREE 
CHECK PRICE AND SELECTION 
OVER 
1,200 CARS& TRUCKS 
Lorain 
Elyria 
Cleve. 
Toll Free 
984-2431 
322-0991 
871-7775 
1-800-GET-FORD 
Ford Motor 
Credit 
Company 
coupon 
s225 VALUE 
FREE RUSTPROOFING I 
This coupon entitles bearer to free 
Thermo-Guard— Rustproofing-Lifetime Guarantee| 
Students bring This Coupon With You! 
Expires Aug. 31,1986 
fbrd 
ed mullinax 
RT. 58 AND TURNPIKE 
AMHERST, OHIO 
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Some pig-out in a progressive fashion 
by Pattl Skinner 
Friday reporter 
Friday night in the ole dorm and 
everyone else had gone home for the 
weekend or was out on a date. 
Down the hall came the faint noise of 
a radio. I followed the sound and recog- 
nized the song, "Solitaire," by Laura 
Branigan. The song came from Jill's 
room. Through her doorway, I could 
see her flipping through "TV Guide". 
She looked up and mournfully said, 
"I guess we're the only two with noth- 
ing to do on a Friday night." 
My eyes lit up with determination. 
"Jill, we're not sitting home this 
Friday night," I announced. "We're 
going on a PPO." 
PPO stands for Progressive Pig Out. 
The idea of a PPO is to move from 
restaurant to restaurant and pig out on 
the house specialty. Rather than gorge 
yourself at one establishment, you stop 
at several places and order one junk 
food item at each eatery. 
The PPO is best shared with a 
friend - someone who will laugh at the 
craziness and sheer absurdity of devot- 
ing an entire evening to junk food while 
diving wholeheartedly Into the PPO. 
Together you can have more fun than 
calories. 
Starting out on the east side of town, 
my faithful sidekick, Jill, and I ate our 
wav across Bowling Green and now 
feel qualified to offer suggestions on 
some of the best places to pig out. 
Our first stop was Chily's since it was 
only a few steps from our door. Chily's 
located in Darrow residence hall, is the 
after hours snack spot for Kreischer Quad. Chilv's specializes in Cincinnati 
five-way chili, hotdogs and ice cream. 
We, of course, opted for the last choice. 
Chily's has an ice cream dish called 
the Fuzzy Falcon which is a fitting 
start for a PPO. At first you may 
wonder about trying something called 
a Fuzzy Falcon, but once you do, you'll 
never forget it. 
The Fuzzy Falcon is served in a long 
banana split boat and is built on a 
foundation of three scoops of vanilla ice 
cream. The first scoop Is covered with 
hot fudge, the second is smothered with 
chocolate syrup and the third is hidden 
under butterscotch topping. All of this 
is blanketed generously with whipped 
cream, sprinkled with nuts and topped 
with a cherry. The Fuzzy Falcon costs 
12.35 but can be paid for with food 
coupons and easily serves two. 
After Chily's. we proceeded to Wen- 
dy's Old Fashioned Harmburgers lo- 
cated at 1054 E. Wooster St. to start the 
long munch down Wooster Street. Wen- 
dy's is nationally known for its choco- 
laty smooth Frostys. The price of a 
small is 69 cents, a medium is 89 cents 
and a large is $1.09. We each ordered a 
small knowing the junk food adventure 
had only just begun. 
The next item on the PPO was also 
found at a fast food establishment. At 
McDonalds we ordered hot apple pies. 
The hot apple pie is the least expensive 
item on the PPO costing only 45 cents. 
McDonalds doesn't have Mom's home- 
made apple pie, but theirs is pretty 
good. The crisp flaky crust contains 
sizzling apple filling, and the package 
carries a warning to eat with caution. 
We didn't. 
After scalding our tongues on hot 
apple pie filling, we went to soothe our 
palates with more ice cream. Jack 
greeted us as we entered Jack's Bak- 
ery. The tiny shop located around the 
corner from DiBendettos would be easy 
to overlook but shouldn't be missed. 
Jack directed us to the Original Ice 
Cream Sandwich. "We've been making 
them since we started here," he ex- 
plained. The Original consists of your 
choice of ice cream squeezed between 
two chocolate chip cookies. Jack serves 
the most wholesome junk food on the 
PPO. The cookies made with real but- 
ter (no shortening) measure approxi- 
mately four inches in diameter and are 
made fresh daily. Made with only natu- 
ral ingredients, Jack has 13 flavors of 
homemade ice cream. A generous two- 
inch layer of your choice of ice cream is 
spread between the cookies. The coo- 
kies tend to overpower the ice cream 
somewhat, but The Original is cer- 
tainly worth the $1.75 price. 
Jack's has no room for tables so Jill 
and I nibbled leisurely and let the ice 
cream dribble down our arms as we 
strolled to Myles Dairy Queen. 
Myles Dairy Queen, located at 434 E. 
Wooster St., is the only place in town to 
buy a Blizzard. This was another case 
of ordering one dish and two spoons. 
The Blizzard contains over a pint of ice 
cream with the customer's choice of 
candy or cookies whipped in. Some of 
the choices include Snickers bars, 
Oreos, Butterfinger, M&M's, Heath 
Bars, Reeses Pieces and Mint Oreo 
cookies. 
According to owner Meredith Myles, 
the Blizzard is "a very popular Item 
and very high in calories." The Snick- 
ers Blizzard, for instance, is nearly 
1000 calories. 
Myles said the Oreo Blizzard is the 
single top choice, but people often 
invent their own combination of ingre- 
dients to be whipped into the ice cream. 
The price of this montrously large ice 
cream treat Is $1.54. 
Just a little further down Wooster 
Street is Taco Bell. Taco Bell isn't 
known for junk food desserts, but they 
do sell one item we wanted to include 
on our PPO. For only 49 cents, we 
bought five pie shaped Cinnamon 
Crispas. The Cinnamon Crispas are 
served slightly warm and tend to be a 
bit chewy, but they live up to their 
name of being crispy with lots of cinna- 
mon. 
We took a longish walk to reach our 
last junk food site, Rax located at 1006 
N. Main Street At Rax we each pur- 
chased for 99 cents a chocolate chip 
milkshake worthy of topping off this 
evening of gluttony. Mixed with the 
vanilla ice cream is a chocolate topping 
like that found on the outside of a 
dipped cone. Instead of eating the shell 
of the dipped cone and being left with just vanilla ice cream you taste choco- 
late to the very last swallow. The shake 
is topped with whipped cream and a 
sprinkle of chocolate chips. 
We ate our shakes slowly as we 
waddled contentedly back to our dorm, 
we made plans to meet the next day at 
the Rec for the PPOWO - Post Pig Out 
Work Out. 
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THANKS FOR A GREA T JOB 
TO ALL COMMITTEE MEMBERS 
in 
University Activities Organization 
Special thanks to: 
Boyd Beck with, Lisa Davenport, 
Laura Gallaway, Beth Gilbert, 
Janet Lawrence and Rob Nichols 
The National Society of Pershing Rifles 
would like to announce their new actives 
for Spring of 1986 
IP 
Darla Damron Melanie Marlow 
Mark Frysinger       Marcy McSweeney 
Susan Grover Tom Mulloy 
Randy Lambert       Kevin Prospal 
Jackie Riemerzma 
YOUR COLLEGE 
DEGREE CAN MEAN 
A GREAT FUTURE 
FOR YOU IN 
THE AIR FORCE. 
There's excellent pay, 30 
days ol vacation with pay 
each year, graduate 
educational opportunities, 
complete medical and 
dental care, and more. An 
exciting, challenging 
experience waiting for you. 
Youl work with today's 
high technology with other 
professional officers and 
airmen. 
JUMOHSI SStORS 
CALL (411) MUM 
FRESH** I SOWOMORfiS: 
mem 
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Loft Registration 
(or Fall & Spring 
Semesters 86-87 
Now to May 15 
Cat lor registration 
form and list ol rates 
352-3836 
9-5M-F 
Loft Construction 
♦ lOXDscrxiniilvui* 
mill yow loft piymni 
MonMtvlSdi ■■■■■■■■■■«■»■> 
s BX STUDENT BOOK 
EXCHANGE 
OUR BOOK BUY BACK HAS BEGUN! 
We pay top prices for used texts. We also pay top 
wholesale prices for current editions of books no 
longer being used on campus. Please do not wait 
until next fall; the demand falls throughout the 
summer. 
WE ANTICIPATE THE BIGGEST BUY BACK 
IN THE STORE'S HISTORY! STOP IN AND SEE US! 
The staff at SBX would like to thank the faculty 
& students of B.G.S.U. for your continued patronage 
and hope your summer is enjoyable. 
Don't forget: we're a wholesaler too. 
HURRY, DON'T MISS OUT 
Mon. - Fri.   9 - 5:30 
Sat. 9 - 5 530 E. Wooster 
, 
THE COPY SHOP 
117 E. Court St. 
352-4068 
"Printing means Quality" 
Complete Typesetting Service 
Professional work at reasonable prices. 
• Experienced staff to assist you. 
* Serving the area for over 8 years. 
Hours: 9:30 - 5:30 Mon-Fri 
Hairways 
"HERE FOR ALL 
YOUR HAIR NEEDS" 
Hull Service Salon 
Call For Your Appointment 
TODAY 
Close To Campus 
1618 E. Wooster nrn  01A7 
STADIUM PLAZA    006-/C1U I 
HOwARD'SlH 
1
 210 n. main * 
Op»n noon 'til 3:90 a.m. Mon-Set 
tun 2:00 p.m. • 2:90 a.m. 
HAPPY HOURS. 
V4    DAILY   J 
M —oponlng til 9:00 p.m— ^^ 
• POOL • DARTS • PINO PONG • PINIALL 
VOTED BEST BAR IN BG 
— NO COVER — 
The Arrangement 
352-4101 
352-4143 
Hair, Skin, Nail Designers 
181(B) 8. Main 
Downtown 
20% OFF 
Haircuts, Perms, 
Highlighting 
coupon valid 
with Shelley 
expires 5/16/86 Shelley 
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BB MAOJC OP DECORATTVE 
PAINTING 
BBOCEANUS 
1410 
BB      ITRECTS      OP      SAN 
FRANCMCO 
BB CM SPORTS SPf CLAL 
NCAA WOPAEN S OYM- 
NA8TTCS The  lop Nmaa caea- 
a8-eround and MMMBSSBBB 
Dona      from     BSBBaawSA     PH. 
(Tapaal 
BB    BAM     WINK EL MAN S 
gtaa Roban Ppenar Tadd* Pen 
daigtaoo Smote. Rot-won <«- 
laivtpwl Co-hoai Gordon 
Thomeon I DynooT, I 
BB MASTERPIECE THE 
ATM B. me Sword OMSSS*1 
Oeear Cromwal ordora Col Marsh 
to NroMv laaa Aneaecoaa. dw Lo- 
oov NaYefv  end an aBMaSfeJ Anne 
teaga  (Pan SCIig 
IITB A LIVTHO 
HSART   OP    THI    ORA 
eooui modarnenng na« CNno. eet 
•■  aha wataga of IBBBBSf. naeool 
the iDength of eeceaon and Vw 
ftBjMB) of change mig 
(TMCI MOVIE ***■! '■■»- 
ohal Roche* 11888) Joonna 
Woodward. Jamw CAwn R. 
paMd by a la at an pneoenear. s 
OvMOted aohoofMooher Mo o 
One) wYwppY afNar ejetfl a man 
before movtng on io now ow- 
reunoV-jo    « 
7:30 
(MOMAH WONDER 
DON CHERRY'S GRAPE 
VINE f ooturod Ron Ds.gr. 
BB LORM GREENE  8 NCW 
WKDERNESB 
■BPNI SPORTBCSNTIR 
8:00 
BB BB CRAZY LIKE  A  POX 
Hern/ and Me/neon  nueageoe   a 
murder    pi    *w   >aoo*ook     Tom 
Foaion   and Deed   Rooao   guaoi 
BB        STANLEY        CUP 
PLAYOPFS   Wataa   Ordaranop 
Charnptonahej Came  Two   Leal 
(Surung ume m lamaowol 
BB  OtMME  A BRCAKI NaTa 
eVwntenoe oMek bouxaa « Baa 
bom  tnaeareo 
BB   NtA.   SUNSHINE   Jamoo 
and Carol we tar Pout a enerwone 
i IC8BIAT DCPREMION FLAMINGO ROAD I*** Al The 
ProNdoni a Man (1978) Roban 
Reotod (Xaon Hoffman Booed 
on ew boca by Can Bermaam and 
BooWooowad IBB Waatengaan 
Pool raponata aepanence oon- 
OUra MPJodka emM wWONonrej 
the acanMaosai Ncaa behmd the 
Was*gate tree* -*i 
BB OUIBT POR THI 
KRXIRB The 18 yoar eRort W 
CM* OM nhac-tente ot Sw Cerfft- 
boon aMnd of ST Lucea of o «e> 
eeae caueed by a poraomc worm 
MQ 
IISPN)      STANLIV      CUP 
PLAYOFFS WMee Conference 
Chemc-onw-p Game Two. L-vel 
INOTE   StorWHj Ome m tantoSVa ) 
8:30 
BB PACTS OF UPf Tooejo'o 
rowbvoa prepare lor her gjadua- 
kon. be* one a mere PSBMSM as 
I MM msaacaf pro- 
■on Inatareo Q 
BENSON   Shopoera   make 
the oNona of • mea 
01 Ow grand epenrtg of a maB  111 
g 
OaBD 
BB   BB   AeRVAOLP  Wen   Rf 
ohoneal   B83JSBM   HaMBa   and 
San tea Kan la a BBToM a> MM 
" Mar*   Croaov    Oavat  Brown  and Cemcdoa Usu.cn es nameion 
AdrsanZmadg BB   WSJ3    KINGDOM   Marte- 
BB  MXIVBI   * * • W      Haaeon Porfcas, aowM w .are MBSBB! 
Knewa. M  ABsan   HM7IPa» to ofaaorva the naanom Veke   a 
w%   Madiem     Oaboroh   Kan     A tMBBBBJ eraaarbed   Von   1  of 
Mama  oorporal  ad a  met And 21 H) 
BeM  BMrro Ow ore, ono. on a ■ HPOH SCHOOL OLHZ 
|   OLD    FPUSNOB NEW 
BB MOVB   • o o e    verngp        BB   MOW    * ->       The   Gnoet 
418881 Jomoo Sam an Ran No-    And M   OeoMn    (18881 Don 
eot   A 'eared San r-arsoaco da-     Knona  Joan SoaMr 
kjowe ea*  a Me of MeofMo a     BB 'AMI  MB) Owa to mm » 
ffep  *om  euaada  rfaar   M  M 
BB UNCOMMON PLACIS. 
THI ARCHaiCTUM OP 
FKANK  U.OYO  WRaQMT A- 
oMPJOMBM c*  *w  SBM   IBBB 
uovd WrejM evaaSng magaa of 
Dam  Mouoa    FoSng  Waaar   and 
BB FORE VE R WLO TM aea- 
-ee beauty of me MRMBS asf 
Ceiee* mountom erdoarnaai 
arooa ore awrYevodes Oaa SSBSB 
rml porei of the New YoA Sue 
ohard   RB8Y 
SBBBBlBJ Cenea I 
an haaoT, bafoia   danng and ol 
tar WorU War »  HI 
BB FMINO LINE 
■SPNI AUTO RACING CON- 
TINUES 
8:30 
f EDISON TWINS Q 
BARBARA S WORLD OF 
HORSES ANO PONB-S 
(ESPN) TENNIS u S  Car. Court 
MOVIE      *•       Sand 
8:30 
BB 227 Man, 
•a arm CoMn a  ■» et  me con 
aTSPNI SPORTBCSNTIR 
(TMO MOVE  * 8> B     IJmwSV 
hAV    vowra      H884I    DwSo* 
12:30 
BB   THP3   WEEK   IN   BASE 
BALL 
"I MEET THE PfUSS 
I PORTRAITS 
| ADAM SMITH S (MONEY 
■ J 
I
.'«, 
BOO 
IBBBBNEWS 
THE PR MON* R 
PAMS A cam of 
■dantrrv Mam Chra lo an auaaor 
aspaveo 
BB OWING PM FRANCS The 
csAnar> aaoreta of Farre and M» 
■ •• T.o«oa   a ajM io me Charo 
10:00 
BB BB MAONUM.  P.I. A ca- 
ont  auppoeaani  aewohmg tar ha 
■eahe. u-a out to M a murderer 
BB   NEMINOTON   STEELS   A 
EBSBB MtwoP M murder 00 tae 
eMo can oMoci daa reword mon- 
iasetareo 
MOW **• Saw Aman 
Bemabod. iitSl) THt mm of 
•papal muac and two of aa Ivmr 
nonea Wew uee Ford Smrpi and 
Thomea* DSBSa as eaareo mi 
Q 
10:30 
BB   MOVEI   8 8 * v,      Troma 
VeMi    M>    Aunt       (18721    AM: 
■SPN) BASEBALL-S GREAT 
EST   HITB B—Odii 
Ma oona) market 
I WONOER WOMAN 
STAR TREK 
SHAKESPEARE    HOLM 
Kasg k.aar     Oeouceaue   oeoonrd 
n  a bruUBy 
pre earn a   -...   la 
—   L. 
I 
1 00 
BB   BB   NBA    BASKETSALL 
PlaroR Game fTeemo To Bo An- 
compeaie (Fan  •   ' « 
fTMCl MOW   e e The Pwr 
eun    O    Dl     Cooper       MSSH 
COUNTRY CANADA 
MOVIE   ** 
118711 Dean 
Ke*n 
I RIAL PEOPLE OP GOO 
BB        WASHINGTON 
WEEK INREWWC3 
BBMOW***'s     TewOnv- 
er    118781 Roban DoMeo C«M I 
i'v owr Oogon wan 
commoner   PG 
8 SO 
CBS NEWS 
HOTLINE 
NBC NEWS 
VICTORY GARDEN Papti 
an o noeol by CVaMm Qreom A 
roung man ease hesaad afl ewer 
Sereee M Na gMeaponosg eum 
■ rr 
JSIBBBBN 
NATTONAI 
WHAT ■ 
1*410 
'  IWS 
Q 
HAPPf NING 
ft*   omen   "., 
INTER 
(TMO   MOW    8*      TMP 
t Bama of a Osaaraa 
11:30 
OBNIWB 
BB ASC NSWSlJ 
lliOO 
BB MOW •** 10 (18781 
OsaSa* Moore   Bo Oan*   A auc 
oooofwJ aongwraar dMturbad 
akota reotfang mMSe ogp d» 
BSBI e» cheee 8*88 a BSSBM gel 
1:30 
BB MOVIE **1 Cunat 
1187)1 Fee* OaAnM Camwon 
MMcmd 
BB INDIANAPOLIS BOO 
BSTTING THE PACE 
BB BB WALL STREET WEER 
IBM a Loodv Con Ha Oo 1 
Aejors n 86' 1—at eseepaaM 
Aeee< Manegemeni P-eaiOani 
HanwrEaan 
■SPN) AUTO RACING EPS 
CLAL Lynn $t Jemee 5earoh ' . 
100 MPM 
MO 
BB MOW 8*8    Wen ume 
De-s      H887I   AuaTer   Hapbum 
AMiAme. 
taoLO 
MOW   •••      Send  Me 
H»'~ei 118841 Reek **> 
eon  0one Do* 
BB OREAT PERFORM 
ANCES Oanoe 
Ooreoraphy ft. Jerome Robbesa 
w.m  m.  Nae>  York  Cn>  le> 
lU --     'oner Free 
ond Mepe (p-repn - .. 
perfoimed by IN NOW Yort Or 
BoMi   -   .... 
■8PNI AUTO RACINO NAS 
CAP Wmeion S00 Grend Neoun 
11878) Bun 
oheM    vnoent     TM      praeejet 
(TMO    MOW    888      Lepw 
Em   LOvOMsg      (I8S1I    MaPe* 
MO 
| INNOVATION The groenng 
BB       SATURDAY        NIGHT S 
MAJN EVE NT Pro wraafang e> 
MMem NUB Haojprt and me 
"•mo Dog ea rhe Fur* ftvobV 
ora. Undo Ibmr -a Haej Rang 
Bund. Adnan Adorea ve Paul 
iw wendaraa Crndorn pat 
Bnoanijeonga OS NftoM V080R 
and Re eon She* FMke Ma 
>agon laaari'Boai <ra JMe PM 
Smaa 
« ROCKY ANO FPUS NOB 
MOW      * •   -       TMK 
HMD   Jam 
BB    AUSTIN    CITY    LIMfTS 
'earured   FtaaMe Poeeara 1  Ood- 
oy a nanarajne        nee  HOJoon 
i   menletrsg 
3<X) 
8*1 Tne Oat 
They Hanged Rej Cam, (18711 
PeeerDuaf Ben Murpn. 
t WALTON 8 
MOW***t    TheOary 
Of Anm  Ham      118881   Joeaph 
SohOoVaut  MOMPaAaai 
BB    MOV*     8 8       Breakout 
io'*    Chp 
*ai New Enekend garden   win. 
Garden   ftowfh   hoot    *-■   rvaert 
•ana He* Cakapna   LonpMO Vue 
Houae and Gar done 
7 OO 
IBB 80 MINUTES 
FPUtGOLS  ROCK Aha, RM 
hoppam i- •   a megrwhoeni taay 
UN  erond    aha brmga  a  dragon 
coot home ae a oouaem  Q 
BB    SS.VIR     SPOONS    ».. 
•aaenta oertg  eubordvsete  to  ha 
arOhandHoOr   •« eaareo 
BB DISNEY SUNDAY MOV 
4    Love Looda me War    T**O 
my Sonoma  and  Ralph  Bafarn* 
aior e. the •vnatirenon of dw MO 
of  Morra l<am    tawndoi  o«  me 
See-so 1 re Oog I outsdeton  q 
BB    ftMAKSBPEARE     HOUR 
waft  CordoM    Idmunp  copiuree 
me  reursned tamer  end oaughier 
Edgar conk-onte Iomund (Pan 4 
Of 41 
BB    JIM      TRULY    OUTRA- 
OSOUS 
BB  'AMI   A  caaa of      ...... 
idorin. bwda Chra n an »-»... 
BB ALL CREATURSS CBEIAT 
ANO SM Ail  II 
7 30 
BB    BfACHCOMSIM    -.-- 
mant weeava hempare N. ■  ■ ef 
**" *o 'oaoue  a pea  of  ....*.- 
BB FATHERS ANO SONS 
Tea) reMOra oomenoa SudDV lo 
change ha mamod of ■ w— -. 
Ow BBBMB beekaaba* aaom 
BB NOAH S ANIMALS An. 
meead   Led by  a orouOhy  OBCO 
'evcet   -   ■•—> n» not 
•or  40-day bowl of |  fegp) 
i asaawen mi 
II At 
BB    MTV    TOP    20    WXCO 
COLmTTJOWN 
l MQ 
BB MOW   88*    Cpppana 
BtafT      MPM)   C8M   Eg 
BB   THE   STONE   CARVERS 
TNa     Academy     nomd-wvvwig 
me   DBdHmna   asd 
taehemg   vwwa   of   diea 
n  me  Veaafenoeen  Cethe 
> ■ mi 
MO 
BB   BB   NBA   BASKETBALL 
Ptayon Game (Teome To So An 
BBETSPWIWNBSTlhNG 
12:38 
BBSOUl TPLAiN 
12:48 
(TMaMOVSI**    Endgame 
IIBSAIAIOher  BMMNPeMM 
BSM 
BB HART TO HART 
1:30 
fkpEWS 
MOW     •*»!        Morme- 
(18851    Marion    Biende      Yufl 
BB CKXDEN CBRLS BBBBSS a 
taaher aopeao io M o ccMmYy mv- 
BB  LOVE   BOAT Guaeta  on ■ 
LOW   Boot   cnaM  to  Spam   and 
IMO 
BTPaSITS      OP      MN 
) SKY OfSK Scukttte Moword 
Wough SBSSBBIB of  me  eoep 
baa Q 
4-00 
BB POA  OOLF  Penaoorec  Loo 
Voaao   kssetaoonal.    Maf   round 
eJMk) 
BB    STAR    SEARCH   GuaMe 
Sherman     ........        Moudo 
■ ■■mi maaoreo mi 
BB      MOVS      88*       Toeao 
Aoreok  TM P-eor     (1888)  Oeen 
Uanes  Men CMon 
BB CAPTTOL jrjURNAL 
'TMO MOVE   8*8    -ThoEkr 
ONO    Penaemal      MHO'    COMd 
h»vwi  Magaet laghej 
4:30 
BB HYMN SING MSaEBBS - 
oMN     T>ao M *aj Oay   .    lard 
LoSan    i...    vour    CMcraii      aM 
May God Baaaa You     d) 
BB MCLAUGHLhs, CaROIA" 
MB 
BB OWL / TV Roeang ,abMa 
O  Zed look* et opocal eXeacne  ■ 
naer boot M en esaaed pefatan 
PM Hoot CM oudda an ■BMSM 
poaafep  IP.) 
BB BB LaF* STYLE S OP THE 
RICH ANO FAMOUS Fe» 
Mad Senpn 8 Semon'' oo owo 
Mnaaui PoAar and GeraU 
MoBeney. CMf TM. AndH Mac- 
on me »,» eaenda   ecsr.ee 
■ SPNI SPORTSCENTf R 
BOO 
BB      BB      MURDIR        SHE 
"RnBOTl     Jeeeu     - ~*'-j^« 
emen hat   -* .  . etypecoead es a 
murcM me- look pkaoa on me eet 
BB WAGON PAIN Chuoe Wep 
on Rare kom Cokgory Stampede 
BB    AMAZING    STORCS   A 
•area, ooonaaor  purcnaaee a ape 
oaSy orpNad ond Oom a Gorman 
BB BB NATURE Bedwetcfeng 
n Honda inaaareo 
BB NINO OP THI BEASTS 
Anahoead An ODDdoni pronp eon 
ahedo ha mega and neao to ba- 
ooma aw kesg ol oeeaia oNer he 
Nooh and m, ema 
•ramaharyart 
BB PUTTtN ON THE HTTS 
La>-oynoad 'emktejm of George 
Sonppn a O Broeowey Tpoo a 
Puflas on pat R« arwChubCy 
CMMar a The Tew 
(ISPN) STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOFFS CernpbM Conter 
enoo Chemoamone) Gome Tem 
Inel (NOTE Staring hma e aan- 
lanva (Meai a aubperi to btaok 
owl I 
(TftSQ   MOVIE    ***     vVhol 
Slop   The   lorn' !'•     *«* 
aeyandaom me 
i and taa grwaraj as me leeav 
B:30 
ALPRED      HITCMCOCX 
■BENTS  A   am 
paajkkdlowr   m akareo 
BB LAST OP  THI  RED HOT 
DPLfM30NS  AnrniobM   A  IMng 
drogon hopao to ivaam No hive* 
I Are as ome «o repcua 
BB    WHAT!     HAPPENING 
NOWlt Iwyona Beit Sejy ben 
Rerun  nfeMBi *•»  m 
OPEN: 
Mc*.-Trwi 6^8Tn-9piTi 
Fri. 6*am ICym 
Sot. lm-]0pm 
Sun. 8*m-9pm 
BUB. MM 
B*^nMGfYmm.O-M 
voMn 
Saturday   Special 
Steak & Shrimp S5.95 
B.BQ Chicken & Rib combo S5.49 
include', all /oil i an eal 
soup, salad and deserl Butfel 
plus ' polato 
Call uo about our 
Dally Spoclala 352-0123 
^hw Dimensions in 
Financial Technology 
Lett us serve 
your banking needs. 
Bowling Green Locations: 
100S. Main St. 
327 S. Main St. 
1098 N. Main St. 
j'i^"    Valentine J 
Monday and Tuesday 
SPAGHETTI (tM yaa eaa Mt) '3.29 
CLAMS |o| SB CM Nt) H.99 
Wednesday and Friday 
PERCH (•« yea m Nt) '3.29 
Thursday and Saturday 
CHICKEN (al yea m Nt) '3.29 
SHRIMP (tl SB OM Nt) '5.99 
Available from 11 a.m. til 10 p.m. 
Across from Harshman Quad 
M50 t   Woost.' Hou'V 6 o.m 
10 pm   Daily $3.00 off with this ad. 
Spring Brook doeen't have to and 
In Florida 
—Koop tho fooling allvo 
*  Weaving. 
*  Lumlnlzlngs 
i-> *  Highlighting! 
with 
^-^      NkoU, Laurie 
ft tot 
143 I. Wooiltr 
■•hind Flnd,r« 
392-HAIR 
Klotz 
Flower 
Farms 
For your 
Cut  Flower  &  Green 
Plant needs. 
906 Napoleon 353-8381 
Come See Our 
Fine selection of 
•Seiko 
*Pulsar 
*14kt gold chains 
•earrings 
•Sorority jewelry 
Check our 30-40% Off Sale 
(On Saltcttd /feme; 
Dill Jewelers 
129 S. Main   342-4770 
Located in OPEN PANTRY 
Open 7 Days a Week till Midnight 
Mon. - Thurt. VCR Rental & 2 Free Tapes 
only'8.99 
No membership required 
352-8723 
21 Locations In NW Ohio 
• oo 
■ ■MOVK 
(fiameee) Moa ■ •'•a Eoofl 
Goutd A neweyweda retjof at 
bong 'aerated wrtn no foteng 
One* Bator at wnen ho ikecoiore 
t"\a>     i—pru her   ronvmcrnj i|fi 
I AATO EXPO SPECIAL 
DELIBERATE   STUANG 
IR Mark »■-*.. aura a* fheo 
>>•     Too    IVjndt 
■ ■• i. of > — n ' •»■» To- 
re**! In 1t74 a Colorado nne 
ogam wot BJV»V IO me sup 
pearencoe ot women - three 
A««. eiatn AIM aura Ban 
•Ankara and George 
iPan 1 of :i y 
0   NORTH    AND   SOUTH 
•OOK   it The aaga of the Man 
(ha    ••■. •   •war   '*r~  torn apart 
■,..-- IBS'    Or*  If• 
IO SwfyM -w«'i emn ■»*■> 
eon Qevw and Rowl ( loi Aah 
»gn (Tarn Garter i and lam (Phase) 
Coanofi ntetaen a •- etefl -eta 
borone? and Jueim ■ Dend Cana- 
an. ••Onepa Maotane aaakty 
A/me Do-m (Pert 1 ot SI £J 
• 0 MASTERPKCE THE- 
ATM BT me Sword thwded 
.- of *om i ecfeamn ',• ■•''• 
mg A/neecote (ear* ^-(* 
t ■* . a much nee da a «■■■>■ 
*om a neartry Noun ahead en- 
campment (Part 7 of Si Q 
9 MOV* • • ' .-v , 0* The 
Band Oeed i9'4iCeear 9ume 
kone'taming CoBaga bomki on a 
camping *■, tram through a » 
awte-i "Bege •"■■ mumrmhed 
corpaaa  <oa and  or„u*y  a at  a> 
0 START Of SOMf THING 
BIG •■ ' — ot PloBeri Me.* 
" - . Banna" Great Garaon and 
Maneeain  IBl 
10 OO 
SCBC NCWS O 
NANNV  m  ■—    . -     .. 
Samara   carat   la    mo   ■   -« — 
Boma crworen  —m. mraiartoua 
Darania poaa a la* proOktme 
(WASHINGTON REPORT 
MYSTERYl Ageme Chre 
to a ■'•> — > m ■.■- • me■ • a 
amnaaiartm io aVion aaaa ma 
■-■-..-.i end area oeeettrn teem 
ot Tommy and Tuppence Seat 
•aid io -«•!v*"" a JIU ehe> 
Board ncdem  Q 
10 IB 
(TliCI MOVK * • i Untarf> 
>uBr *ot«a HtB4i Oudaa* 
Moora Noaiaoao «wa»i An or 
ahoaa>a <ondMCtoi eanta INK Na 
•N "»a* nano nad an afar •"»• a 
.-. — ■.'   amda  Ha  *aa  *-•«   on 
in nan   fG Q 
10 2B 
• VINTURI 
to JO 
IB Kf NNf TM COM LAND 
tt OO 
c.niAT       PCftfOflM 
ANCtB      Oonco    at    »-••« 
Choraog-apn, H , ja-oma foMkma 
-v » M Now ■ ■> Cx* Bafl* 
Taro Of ..naraograpna. Joroma 
-■*.->i    — »i >ant> hoa 
and      AniHKa   li-g-apf ■* 
partormod Or eta Moo »ora C4f» 
Bafoi   m alamo 
0 TALfS FROM THC 
OAftKSiOC Nigntnwoa Naam a 
dywg -".fata/ 1AM Vojodal amo 
aooapta a aoangar a lOawd Charv 
dhanoffai of an aaarnaf B'agwi 
• PftlDf        Of        fLACI 
BUB.DING THC AMCfttCAN 
OMEAM WaoNngton 0C a 
Caprtol btatoXg Noai Tork Or* a 
Grand ConttH St anon Motown a 
GaBam and t-ank Liovtf \R*ngM a 
M»- Cnarr* iCaM I 0«K Camar 
Ouafaaa noa> archtkacta uaa araa- 
r.. apaco G>oota •« GoKV 
twgv CaoarfoB Q 
fUPNI SfORTVCENTEft 
11 20 
g) ABC NfWig 
t 1  SO 
0 AT   THC   MOVK S Scratd- 
idad   loan  now monaa and 
p MOVK  * *    Son ii 0ao*> 
k roung • 
io ww tho loro 
of a Bmon O^tnoaarnan 
0   kOOVK    a a*       '.,..„ 
OoadNSat      '»B0i ><aro Snaoa 
■ ava 0-nawar A wwran Naw 
Torai Otr poaco doroevM. arnoao 
noaa trwa io catch a bruul »a. 
aarnannng Monnonon 
9 ENTTftTAINMENT TMBB 
WICK iniarvownt —th Joan RW 
an tooarotng artans John Tavtar 
and MaM ' •»» «* UaMflan) 
Morton Karkot UHvil 
0 fUAH DON T LET Ml 
OBI 
0 FOR MV KOFLE 
11:1* 
■ Mil K>NAW MAKCPt 
IfjOO 
• ENTEflTAlNMENT THIS 
WCEK BaWBBBB antfi Joan fav- 
ant rooorttng anata John TaalOf 
and faohard f ago (Mr Uanarland 
Morton Harmat la-hol 
• 700CIUB 
•UPNI BASEBALL S OMAT- 
E«T MfTS Ma^AghtaotBai   71 
A»Sur Gama Ml 
fTMO MOVB1 **    fawaJami 
UBB4I Aadan OHOOI. Oar/  Harv 
Rail 
12 SO 
• TTaAPBCfl JOHN, M D 
EtSPNI TOf AANW BOXING 
John Maaauro HIO-11 •% Fara) 
janrangt 114-2. S f-Oal a> a paasr 
■ahor»oarii bout lauaJad tor 
10 nMiBa. tram Ananax Cay. 
N J BU 
TOO 
t HAWAII frVE-O 
AFfltCA BEfOflT   TEAMS 
Of f AMiN* 
1:10 
atiNfws 
1:*0 
fTlaO    MOV*    **       (rtaar 
' NMB   <1f7«i John Nanoa  Oiat- 
lOO 
fNIGHTWATCH 
WALL STWET JOUfl- 
NAL BEPOflT ItMfajM ana* 
tarwaw a-th Oawd Stookrnan ro- 
porta on ma B>on*man tamOf of 
Saoo/ar-i   and 
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CoetR' IIMJl Manon ftVande. 
Jamea Maaon Baaad on the play 
by Weaem Shekeapa 
! 
JCOPAROV 
TAXI 
PM   MAGAZINE  A  Tea 
is at w«oii a aaata «■» w 
A J   IWte mm  ■   m-*0m 
toon 
7410 
CMNfwa 
OATBJNt ONTAJIIO 
wwaorramiM 
ENT1HTAJMMINT   TO 
worn   A    L» n»» o. 
wwnwo OAJM i,u; 
aatd mapa caavaala aha anata 
oeaynatg aftat DOay unaj V-E 
Oa. whan tha ABM taraaa n Eu- 
rope reakaed nctory 
(TMO MOV* B*M saaa» 
ohMhara I1S7SI faolanl Oara. 
Tony Lo Sanaa A young man 
dane to break Nney eaeram by 
•nakeig   n   a   laea*M  aead tar 
TOa*KaHT    Mem     JrOnm-        Ne*WSHOUR 
• BE ST    OP    SATURD A Y 
tmVJHTLIVC 
• M-A-S-H 
lOffjo 
•    STREETS    OP     SAN 
fRAfaCaSCO 
« EYE ON HOLLYWOOO 
COMEDY CLASSICS 
TENNIS US   Caty Court 
of    VnoULenotng 
• WtLD   WID WORLO OP 
AjatMAL* 
fHU 
ICOfAPANY 
AUTO  I 
« BE NNV « 
THREE S  •    BaASIERfKCE    THE 
ATP*     Tha   Ta*   Ol   Beetra. 
UEHRER 
NTER 
7:30 
ItamOAgfal   Modaf 
or    Me 
*     Can 
10 JO 
• BC*JOMBUOD*S 
CSPNI NBA TODAY 
I ISM 
• ■••■ 
• DARK SHAO 
• WKRP IN Cll 
• ART BEAT 
otntury. . 
at aat* two rowaa cueed by an 
aadlaahop  in awrao   PG-13  C; 
MO 
• itANGkN IN ntaftaaa a. 
tempta W hnd -he porter- men for 
Kaat  Mig 
Ml 
12: SO 
■ LATE N KJHT WTTH DA- 
VID LBTTCNMAN BataaaaBtS 
Ftad Dryar PnaatT"! *• akarao 
• COM*DYTON*OHT 
leMO 
• MOVK * ** A Mataum 
mar logh. a Set Comedy 11SS2) 
Woody Aftan. Baa Farrow 
S«0 
• • MOR N t NOST AR / 
S^lNaNQSTAR A filajR uimej 
awaaaheai amatpa ilaahy gfj har 
2 of 21 
• MOV*   ***      TOO Me 
(1SSS)    Itata   Praatav.    JajBo 
Partne rare hu teKoSeS  Mn 
ota dunng Bear  anal  20T>m*e 
renoeer otaat. (Pan 2 at 21 Ml 
fJCOPAROY 
TAXJ 
PM MAGAZINE Modal re, 
MacPheraon.      actor     Panxk 
argowNATi 
■SPNJ     IIIS9DE     THC     POA 
TCRJR 
11:JO 
•   ENTERTAhNMENT    TO- 
NaOHT 
OAYTBr* SPORTS 
MO ■SPNI   PLY   FISHING   WTTH 
JOE HUMPHREYS 
S JO 
■ SPNI SPYJRTSCCNTIR 
•OO 
IISPNI     NORSE       RACING 
WEEKLY 
• SO 
■SPN) NBA TODAY 
10OO 
aWPNI AUTO RACING Formu- 
•» One Grand Pre of  San Mane 
IVon- imote   naf.   Ml 
l1:SO 
aUPNI St^JftTSLOOK 
12:S0 
(ESPHI      STANLEY      CUP 
PLAYOFFS   Wekte   Cantanaxa 
Chemoenefap Game Four  Ml 
MO 
(CSPNI      MARK       SOSIN   S 
SALT WATSR JOUR NA1. 
MO 
■SPNI ROLLER DERBY 
BOO 
■ SPNI      AMERICAS     CUP 
• 7; A WORLD'S EYE V*W 
MYTBYal atOVCS 
■TMa B*H Ne-w let Mo 
Go lltSJI Can GaMa Gana 
Taemey 
MO 
CTMC)       **V> UnlMM.il, 
Vgtjra*    UBS4I   DwSay   Moon 
pKnafcj 
Chnate noutaal offy ncaurang 
hxaaga of tha oca taoapnal. man- 
ler neehn lacery  and pngon   |B| 
iOUNatMOKE 
STUNTMAN    AWARDS 
From Hoaywood   ihe aaoond an- 
nue teanony honor ng atwntmen 
and  aiunt women  n  moaon pa: 
nduda Beat lapn Sequence Bet* 
Vafacwaa Stunt. Beat Hajf. Work 
and etaei Spetiacufa. Stum 
Seouance Moat Lao Me tare 
• ALL CRCATURC 8 QPKAT 
AND SMALL II 
IISPNI STANLEY CUP 
PLAYOffS CempBoS Contaf 
ante Champaanafap Game Few 
Anal (NOTE Starang tone at atn- 
uaaa Gama • Mao to Mar* 
Ml 
fTMO MOV* ** Fapoeeri 
MM3) Naauaaii Knot.. Honey 
KefM A taataen modal a Near 
uaaa har aa ban to a ap an nume 
• FAMB.Y    TCS    Mokory • 
vaouaaon e otpaneoni upon har 
performance on • raetory aaam In 
aarao g 
SAO 
• • BRIOOES TO CfaOSft 
aat* Tiacy «p to ba a beer a neat, 
SjSJB 
•     CHEERS     t^wKOwonujrJ 
Faa Dana (Pan 2 of 1) Mi atarao , 
• NORTH AMD SOUTH I 
BOOK II An acaaaa SjraSt Ev- 
ana) na^aaaaat MocMan.pt a 
meaeng —*> Bant wapi Ctry'e 
hafp. Gaorga atcapaa tram pnaon. 
Beta BeS rfctTSaR proaaa hat tan 
tar Maaaane Part ft of f I Q 
m • MYSTERY! egeaat 
GVaaa a fennem at Oana The 
murdar 
•  MOVK   **Vt     Tha Story 
Of   A   Woman      11 tell   rVeen 
* tafa a> ton arfah a natflkaf     f*-" ■ 
TMO   **    Eaaoaad   I1SSJI 
Nanaaap - nab, laarny Kaaal 
11:30 
fTaSO **v,    The BtaaaTaSa* 
Of    CAaaet       119*91    •aaherne 
Hagtajm.ChaTtaa.naai. 
12:30 
•   **H   Tea Una 01 Jam 
(19791 Rartay Jorwa  Sa. 
BSO 
I NIGHT COURT Senrd a. 
ft*-       • VVBJJ. WB_D WORLD Of        • 
(BENNY HtU 
THP*KSCCaaVAMV 
IISPNI      STANLIV     CUP 
PLAYOPPS   W—.   Oaaarano. 
Oeerejetnafap  Gama tor    Lwl 
T.J   HOOKER Hoc*. Mr. 
•an Comgan and Stacy a aaaatag 
• TONBGHT Heat Jetavtr 
Canon Sohaduad: baanung an- 
ax Ed Kannady. apmaaan Boa*/ 
MO 
ITBSQ   **H    Tha Puaux 01 
DB   Cooper     (IBSll  TraH Wk 
kame. rVanrt Dun* 
BOO 
fTlBCl     *** UnfartMuMy 
Yaan-    I1SS4I   OuaSay   Mean 
leTJojJ 
2   Of  2)  In 
lOtOO 
•    •    KFtOTS    LANOtNG 
Karen   ahVBt  down   lotua  Pont. 
Greg ennniaagaa   Paaa   n anoa 
—i io accompany ury on nor 
raad*aj> g 
• f AST COPY aetteoeeS » 
ISBBaSaS BnSKM taatunng aa> 
not ayaoduoad By the eekaora of 
anei 
r ICAPtTOl  JOUNNAL pNCWS MASTERPIECT: THE 
ATM ' By Bat Sanad D—dee- 
One of Tom a eeBSBBa tar tanBy- 
aaj    Arnaacoot    Coma     nrokaaa 
•ram   a   nearby   Boundhead   an- 
cempmem  IPtn 7 of SI Q 
fTMO    MOV*    ***>,       R* 
otatl     lUehar      HBBBI     Jaaajat 
woodwao     Jamat   OMon     h. 
huaaaaad    acnoohwaohar    haa   a 
10.30 
• NATKjftAL  /  JOURNAL 
• SNEAK  PRE V* WS Hoata 
Jaffray     Lyona     and     Michael 
at wftel • new el the 
BOSOM SUOO*S 
IllOO 
 BNCWS 
DARK SHADOWS 
TW*. K3HT ZONE 
WKRP IN CINCINNATI 
SOOYWATCM     Sampat ! 
attfudng   aaraaac   aaaroea   and 
proper dart  Guaat  San   CJaaboma 
Pea 10 « i I  Q. 
(ESPNI      AUTO      RACINO 
hkgrwghia of me   6J inOtenaaMke 
600 
11:30 
•   ENTTRTAINMENI    TO- 
NKaHT   A   heioncal    i.iai    Of 
If"" I NIGHT HEAT Tommy and 
Naxaa a euaneyg at an art gakary 
a maned when a oWiaaonce oc- 
cura iMay be preempted tor cov- 
eaga of itw NBA ptayofta 1 
• TONIGHT Hoal Johnny 
Caraen Scnagotad comae attar 
Joe Pecopo   oaBat Yo Yo Ma   In 
INK1HTLINE 
ENCORE THEATRE 
MOVK **** Varogo 
MSftfti Jamea Setwan Kan No- 
nk A laerad San '< neco ta 
tatine wrth a taar of BeSBB. e 
haad to oaf a aaafMi afaaoam- 
er a W*B and hnda haaaaS laBng 
nkam earn har 
I BENNY HB.L 
HEART OP THC ORA- 
OON Four BaSTataaSB agora* 
about mooamaang iwraj Cheat, aat 
n the ntaga of Majopaaj rwm* 
the aaangth of eadRaan end aha 
oftacw ot change Mig 
■SPNI •kPORTSCt NTER 
11:4* 
fTMO MOV*  * * V)     The Pu 
Treat Wakeme Fkaatn Dwnfl A 
Vert akvtarAa a ptana and para 
oTajtaa at aatar. *m Oragon wen 
a tartune n akotan money    PG 
12O0 
•    STREETS    OP     SAN 
• MOV*   ** vt     jajjatar 
I IBSll Harry Guardno Hope 
Langa 
IIVC ON H0U.YVVOCfD 
COMEDY CLABkStCS 
■SPNI   NFL  SUPER STARS A 
look   at  me  haetory  of  Bat  Pana- 
burgh St I atari 
12:30 
• LATt NK3HT WTTH DA 
VSD UTTlRanAN aaaaaea* 
CSS Newt ftSBaaSSBStal Dana 
Saaryar John Lanraataxat (' NaxM 
Court ) Maaarga 
• COME OY TONIGHT 
■SPNI f ISHtN   HOLE 
12:40 
• MOV*** lenrmCoda 
(196*1  Vote Banaon.  Frank  *J 
tiOO 
HAWAII FIVE O 
JIMMY SWAOOART 
MOVK  ** *     Gal Happy 
(ISSftl line Proatay   Shekey F» 
! 
tea 
rTMO    MOV,    **    "Mntf 
D«H' MM41 joMpn aononw 
""A*,. 
IK 
ftt NCWS 
«m)     HOAM     RACINO 
WilU-V 
2:00 
I NIGHTWATCH 
NCWS 
«swi sro>rrm.O0K 
2:30 
•J NIGHTWATCH 
WPWI tFORTSCENTIB 
aet (twill     (TAHLIV    CUP 
•nc» Dwaawa aw* '«* ■ 
J:I0 
(TMO   MOV,    ••      !,_ 
Kntf   lltiei John Hmvm   Otm 
4:4ft 
ma   Mov,  •*»    -n» 
H«4*oman  01 OiMW"  |1»M| 
KHI>*.A«    "HD.-     CMrtoa 
.   •»* 
.   **» 
. .   •* 
,.. ei 
,... a 
^''^liJuirrluniBr 
"Your Campus 
Florist" 
Carnations 
$4.50 a dozen 
PHONE 
353-1045 
Cash & Carry 
FALCON HOUSE 
TkwAaAwtsetaeraaaa laiaywairitta.* 
f 
140 E. Wooster Bowling Green 
Ph. 352-3610 
Downtown Bowling Green 
Congratulations 
Seniors. 
Come to Falcon HOUM 
for all your *G$U T- 
ahlrta. Swaetahlrta end 
•II other acceaaoriea 
CHECK   OUT 
OUR MANY 
NEW RELEASES 
Wo carry 
both  Beta 
and   VHS 
Tapes 
ABRIV ALS: 
ko>25?* 
tfiVi^t^^ 
Barney's 
Video 
.. I        FREE 
.  POPCORN 
with rental of 
any two movies! 
•My Chauffeur M.mb.-»hiP a«)uirwj     no for on. y.o. 
•Bod Medicine "» * •»"» •" as     H4 1401 
■.I ..••    a.   er. «     aaa    l_, Mo« -Sol    10-Y Sun    11-* 
•Silent Night Deodly Night    *..,**,„,■, o^^ m„ 
•Bock to the Future w.. ond wm.«swi.Minimum *,<« 
•Rocky IV On" 6 X o m  I o.m tv«y doy 
•To Live and Die in L.A. 
•AgneaolGod aaaaay-Taoatay FBB movla with VCI rantel   " 
Waaaeaaavi all VCI rented 12.9°l 
